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Abstract
The present work deals with the computational investigation of a practically important
and theoretically interesting flow field of turbulent isothermal and heated rectangular
jets in a narrow channel crossflow for high velocity ratios. The main objective of the
work is to provide a more detailed information about the flow characteristics of this
important flow configuration compared with available literature. The other objective
is to assess the performance of different turbulence models in predicting the behaviour
of this flow configuration. The investigation is carried out first for the 2D flow field
and subsequently for the 3D flow field. In the 2D investigation, the computations are
carried out using the standard k-ε model and the streamline curvature modification to
the k-ε model. The physical effects of the streamline curvature on the flow field are
studied and the improvement over the standard k-ε model is discussed. In the 3D
investigation of the flow field, the standard k-ε model and the Reynolds stress
transport (RST) model are used. Computational tools in the form of two FORTRAN
77 computer codes based on the SIMPLE algorithm, finite volume formulation and
staggered grid arrangement are developed. The first code tackles the 2D problem
using the standard k-ε model and its streamline curvature modification. The other
code tackles the 3D problem through the standard k-ε model. In addition a commercial
code FLUENT 6.2 is used to compute the 3D heated jets in crossflow using the RST
model. About the 2D computation it can be said that in those situations where smaller
computational time gets priority over flow details and accuracy, a 2D investigation
has its merit in that the results obtained for the jet central plane are physically realistic
though not very accurate. Streamline curvature modification to the k-ε model is
observed to produce somewhat improved results, especially in the inner part of the jet.
3D computations with both standard k-ε and RST models demonstrate that the central
vertical plane is a plane of symmetry and it is possible to carry out the computation in
half the flow field with a symmetry boundary condition. The standard k-ε model
performs well and reproduces many physical features that are similar to those reported
in the literature, besides producing reasonably good quantitative agreement with
experiments. The results demonstrate that the velocity ratio affects flow features such
as the trajectory and the lateral spread of the jet, and the low velocity region
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downstream of the jet. A higher value of the velocity ratio is associated with a
reduced size of the wake vortices and the reverse flow region downstream of the jet
slot. The RST model shows some improvement in the predictions compared with the
standard k-ε model especially in the reverse flow region. It also captures two
secondary vortices at the bottom corners far downstream, whereas the k-ε model fails
to do so. However, it does not show significant improvement over the standard k-ε
model. The mean temperature field in the case of heated jet appears to be controlled
by different vortices formed in the flow field and observed temperature distribution is
consistent with similar results reported in the literature. Also it is interesting to note
that the flow in the jet duct itself gets affected as a result of the interaction between
the jet and the cross-stream and the origin of the counter rotating vortex pair (CRVP)
can be traced back to well within the jet duct. The present work also establishes the
three-dimensionality of the flow field highlighting the insufficiency of the only two
experimental works dealing with the problem that have come to our notice. The 3D
investigation produces results not only in the jet central plane but in various other
regions in the flow field. Thus these results bring to light not only the various features
in the jet shear layer but also some interesting aspects of the flow in the
neighbourhood including two hitherto unreported secondary vortices. Besides closely
reproducing existing experimental results, the present work also gives a deeper insight
into various features of the complex flow field under investigation, thus providing
new information and opening up possibilities for further experimental and numerical
investigation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Turbulent Flow

Most fluid flows encountered in engineering applications are turbulent. Turbulent
flows are characterized by the following properties:
(i) Unsteadiness: The behaviour of the turbulent flow variables appears to be random
if monitored as a function of time at a fixed point and also if monitored as a function
of space at an instant of time.
(ii) Vorticity and three-dimensionality: Turbulent flows exhibit high level of
fluctuating vorticity. The alteration of the direction and magnitude of the vorticity
takes place by rotation and stretching. The vortex-stretching is an important factor in
increasing the intensity of turbulence. Even in flows, where the mean velocities and
pressure vary in only one or two space dimensions, turbulence fluctuations always
have a three-dimensional spatial character.
(iii) Dissipation: Turbulent flows are highly dissipative. Viscous forces dissipate
kinetic energy into thermal energy. To make up for these losses, the kinetic energy
needs to be generated, otherwise turbulent flow will die. To maintain the flow,
turbulent flows depend on its environment.
(iv) Broad spectrum: The turbulent flows fluctuate on a broad range of length and
time scales. The length scale of the largest eddies is of the order of the size of the flow
geometry and the smallest scale is of the order of the viscous size, termed as the
Kolmogorov length scale. The time scales also behave in similar fashion.
(v) High mixing: Turbulent flows mix much stronger than laminar flows. This is due
to the vigorous motion of the fluid which enhances friction, heat and scalar transfers.

1.2 Computational Predictions of Turbulent Flows

In the early stages of fluid flow analysis, the primary approach to study turbulent flow
was experimental. Later on with the emergence of computer and different
computational techniques, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) became an
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important tool for analyzing turbulent flows. In CFD techniques, the governing
equations that are derived from the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy
are set over a physical domain along with the boundary conditions describing the fluid
flow. These equations are then solved numerically to generate the pressure and
velocity fields in the flow domain. The Navier-Stokes equations which are derived
from the conservation of momentum consist of the nonlinear partial differential
equations with an intricate dependency on velocity components within the system of
equations. Apart from some specific cases, these partial differential equations are not
solvable using analytical methods. There are only a very small number of flows that
permits simplification of the governing equations in such a way that it is possible to
obtain an analytical solution. Consequently for most cases, one is required to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations numerically. The highest level of reliability in numerical
simulation is given by Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) and Large Eddy
Simulations (LES). Numerical simulations performed using Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers are, apart from being numerical approximations, also
affected by physical approximations in the models due to averaging of different length
scales in the turbulence field. We will discuss these methods briefly in the following
sections.

1.2.1 DNS

The most accurate approach to turbulence simulations is to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations without averaging or approximation other than numerical discretisation
whose errors can be estimated and controlled. But the limitations of the computational
resources (storage capacity and speed) restrict the use of direct numerical simulation
(DNS) in many practical flow problems. For DNS, the grid to be used must be fine
enough to resolve the smallest eddies whose sizes are of the order of Kolmogorov
length scale, (ν 3 / ε )1 / 4 , where ν is the kinematic viscosity and ε the rate of
dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy. Therefore the number of grid points required
in DNS is very high and this number increases with the Reynolds number. The
limitations and scope of the DNS were discussed by Kim et al. (1997) considering the
flow in a channel. They observed that to simulate the problem with a Reynolds
number of 3300 (a value considerably less than that relevant to the practical
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applications) based on the centerline mean velocity and channel half width, one needs
to use two million grid points in the computational domain. The large number of grid
points lead to complexity in the data handling and storage while performing DNS. It
is believed that unless a higher speed and more storage capacity computer than the
existing ones are not developed, the DNS for flow configurations and Reynolds
number of practical problems will not be feasible in the near future.

1.2.2 LES

In large-eddy simulations (LES), the large-scale motions are resolved and the small
scales, termed as the subgrid scales are modeled. This approach is based on the idea
that the large-scale motions are highly dependent on the boundary conditions whereas
the small scale motions are relatively universal everywhere. The equations are filtered
in space and the division into the large and small-scale motions is dependant on the
length of the filter. The numbers of grid points needed in LES is much less than that
in DNS. The accuracy of LES largely depends upon the modeling of the subgrid
scales, resulting from filtering the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations which are
based on the assumption of isotropy of the smallest scales. LES is comparatively more
expensive than the RANS modeling. The RANS modeling and LES can be combined
and this approach is called hybrid RANS/LES or detached eddy simulation (DES). In
this approach RANS is used to model the flow in the near-wall region, which requires
less resolution as compared to resolving the boundary layer vortices with LES.
Further away the LES is used to resolve the turbulence (Dahlstrom, 2003).

1.2.3 RANS Models

For engineering applications, it is unaffordable to treat the time-dependant NavierStokes equations directly as excessively demanding computational resources are
needed for DNS. This is true to some extent even for LES. Thus a suitable
approximation of the time dependant Navier-Stokes equation has to be taken.
Reynolds (1895) proposed that the quantities (ψ ) in the Navier-Stokes equation could
be divided into a mean (ψ ) and a fluctuating part (ψ ′) :

ψ = ψ +ψ ′
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where the mean part is the time-average of a parameter over a certain time. The
averaging time needs to be longer than the small turbulence fluctuations, however
shorter than any mean flow oscillating period. If Reynolds decomposition is applied
to the Navier-Stokes equation the result is an equivalent set of equations, termed as
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The time averaging
procedure however produces additional terms, the Reynolds stresses ( u i′u ′j ), which
are unknown and need to be modeled using a suitable turbulence model. This is
referred as the closure problem with the Reynolds averaging. There are two distinct
approaches to model the Reynolds stresses, either the eddy-viscosity models (EVM),
or the Reynolds stress transport (RST) models. In the latter case the actual stresses are
solved, while in the former the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis (Hinze, 1975) is
employed to estimate the Reynolds stresses. The eddy viscosity hypothesis of
Boussinesq results in a first-order closure of the system of the governing equations. A
suitable turbulence model is used to provide the eddy viscosity to the RANS
equations. The RANS equations represent transport equations for the mean flow
quantities only, with all the scales of the turbulence being modeled. The approach of
permitting a solution for the mean flow variables greatly reduces the computational
effort compared to DNS or LES.
In the past, several kinds of first-order closure turbulence models have been
devised. The class of zero-equation or algebraic models are those proposed by
Baldwin and Lomax (1978), Cebeci and Smith (1974). The turbulence models are
categorized by the number of transport equations employed in addition to the
momentum equations. The most widely used one-equation turbulence model has been
developed by Spalart and Allmaras (1992), which is a relatively simple model that
solves a modeled transport equation for the eddy viscosity. Two-equation turbulence
models in general are built mostly from the transport equation for the turbulence
kinetic energy and a suitable second transport equation. The k-ε model is the one most
commonly used and this is one of the simplest two-equation models in which the
solution of two separate transport equations allows the turbulence velocity and length
scales to be independently determined. The velocity and the length scales are
determined from the transport equation of turbulence kinetic energy and the
dissipation rate of the turbulence kinetic energy. The model has become the
workhorse of practical engineering flow calculations since the time it was proposed
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by Launder and Spalding (1972). Robustness, economy, and reasonable accuracy for a
wide range of turbulent flows explain its popularity in industrial flow and heat
transfer investigations. Another important two-equation model is the k − ω model
developed by Wilcox (1998). In this model the length scale is determined from the
specific rate of the turbulence dissipation rate ( ω ). Both the models use the
assumption of the isotropic turbulence viscosity, even though this is not strictly
consistent with the anisotropic nature of the turbulence structure of the flow field.
Still, as far as the prediction of the global parameters such as the pressure drops is
concerned, the two equation models have proven to be adequately accurate. If further
details of the flow field are desired, these models could still be used with some
modifications.
In Reynolds stress transport (RST) models, the eddy viscosity approach is not used
and the closure of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations is obtained by
solving transport equations for the Reynolds stresses, together with an equation for
the dissipation rate (2nd-order accurate). This means that five additional transport
equations are required in case of two-dimensional (2D) flows and seven additional
transport equations must be solved in case of the three-dimensional (3D) flows. Since
the RST model accounts for the effects of streamline curvature, swirl, rotation, and
rapid changes in the strain rate, in a more rigorous manner than one-equation and twoequation models, it has good potential to provide accurate predictions for complex
flows. However, the reliability of RST model predictions is still limited by the closure
assumptions employed to model various terms in the exact transport equations for the
Reynolds stresses. The modeling of the pressure-strain and dissipation-rate terms is
particularly challenging, and often considered to be responsible for compromising the
accuracy of RST model predictions. The RST model might not always yield results
that are clearly superior to the simpler models in all classes of flows to warrant the
additional computational expense. However, the use of the RST model is
recommended when the flow features of interest are the result of anisotropy in the
Reynolds stresses. Among the examples are cyclone flows, highly swirling flows in
combustors, rotating flow passages, and the stress-induced secondary flows in ducts.
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1.3 Turbulent Jets in Crossflow
A jet is formed when a fluid is ejected from a nozzle. The instability of a jet occurs at
a low Reynolds number (Kaplan, 1964), which may become turbulent. When the
geometry of the discharge nozzle is rectangular the jet formed is three-dimensional
and when it is a slit (two-dimensional), the jet formed is plane. Depending upon the
condition of the surrounding fluid, jets may be termed as jet in quiescent
surroundings, coflowing jet (jet stream and surrounding fluid move parallel to each
other) and jet in crossflow (surrounding fluid moves normal to the discharge direction
of the jet stream).
The problem of turbulent jets in crossflow is important both from the application
point of view as well as fundamental research point of view. The problem is
encountered in numerous engineering applications, where jets are found in both
confined and unconfined environments. Some examples of confined jets in crossflow
are the internal cooling of turbine blades by air jets, vertical and short take-off and
landing (VSTOL) aircraft, dilution by air jets in combustion chambers of gas-turbine
engine, several industrial processes such as mixing of product streams, drying of
product streams, etc.

Fig. 1.1: Configuration of a jet in crossflow.

Jets in unconfined or semi-infinite crossflow are found in more numerous practical
problems, which include flow fields resulting from the action of cross winds on
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chimney stacks or flames from petrochemical plants, discharge of sewage or waste
heat into rivers or oceans, film cooling of turbine blades, thermal plumes rising into
cross winds in the atmosphere, exhaust gas discharged to atmosphere from automobile
engine, thermal plumes generated near ground level by volcanoes, thunderstorms, or
forest fires that can often rise to heights in the atmosphere where significant crossflow
exists, etc.
The problem is also important from the fundamental research point of view, as
many complex fluid dynamics phenomena such as vortices, flow reversal, entrainment
and mixings are involved with it. The problem represents both free-shear flows (jet)
and boundary-layer flows (crossflow). After interactions of both the flows, the flow
field becomes complex. It is also characterized by the streamline curvature and
different types of vortices are formed due to interactions of the jet and crossflow.
The configuration of a rectangular jet in crossflow is shown in Fig. 1.1. The axis of
the jet is usually defined as the locus of the maximum velocity or total pressure. The
main parameter which characterizes jet in crossflow is the jet-to-crossflow velocity
ratio, R (= vj/ua) or the momentum flux ratio J (=

ρj 2
R ) . The low velocity ratio (R <
ρa

0.5) is seen in the case of turbine blade cooling whereas 1< R < 10 is found in the case
of jet stabilisation in the combustion chamber. The jet with R > 10 is characterised
with free jet characteristics. In confined jets, the normalized wall distance may also be
an important factor, if the distance is not too large. In the multiple jets the normalized
distance between two jets is an additional parameter. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the whole
flow field of a jet in crossflow can be classified in three distinct regions (Demuren,
1986, Sherif and Pletcher, 1990 and Said et al., 2005). In the first region (I), the
initially uniform jet flow interacts with the ambient crossflow causing a shear layer to
develop at the jet boundaries. Upstream of this region, the crossflow is decelerated
and a positive pressure region is formed. The length of the initial region depends on
the jet cross-section, velocity ratio and jet discharge Reynolds number. The second
region (II) is the main region or the established flow region, where the jet experiences
large deflection. Two mechanisms have been claimed in the literature to explain this
deflection: (a) the pressure gradient between the upstream (high) and downstream
(low) flow over the bottom wall at the jet exit; and (b) the entrainment between the jet
flow and the crossflow stream. The second region is complex, being characterized by
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the development of turbulence mixing layer around the jet boundaries and the flow
becomes fully turbulent. Due to the shearing action of the crossflow, the jet sides
experience strong lateral spread. The third region (III) is the far-field region, where
the jet axis approaches the crossflow direction asymptotically and the flow field
becomes nearly self-similar. In this region, the magnitude and direction of the jet
velocity are close to those of the crossflowing stream and it becomes difficult to
distinguish between crossflow and jet fluids.
Vortical flow evolution around a jet in crossflow has been of considerable interest
for some time and the subject of several investigations. This is mainly due to its wide
application in the vast array of engineering problems and the complex mechanisms of
interaction between the jet and the cross-stream. The structurally interesting
phenomena observed in jet in a crossflow are the formation of (i) roll-up in the jetshear layer vortices; (ii) formation of the counter-rotating vortex pair; (iii) a horseshoe vortex system in the crossflow boundary layer upstream from the jet exit; and
(iv) the creation of wake vortices (Fric and Roshko, 1994 and Kelso et al., 1996).
Fig.1.2 (reproduced from Fric and Roshko, 1994) shows a schematic of these major
vortex systems for a typical round jet in a crossflow. Some of these vortical structures
have been found to be responsible for a significant entrainment of the crossflow fluid
by the jet as the latter penetrates into the former.

Fig. 1.2: Different vortices associated in the flow field of jet in crossflow (reproduced
with permission from Fric and Roshko, 1994).
The shear layer vortices form near the initial region of the jet due to the interaction
of the uniform jet velocity and the crossflow. These form on the leeward and
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windward edges of the jet and have been attributed to Kelvin-Helmholtz type
instabilities (Kelso et al., 1996 and Andreoplous and Rodi, 1984). Due to the adverse
pressure gradient upstream of the jet, a horseshoe vortex system is formed which
wraps around the base of the jet and travels downstream. The wake vortices form in
the second region and at the inner part of the jet. The wake vortices are initiated by
the entrainment of the crossflow boundary-layer into the wake and the upward reorientation of the entrained flow into the wake structures. Lim et al. (1992) observed
that the size of the wake region depends upon the velocity ratio (R). For high velocity
ratios (R > 2), the jet penetrates significantly into the crossflow and it bends over far
enough downstream of the injection hole. Therefore for these types of jets, there is
little influence of the wall on its development. Moreover there is a little effect of the
crossflow boundary layer characteristics on the flow for high values of R as the jet is
able to penetrate through a relatively thin boundary layer. On the other hand for low
velocity ratios (R < 1) the jet bends over into the wall at a small downstream distance
and then it spreads over the wall. There is a lack of the wake region downstream of
the jet injection hole and the jet behaves like a wall jet. In this type of situation, the jet
flow is unable to cross the crossflow boundary layer thus producing less complex
flow behaviour in the near-field of the jet compared to that with a high value of R.
The counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) forms at the vertical plane just after the jet
hole and it becomes dominant structures in the downstream of the flow field. These
are formed due to both the shearing between the jet and the crossflow and the
vorticity issuing from the jet-hole exit (Andreoplous and Rodi, 1984). In fact, this
feature appears even in the steady and laminar numerical calculations of the flow, and
it seems to be qualitatively independent of the velocity ratio, Reynolds number, and
the shape of the nozzle. Besides these four structures, some authors (Kelso et al.,
1996, Peterson and Plesniak, 2002, Haven and Kurosaka, 1997, Kuzo, 1995 and Hale
et al., 2000) have reported the presence of secondary vortices in the flow field. They
have found an additional pair of counter-rotating vortex located between the jet and
wall, thus bifurcating the traditional CRVP.
In most practical situations, jets and plumes are either discharged vertically or at
an angle to a crossflow. In such flow conditions the jet and crossflow interaction and
thermal spread are extremely important flow properties. Accordingly when the
temperature field is strongly affected by the velocity field, temperature can be
regarded as a passive scalar, it is necessary to understand the mean and fluctuating
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characteristics of the thermal spread and mixing in such jets in crossflow. The flow
behaviour and heat transfer analysis of a heated jet in crossflow are reported by
several researchers (for example by Wark and Foss, 1998, Chen and Hwang, 1991,
Sherif and Pletcher, 1991, Nishiyama et al., 1993, Sarkar and Bose, 1995, Hwang and
Chiang, 1995, Shi et al., 2003 and Said et al., 2003).
Even though extensive studies have been carried out in the past few decades to
investigate the problem of jets in crossflow, some aspects of the flow requires a more
detailed investigation. These aspects are in terms of resolving the flow physics, the
effects of the geometry of nozzle and dimensions of the flow field etc. One of these
aspects is the jet in a narrow channel crossflow and this is the subject of the present
investigation.

1.4 Motivation

We have already discussed that, the flow field of high velocity ratio jet in crossflow is
observed in combustion chamber of the gas turbine engine and the discharge of
sewage or waste into rivers or ocean. Not many papers reporting the investigation of
the flow field of rectangular jets in weak crossflows have been found in the literature.
Though Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) have
performed experimental study of this flow configuration, they have reported the
results only in the jet central plane (z/D = 0). They have not provided any information
about the spanwise variation of the flow properties. They have also not reported the
near wall flow behaviour which is an important phenomenon in turbulent flows.
Further in their study there is no detailed information about the complex pattern of
vortices that form in the flow field. It is felt that there are important voids that need
filling and that is what has provided the initial motivation for the current
investigation.

1.5 The Scope of the Present Work

In the present work, a 3D computational investigation of the turbulent isothermal and
heated rectangular jet discharged into a narrow channel crossflow for high velocity
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ratios is performed. This flow configuration corresponds to the experimental work of
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). The present topic is
unique due to several reasons. Firstly the jet discharge slot spans more than 55% of
the crossflow duct width, rather than issuing into a semi-infinite crossflow. Thus the
jet is confined in the spanwise direction. Secondly the velocity ratio is quite high (R =
6 and 9). Thirdly the flow configuration of a slightly heated jet (a temperature
difference of about 60C between the jet and crossflow) is investigated. Also, the effect
of streamline curvature is studied by using the standard k-ε model and its curvature
modification for a preliminary 2D investigation. Besides k-ε model, Reynolds stress
transport model is also used to investigate the 3D flow field of rectangular jets in
crossflow, which is not reported in the literature. This type of flow configuration is
encountered in a variety of different industrial processes, used to mix two product
streams.
To obtain results in a simple and economical way, an investigation of the 2D flow
field is done as a first step. The 2D investigation corresponds to the flow field at the
central plane of the jet slot (z/D = 0, Fig. 1.1). The flow field obviously contains
streamline curvature and therefore a modification to the standard k-ε model to account
for the effects of the streamline curvature proposed by Cheng and Farokhi (1992) is
considered. This model is relatively simple and computationally economical
compared to the more advanced ways to treat turbulence, such as the use of a
Reynolds stress transport (RST) model, LES or DNS. As mentioned earlier the
standard k-ε model is also employed to study the turbulence characteristics of the 2D
flow field. A computer code is developed in FORTRAN 77 to solve the governing 2D
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations numerically, using the finite
volume method and SIMPLE (Patnakar, 1980) algorithm. From the investigation of
2D flow field, several important details of reasonable accuracy of the flow field in the
central plane of the jet are obtained for two values of the velocity ratio (R = 6 and 9).
To extract information of the flow field in the spanwise direction a 3D investigation is
necessary. A finite volume computer code is developed in FORTRAN 77 on a nonuniform staggered grid arrangement using the SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar, 1980) to
investigate the 3D flow field. This code not only can give those details that a 2D code
cannot give, but also is expected to give more physically realistic results in the central
plane itself. The standard k-ε model is used to treat fluid turbulence in this code.
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In the final phase, an investigation of a slightly heated jet in a cold crossflow is
performed. The effect of buoyancy is neglected as the heating is small and the
temperature is assumed to be playing the role of a passive scalar only. This
computation is carried out with the commercial code FLUENT 6.2. A Reynolds stress
transport (RST) model is employed to resolve the turbulence of the flow field. The
different terms of the Reynolds stress transport equations that require modelling are
modelled by carefully studying different proposals in the literature and selecting the
ones that are thought to be the most suitable for the present flow configuration.
To put it more succinctly - the present work is concerned with the development of
computational tools i.e. computer codes for 2D and 3D turbulent flows on one side
and use of different turbulence models in predicting the flow field of rectangular jets
in crossflow to assess their relative strengths and weaknesses on the other. Also
studied are effects of streamline curvature on different flow parameters and
characteristics. Influence of the relative strength of the jet discharge to that of the
crossflow (R = 6 and 9) on the flow characteristics is another area that is investigated.
Overall a detailed qualitative and quantitative description of the flow field is provided
with exhaustive illustrations. In the study of the slightly heated jet, the temperature
variation in the flow field is investigated.
The dispersion of the temperature in all three directions is studied. The structurally
interesting phenomena of the formation of different types of vortices in the flow field
and their characteristics are studied. Their effects on the velocity and temperature
fields are also discussed. The ability of the turbulence models in capturing those
different types of vortices is discussed. The distinct flow features due to the relatively
narrow passage between the sidewalls are also described by discussing the qualitative
differences of the present observations from those of jets in semi-confined or
unconfined crossflow reported in the literature. Also the drawbacks of the 2D
predictions are reported by making a comparison of 2D and 3D predictions with the
experimental data. Wherever possible, the predictions are validated by careful
comparison with established results.
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1.6 Layout of the Thesis

The thesis is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 describes the present work and its
objectives. In chapter 2, the pertinent literature is reviewed to present an overview of
the problem. Chapter 3 is concerned with the investigation of the 2D flow field with
two different turbulence models (the standard k-ε model and k-ε model with
streamline curvature modification). Chapter 4 describes the 3D investigations of the
problem with the standard k-ε model. A comparison of 2D and 3D predictions is also
made in this chapter. The investigations of heated jet in crossflow using the Reynolds
stress transport model are discussed in chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides the conclusions
of the thesis. The scope for future works is also presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the pertinent literature on various aspects of the present flow
configuration is reviewed. Because of its enormous applications and complex fluid
flow phenomenon involved, the problem of a jet in a crossflow has been studied
extensively both experimentally and computationally during the last many decades.
The early investigation of the problem started in 1930s (Schlichting and Andew
1933). There are several review papers on this topic including those by Margason
(1993), Holdeman (1993), Sherif and Pletcher (1990) and Acharya et al. (2001). The
problem has been studied extensively under different perspectives by different groups
of researchers. An attempt has been made to categorise these perspectives in the
present chapter. A historical perspective of the research reported in the literature on
jets in crossflow is described in Section 2.2. The coherent structures are the integral
part of the flow field of jets in crossflow. In Section 2.3 the different vortical
structures are reviewed. The present investigation concerns the rectangular jets in
crossflow and therefore the difference of flow structures between circular and noncircular jets in crossflow are discussed in Section 2.4. A discussion of some specific
studies concerning the significance of different parameters such as the physical
dimensions of the slot, multiple jets, angular jets, impinged jets in crossflow, etc, is
presented in Section 2.5. A review of investigations on the heat transfer characteristics
and scalar mixing in case of jets in crossflow is presented in Section 2.6. In Section
2.7 the important numerical studies of jets in crossflow are discussed and finally the
conclusions of the literature survey are presented in Section 2.8.

2.2 Historical Perspective of Studies
The earliest studies of jet in crossflow were concerning the gross flow behaviour, such
as, the jet trajectory, jet penetration, jet spreading, mean velocity fields, and effect of
the cross-sectional shapes of the nozzle using the empirical methods (Keffer and
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Baines, 1963, Pratte and Baines, 1967, Abramovich, 1963). Little was known then
about the non-stationary phenomena and the coherent structures of the jet, which are
related to the mixing and entrainment. Some early studies of jets in a crossflow were
reported by Ruggeri and Callaghan in a series of publications (Callaghan and Ruggeri
1948, 1951, Ruggeri et al., 1950, Ruggeri, 1952). In these studies the effects of
changing the shape of the orifice and of heating the jet on a 2D flow were reported.
Jordinson (1956) was the first to determine experimentally the trajectory of the jet,
which is defined as the axis of the line joining the points of the maximum velocity and
demonstrated that the cross-section of an initially cylindrical jet is distorted by the
shear flow into a horseshoe shape. Gordier (1969) used the photographic techniques
to geometrically determine the trajectories of jets of air-water mixtures discharging
into a water channel. Keffer and Baines (1963) used oil-vapour and nitrogen aerosol
for the qualitative visual investigations of an air jet injected in a low velocity wind
tunnel. From the experimental observations, Pratte and Baines (1967) established the
equation of jet trajectory in terms of the flow variable.

y
= A( x / RD) B
RD

(2.1)

Where D is the diameter of jet and A = 2.05, B = 0.28. Fan (1967) introduced the
effect of a stratified atmosphere and suggested a mathematical model based on the
resistance caused by the smoke jet in the flow. Abramovich (1967) established the
expression for circular jets discharged at oblique angles into the crossflow using the
empirical method. Platten and Keffer (1968) suggested a model taking into
consideration of the two entrainment effects occurring in a deflected jet.
There have been numerous investigations on the jet in crossflow leading to the
perception that the flow fields of jet in crossflow possess some difficulties in contrast
to other flows like free jets and mixing layers. One main difficulty is that the flow
field cannot be described in terms of its self similarity and Reynolds number
dependence, due to the strong nonlinear effects. The systematic analysis of the jet in
crossflow started in 1970s with the discovery and acceptance of coherent structures
that are able to explain various nonlinear effects in the flow field of jet in crossflow.
The majority of the studies reported in the 1970s and 1980s were motivated by
V/STOL related applications and several flow visualization and experimental studies
(Mcmahon et al., 1971, Kamotani and Greber, 1971, 1972, Moussa et al., 1977, Fearn
and Weston, 1978, Schetz, 1980, Rajaratnam and Gangadhariah, 1981, Foss, 1980,
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Crabb et al., 1981, Andreopoulos and Rodi, 1984, Andreopoulos 1985, Sykes et al.,
1986, Coelho and Hunt, 1989) were conducted to understand the characteristics of the
jet-crossflow interactions. These studies exemplified the transverse jet dynamic
effects by providing detailed experimental data on the mean and statistical
characteristics of the flow field. Their measurement of axial velocity decay and the
distribution of the turbulence intensity along the jet axis showed that the fluid
entrainment and mixing process is more intensive for this flow field compared to that
occurring in a free jet. The studies by Rajaratnam and Gangadhariah (1981) gave
emphasis to the volume flux and entrainment characteristics of the deflected jets. The
augmentation of entrainment was reflected by the larger entrainment velocity obtained
in their investigation. A more complete survey was conducted by Crabb et al. (1981),
who measured the mean and fluctuating velocity magnitudes with a Laser-Doppler
anemometer near the jet exit and hot wires further downstream. The most referred
work on jets in crossflow is that by Andreopouios and Rodi (1984), who reported a
series of hot-wire measurements in the flow generated by a jet issuing from a circular
outlet in a wall into a cross-stream along the wall and analyzed these in terms of the
mean and turbulent flow characteristics. They commented on the extremely
complicated nature of the flow in deflected jets, which they characterized by the ratio
of the mean velocity in the jet orifice to a representative velocity of the crossflow.
Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) identified two pairs of trailing contra-rotating vortices
with opposite senses of rotation, a dominant primary pair bound within the deflected
jet and a weaker secondary pair close to the wall in the wake of the jet, the bound pair
having upflow through the centre of the jet and the wall pair having central downflow.
This topographical description of the deflected jets was valuable, but Andreopoulos
and Rodi (1984) were unable to provide any satisfactory explanation of the flow
structure.
After 1990s, the attention of researchers has shifted towards the characterization of
the organized large-eddy motions (coherent structures) of this flow by means of flow
visualization, numerical simulation, and pattern recognition analysis of hot-wire data.
Specific studies such as area-wise (near- and far-fields) investigations are made.
Several experimental studies have been reported in the literature dealing with the flow
near the jet exit region and the effects of different parameters on the penetration of the
jet (Licinsky, et al., 1996, Haven and Kurosaka, 1997, Zaman and Foss, 1997). The
flow visualization studies include the visualization of the wake (Fric and Roshko,
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1994) and of the counter-rotating vortex pair (Morton and Ibbetson, 1996, Blanchard
et al., 1999). Along with accurate experimental techniques, advanced turbulence
models such as direct numerical simulation (DNS) and large eddy simulation (LES)
are also used to investigate the flow configuration. Rudman (1996) performed the first
direct numerical simulation to predict the time-dependent behavior of a weakly
compressible axisymmetric jet exiting normally into a crossflow. Yuan et al. (1999)
used LES to study turbulent flow conditions. Eiff et al. (1995) and Eiff and Keffer
(1997) used the pattern recognition to study the coherent structures in a jet in
crossflow issuing from an elevated exhaust stack. They observed that the wake behind
the stack synchronizes with the pseudo-wake of the jet and that some sort of structural
connection exists in the far-field between the pseudo-wake and the jet core.
In the present decade (from the year 2000 till date) the number of reported
investigations of this flow configuration is quite encouraging. The number of
investigations reported in the literature using the advanced experimental techniques
such as particle image velocimtery (PIV) and advanced turbulence models such as
DNS and LES is continuously increasing with time. Most of the studies deal with the
advanced analysis of unsteady flow field, vortex evolution, mixing enhancement and
scalar distribution in the flow field. Some important works are reported by Hale et al.
(2000), Hoda and Acharya (2000), Kassimatis et al. (2000), Walter and Leylek
(2000), Zhang (2000), Cortelezzi and Karagozian (2001), Keimasi and Rahni (2001),
Lim et al. (2001), Rivero et al. (2001), Kalita et al. (2002), Peterson and Plesniak
(2002), Johnston et al. (2002), New et al. (2003), Kolar et al. (2003), Naraynan et al.
(2003), Said et al. (2003), Shi et al. (2003), New et al. (2004), Su and Mungal (2004),
Sau et al. (2004), Peterson and Plesniak (2004), Wegner et al. (2004), Pathak et al.
(2005), Said et al. (2005), Plesniak and Cusano (2005), Yang and Wang (2005),
Mupidi and Maheshan (2005), Guo et al. (2006), Shan and Dimotakis (2006),
Jovanovic et al. (2006), Majander and Siikonen (2006), Pathak et al. (2006), Muppidi
and Mahesh (2007) and Pathak et al. (2007).

2.3 Studies of Vortical Structures in the Flow Field
Vortical flow evolution in the flow field of a jet in crossflow has been of considerable
interest for a long time and the subject of several investigations. We have already
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mentioned in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.2) that four types of vertical structures are formed in
the flow field of jets in crossflow. These four structures can be classified broadly into
two categories as:
(1) Class 1 structures
(2) Class 2 structures
The class 1 structures are formed by the interaction of the jet with the crossflow and
the wall and are not observed in free jets. Among structures of this kind, the following
three types of vortices are included.
(i) Horseshoe vortices
(ii) Wake vortices
(iii) Counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP)
The class 2 structures are observed in free jets also, but in the flow field of jets in
crossflow, their vorticity content, evolution and destabilization are in some way
influenced by the presence of the crossflow. Jet-shear-layer vortices are structures of
this kind.

2.3.1 Horseshoe Vortices

The formation of a horseshoe-type vortex, around surface mounted obstacles in a
uniform stream was reported by several investigators (Baker, 1979, Thomas, 1987,
Seal et al., 1995, Sau et al. 2003). The presence of similar horseshoe-type vortices
upstream of transverse jets, resulting from the interaction between the jet and the
upstream crossflow boundary-layer was experimentally observed by Andreopoulos
(1985), Shang et al. (1989), Krothapalli et al. (1990), Fric and Roshko (1994), Kelso
and Smits (1995), Morton and Ibbeston (1996), Kelso et al. (1996) and numerically by
Kim and Benson (1993), Chiu et al. (1993) and Rudman (1996). All the above
investigations were for round jets in crossflow. It was observed that the approaching
crossflow wall boundary layer, while encountering an adverse pressure gradient ahead
of the jet, separates to form the horseshoe vortices. These vortices wrap around the
base of the jet and travel downstream. Kelso et al. (1996) visualized the roll-up
mechanism on the upstream side and the vortex breakdown on the downstream side of
the horseshoe vortex. Krothapalli et al. (1990), Kelso and Smits (1995), and Rudman
(1996) studied how these vortices relate to the shear layer roll-up and the shedding of
vortices in the wake of the jet. The horseshoe vortex system can be very complex,
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with the number of upstream separation points depending on Reynolds number and
the relative magnitudes of the crossflow and jet velocities. The observations made by
Kelso and Smits (1995) further reveal that the behaviour of a horseshoe system, can
be steady, oscillating, and coalescing, depending on a combination of values of the
important flow parameters, such as the Reynolds number and the jet to crossflow
velocity ratio. Their results also suggest a strong connection between the unsteadiness
in the horseshoe vortex system.

2.3.2 Wake Vortices

The wake vortices are initiated by the entrainment of the crossflow boundary-layer
into the wake and the upward re-orientation of the entrained flow into the wake
structures. The wake system is the least understood system in the jet in crossflow and
has received special attention in many studies. A false or pseudo-wake, with an
almost null deficit of the momentum develops downstream of the jet. Experiments
and DNS/LES studies of jets in crossflow (McMahon et al., 1971, Fric and Roshko,
1994, Rudman, 1996, Kelso et al., 1996, Morton and Ibbetson 1996, Yuan et al. 1999)
have shown that alternate vortices are shed for Reynolds numbers in the range 500 ≤
Re =νua/D ≤ 1000 and jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio R = 3-4, in a way similar to the
Karman vortex street formed behind cylinders or solid bluff bodies.
Fric and Roshko (1994) used the smoke-wire technique to visualize the flow field
of a round jet in crossflow in a wind tunnel and showed that fluid coming from the
wall boundary layer, and shed regularly from the leeward side of the jet, can be
detected in the wake as ascending vortices. They found no evidence that the fluid
coming from the jet was shed into the wake. Eiff et al. (1995) studied a thermally
contaminated round jet issuing from a stack using hot-wire anemometry. The spectral
analysis of the temperature signals in the wake showed that the hot fluid was present
in the wake with an almost periodic organization. Some contradiction seems to exist
between these results and those of Fric and Roshko (1994). Nevertheless, it should be
noted that in air the diffusion of smoke (Sc > 1) is smaller than the diffusion of heat,
which closely follows the diffusion of vorticity (Pr ≈ 1). The studies of Kelso and
Smits (1995) reveal that the origin and formation of the vortices in the wake are
fundamentally different from the well-known phenomenon of vortex shedding from
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solid bluff bodies. Instead, the wake vortices have their origins in the laminar
boundary layer of the wall from which the jet issues.

2.3.3 Counter-Rotating Vortex Pair (CRVP)

The far-field structures of the jet in crossflow that have received most of the attention
of researchers are the counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP). The CRVP are an
important feature of the flow, which begin to take form in the near-field of the jet and
become dominant in the far-field, where they appear synonymous with the jet. The
CRVP is undoubtedly the most studied structure, due to its robustness and distinct
appearance in the flow field. All studies seem to indicate that, irrespective of the
velocity ratio, the Reynolds number or other parameters (shape of the nozzle, laminar
or turbulence boundary-layer, thickness of the boundary-layer, etc.), the counterrotating pair of vortex is present thus indicating an essential feature of the flow.
However, the instantaneous photographs or numerical simulations of the flow by
Smith et al. (1993), Smith and Mungal (1998) and Yuan et al. (1999) show that the
symmetrical CRVP is an artefact of the averaging process since the instantaneous
velocity field does not contain a symmetrical vortex pair. In addition, Zaman and Foss
(1997) and Smith and Mungal (1998) have found that, despite the accurate control of
the experimental conditions, sometimes it is difficult to obtain a symmetrical mean
velocity field in the far region.
The creation of the counter-rotating vortex pair is still disputed and many
hypotheses exist upon the formation of the counter-rotating vortex pair. Notably, a
number of experimental and numerical investigations have been carried out to identify
the origin of inception of the CRVP. Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) stated that for
velocity ratios (R < 0.5) the CRVP is generated by the interfacial shear between the jet
and the crossflow. Fric and Roshko (1994) reported that the CRVP is formed by the
shear layer vorticity in the flow field. Kamotani and Greber (1972) suggested that the
vortex pair is created in the wake behind the jet, while Crabb et al. (1981) claimed
that the CRVP can be visualized upstream of the injection hole and that the pressure
gradient in the near hole region is responsible for the formation of CRVP. Broadwell
and Breidenthal (1984) compared the formation of the CRVP to the vortex formed by
a wing in the air and concluded that a lift force is imparted on the boundary-layer by
the penetrating jet forming the CRVP.
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Morton and Ibbetson (1996) presented a detailed description of the CRVP production
mechanism, suggesting that the puncturing of the wall boundary-layer by the jet
creates the CRVP, whose azimuthal vorticity reorients, forming the two vortices.
Yuan et al. (1999) proposed that the CRVP originates from the quasi-steady vortices
on each lateral edge of the jet. These vortices encounter an adverse pressure gradient
as they approach the lee side of the jet and break down into the CRVP. Walters and
Leylek (1997), in a computational study of the streamwise injected jets, concluded
that the two mechanisms that produce the CRVP are the interaction of the jet with the
cross-stream and in-hole vorticity. They further concluded that the in-hole vorticity
was the more significant of the two production mechanisms. Kelso et al. (1996)
suggested that the roll-up of the jet-shear-layer is the mechanism that creates the
CRVP, while Hale et al. (2000) hypothesized that the CRVP is formed by the roll-up
of the boundary-layer fluid outboard of the jet and is intensified in the near jet region
by the jet momentum.
Leylek and Zerkle (1994) while simulating the experiments of Pietrzyk et al.
(1988) computed in-hole counter-rotating vortices of the same rotational sense as the
primary CRVP in addition to the standard downstream vortex pair. Kohli and Thole
(1998) performed calculations of a jet supplied by a plenum and were able to produce
in-hole velocity fields containing either a pair of vortices or a single vortex. In both
cases, the CRVP developed downstream of the injection, implying that the CRVP is
not simply an in-hole vortices advected into the free stream. Furthermore, Lemmon et
al. (1999) determined from an Euler inviscid computation that a CRVP forms
downstream of an injection hole without any in-hole vorticity supplied and slip along
the surface, i.e., no boundary-layer vorticity. The genesis and development of a
counter-rotating vortex pair was very well explained by Lim et al. (2001). Their
experimental findings indicate that as soon as the developed cylindrical vortex sheet
emerges out of the jet pipe, in the presence of the crossflow, it immediately gets
folded up on both lateral edges to form the CRVP. Rivero et al. (2001) observed that
the CRVP is not a steady feature of the jet in a crossflow, rather the intensity of the
two counter-rotating vortices fluctuates strongly with time.
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2.3.4 Jet-shear-Layer Vortices

The jet-shear layer vortices are the near-field features of the developed flow field of a
jet in a crossflow. The growth of instability-induced leading edge shear layer vortices
along the jet/crossflow interface is a very noticeable flow structure, as it continues to
dominate the initial portion of the jet. The studies conducted by Fric and Roshko
(1994), Kelso et al. (1996), and Lim et al. (2001) for a round jet in crossflow confirm
the existence and growth of such shear layer vortices on the initial portion of the jet.
These large-scale structures are either similar to those formed in the shear layer of a
round free jet under the Kelvin Helmholtz instability or to the horseshoe vortices
formed at a cylinder wall junction. The roll-up process of the shear layer in the jet in
crossflow occurs both along the upstream and downstream sides. These vortices are
generated due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz like instability of the annular shear layer
emanating from the jet orifice (Yuan et al., 1999). On the upstream side the evolution
of the shear layer vortices is more evident, clearer and occurs over a larger time scale
than that on the downstream side. This is so because in the latter these vortices break
down and the mixing processes are very fast, and the roll-up takes place within a
couple of diameters.

2.4 Non-circular Jets in Crossflow
Much of the previous studies on jets in crossflow have been carried out using a
circular jet, and the number of investigations on non-circular jet is small. This may be
due to the relative ease of making an experimental facility with circular jets than that
for non-circular jet. While most studies on jets in crossflow concentrated their efforts
on the circular jet geometry, it is believed that jets of other geometries can also be of
immense potential, especially in the area of passive mixing. Previous studies have
shown that even in the free jet configuration, non-circular geometries (i.e., square,
rectangular and elliptic) exhibit higher mixing rates than that in a circular geometry
(Grinstein et al., 1995). Unlike circular jets, non-circular jets usually possess a large
variation in the momentum thickness of the boundary-layer along the jet exit
perimeter, often resulting in highly 3D flows even in a simple free-jet configuration.
This is especially true for jets with corners such as square and rectangular jets, where
resolving the highly complex 3D resultant flows remains a continuing effort of
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researchers. The early studies of non-circular jets in crossflow are reported by
Ruggeri et al. (1950), Weston and Thames (1979), Wu et al. (1988) and Kavsaoglu et
al. (1989) where the information of deflected jet trajectories, pressure distribution and
the qualitative information about the associated vortices are found. Weston and
Thames (1979) compared the pressure field around rectangular and circular jets. They
found that a streamwise-oriented slot generates a pressure profile similar to that of a
round jet.
Several researchers have observed that the structure of the flow field of square jets
in crossflow is nearly identical to that of a round jet in crossflow. Humber et al.
(1993) experimentally investigated the flow field of a sharp-edged rectangular jet with
an aspect ratio (the ratio of length and width of the jet slot) of 10 and velocity ratios of
2.0 and 3.4. They observed that the jet trajectory exhibits the initial high penetration
region similar to a round jet, followed by a region further downstream, where the
trajectory is proportional to the streamwise distance. According to them

 s 
yα 

 RD 

0.17

(2.2)

Where s is the distance along the streamwise direction. They found the initial jet
penetration height similar to that in the case of the round jet. They also observed high
levels of entrainment indicated by the mean decay and scalar concentration. Liscinsky
et al. (1996) observed the similarity of the flow field between the square jet and round
jet in crossflow in terms of the mixing effectiveness. Findlay et al. (1996) studied
experimentally the flow behaviour of a row of inclined 300 square jets at low velocity
ratios (R = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0). They found that the outward spread of the jet is not
affected as greatly by velocity ratio as for vertical jets. Haven and Kurosaka (1996)
pointed out that higher-aspect ratio jets have lower trajectories, owing partly to the
decreased degree of interaction between the counter-rotating vortex-pairs. Kavsaoglu
et al. (1989) also observed this phenomenon.
Sivadas et al. (1997) studied the exit geometry effect on the growth of the cross
sectional area of the transverse jets for a range of the velocity ratios. They observed
that the initial mixing of the transverse jet can be enhanced by increasing the jets
bluntness with respect to the crossflow. Jets having a large frontal area with respect to
a crossflow are devoid of horse shoe flow pattern and the wake vortex system in its
cross section. This is in contrast to the behaviour of a deflected circular jet.
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The different vortical structures, present in the flow field of round jet in crossflow are
also reported in the flow field of square jet in crossflow (Sau et al., 2004, Findlay et
al., 1996, Ajersch et al., 1997, Hoda and Acharya, 2000, Keimasi and Rahni, 2001).
Haven and Kurosaka (1997) conducted a series of experiments to investigate the
effects of jet geometry on film cooling, and one of the cases they considered was an
elliptic jet in crossflow. While they have uncovered certain flow differences between
the elliptic and circular jet geometries, their findings are restricted to very low
velocity ratio only, with maximum velocity ratio of 2, since they were primarily
interested in the situation where the deflected jets stay close to the cooling surface.
They also observed that for rectangular jets the amplitude of the CRVP depends on
the aspect ratio of the jet section. The investigation of elliptic jets in crossflow by
New et al. (2003) have shown that with the major axis of the ellipse aligned with the
crossflow, the flow field does not deviate significantly from that of circular jet in
crossflow as long as R < 3. Moreover for flow conditions with R < 3, the vortexpairing phenomenon of the leading-edge vortices was found to dominate the nearfield. They also investigated quantitatively through a series of PIV measurements the
leading-edge vortex-pairing phenomenon exhibited by the streamwise elliptic jet in
the crossflow when the R ≥ 3.
Recently Plesniak and Cusano (2005) studied the scalar mixing in a confined
rectangular jet in a crossflow. They observed that the flow is more complex than a
canonical unconfined round jet in crossflow. They also observed that the large scale
CRVP structures dominate the scalar mixing of the jet stream and crossflow stream.
They made another important observation that the flow field is asymmetric.

2.5 Specific Studies on Different Parameters
In this section we review some literatures that study the effects of different parameters
such as the velocity ratio, injection angle, plenum geometry, etc., on the flow
structures.
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2.5.1 Effect of Velocity Ratio on the Flow Field

We have already discussed in Chapter 1 that the velocity ratio (R) is an important
parameter for this flow configuration. Indeed the flow regime can change, depending
on value of R. The jet often exhibits several behavioural zones as the trajectory varies
from the minimum to maximum due to the variation of the velocity ratio from small
to large values. Sherif and Pletcher (1990, 1991) have pointed out that the velocity
ratio of 2 should be a borderline case between high and low velocity ratio jet
behaviour.

Fig. 2.1: Flow development and streamlines of jet in crossflow with a high velocity
ratio (R > 2).
Lim et al. (1992) observed that the changing velocity ratio from 1 to 5.5 produced
two distinctly different flow structures. At a high velocity ratio R > 2, the jet
penetrates significantly into the crossflow and it bends over far enough downstream of
the injection hole. Therefore for these types of jets, there is little influence of the wall
on its development. Moreover there is a little effect of the crossflow boundary layer
characteristics on the flow for high values of R as the jet is able to penetrate through a
relatively thin boundary-layer. The flow development and associated streamlines of
jet and crossflow for a high velocity ratio are shown in Fig. 2.1. On the other hand for
low velocity ratios, i.e., R < 1, the jet bends over into the wall at a small downstream
distance and then it spreads over the wall. There is a lack of the wake region
downstream of the jet injection hole and the jet behaves like a wall jet. In this type of
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situation, the jet flow is unable to cross the crossflow boundary-layer thus producing
less complex flow behaviour in the near-field of the jet compared to that with a high
value of R. The flow development and associated streamlines of jet in crossflow for a
low velocity ratio are shown in Fig. 2.2. For 1 ≤ R ≤ 2, the jet seems to be in an
intermediate regime, in which the jet can reattach to the injection wall.

Fig. 2.2: Flow development and streamlines of jet in crossflow with a low velocity
ratio (R < 1).
Most of the studies of jets in crossflow are for the velocity ratio in the range of 0.5
to 2. The numerical investigations by Brittingham and Leylek (2000), Hyams and
Leylek (2000), McGovern and Leylek (2000), Walters and Leylek (2000) are based
on velocity ratios of R = 1.25 and R = 1.88. Hardly any detailed study dealing with
small velocity ratios, i.e., ratios in the range of R < 0.5 has been reported in the
literature. Recently Guo et al. (2006) investigated the flow field for a very low
velocity ratio R = 0.1 and 0.48 using LES. They also studied the effects of the jet
inclination angle and the velocity ratio R on the flow structures. The increase of the jet
velocity enables the jet to penetrate deeply into the crossflow, resulting in a more
upstream located and stronger CRVP. Downstream of the jet exit the recirculation
zone is so large that the jet fluid and partially also the crossflow fluid are entrained
into the reverse flow region.
Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) observed that at relatively low velocity ratios in the
range of R ≥ 0.5 the cooling jet did not cover the complete exit hole. The impact of
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the jet hole arrangement, the velocity ratio, and the density ratio was investigated by
Baldauf et al. (1999). Their findings conclude that the best cooling efficiency occurs
at 0.85 ≤ R ≤ 1.0. The recent experimental investigation of Peterson and Plesniak
(2005) deals with jets into crossflow at velocity ratio R ≥ 0.5. However, their main
objective is the impact of short holes and channel feed orientation, unlike the subject
of the present work.
To understand the vortex structure in the vicinity of the jet hole, Kelso et al. (1996)
performed hot-wire measurements for the velocity ratio R = 2 to 6. They observed
that the velocity ratio may not yield a global view of the jet flow field, since the
resultant flow is more wake-like than jet-like because of the dominance of the
crossflow. The velocity ratios higher then 10 have different features as they behave
more and more like free jets with increasing velocity ratios.

2.5.2 Rectangular Skewed Jets in Crossflow

Among most of the reported works of the rectangular jet in crossflow, the jet slot is
placed perpendicular to the crossflow, i.e., the length of the jet slot is perpendicular to
the crossflow direction (900 skew angle). A jet positioned skewed to the crossflow
direction can be used as a vortex generator. Zhang (2000) performed an experiment
with rectangular inclined jet positioned with different skew angles in a flat plate
boundary-layer flow as the crossflow. He used a pitch angle (angle made by the jet
plenum with crossflow) of 300 and used different skew angles ranging from 00 to 1350
at intervals of 150. The velocity ratio used was one for each case. He investigated the
effect of the skew angle and streamwise development of vortices and compared the
streamwise development vortices with that in a round jet. He observed that for skew
angle of 900 (general configuration) the rectangular jet produces streamwise vortex of
higher strength than that of a round jet while keeping the same size and shape as that
of a round jet in crossflow. An increase of 63% in the maximum vorticity was
observed. The 450 skew angle was identified as the optimal skew angle for the vortex
production.
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2.5.3 Angular Jets in Crossflow

In many practical applications the jet is injected at an inclination to the vertical
direction such as in turbine blade cooling processes and combustion chambers. Burd
et al. (1996) reported hydrodynamic measurements of a 35° streamwise injection jet
for the injection hole length to diameter ratios (L/D) of 7.0 and 2.3. They found
significant differences in the penetration of the jet into the crossflow and the region of
influence downstream of the jet. This study was extended by Burd and Simon (1998)
to investigate the effect of the jet flow in plenum. They used the same L/D (L denotes
the length of the plenum and D the diameter of nozzle) ratios as in previous work.
They investigated, the experiment with a plenum height of 2D for coolant flow cocurrent to the crossflow (the direction of the coolant flow in the plenum is same with
the crossflow direction) and counter-current to the crossflow (direction of the coolant
flow in the plenum is opposite to the crossflow direction). Significant differences in
the surface film cooling effectiveness values in the near hole region were found as the
plenum flow direction was opposite. These results contradicted the numerical results
of Berhe and Patankar (1996), which indicated the effect of the plenum flow direction
to be negligible for H/D = 2 (H denotes the height of the plenum). In a continuation of
this effort, Burd and Simon (1998) reported discharge coefficients and turbulence
spectra and length scale data for the same cases. Recently Yang and Wang (2005)
performed a 3D numerical simulation of the fluid flow and heat transfer
characteristics for an inclined jet with crossflow impinging on a heated plate. They
studied the effect of the inlet temperature of the crossflow, the velocity ratio (values
in the range 3–7) and the injected angle. They observed that the heat transfer
enhancement can be found over a wider spanwise region as the velocity ratio is
increased. The peak value of the Nusselt number was located around a spanwise
location at z/D = 4 and it was caused by the upwash region supplying fresh fluid to
the near region of the target plate surface. The generation of a pair of counter-rotating
longitudinal vortices was clearly observed from the computations. They observed that
the heat transfer enhancement can be attained over wider spanwise region as the
velocity ratio value was increased. The analysis provided a fundamental insight into
the complex heat transfer characteristics for an inclined jet in a crossflow.
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2.5.4 Opposite Jets in Crossflow

In most of the work of jets in crossflow, the jet is discharged normally into the
crossflow from one direction, generally from the bottom side of the crossflow.
Atkinson et al. (1982) experimentally studied the flow field of two opposite jets
discharged normally into a crossflow from both bottom and top sides of the crossflow.
Holdeman and Srinivasan (1984) predicted non-isothermal mixing in a confined
crossflow, where a single row and opposed rows of jets were injected. Chen and
Hwang (1991) investigated the mixing of heated jets injected normally from the two
sides into a cold crossflow, in which detailed velocity measurements were made. They
observed that the flow structure is more complex in the case of two jets compared to
the single jet in crossflow. Chang and Chen (1994) investigated experimentally the
effect of the jet incident angle on the mixing of opposing heated line jets with a
confined crossflow. The same work was performed numerically by Chang and Chen
(1995) using the standard k-ε model. From both the studies they observed that as
compared to the case of one-sided line jet, the opposing jets result in a higher
turbulence kinetic energy and better thermal mixing effects. That is, a more uniform
temperature profile can be achieved in a shorter distance by the opposing jets,
especially at higher velocity ratio and incident angle. This is important, for example,
in the design of dilution zone length in the gas-turbine combustors, in which the size
and the cost of the combustion chamber can be reduced. It is believed that even better
mixing can be achieved if opposing jets are set at different streamwise locations.

2.5.5 Multiple Jets in Crossflow

While majority of literatures have studied single jet in crossflow in detail, the
literature on the multiple jets in crossflow is relatively scarce (Holdmann and Walker,
1977, Makihata and Miyai, 1979, Gregoric et al. 1982, Isaac and Jakubowski, 1985,
Karagozian et al., 1986, Savory and Toy, 1991, Barata et al., 1991). These papers
bring useful information predominantly on the global characteristics such as the jet
path or vortex trajectory, on multiple or confined multiple jets in crossflow by varying
the number of jets in a row, or considering specific geometrical configurations of
nozzles. Some of the works reviewed here for multiple jets in crossflow have included
the effect of the impingement which we will discuss in Section 2.5.7. Barata et al.
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(1991) examined the characteristics of vortex and upwash flows generated by twin
jets in a crossflow. Karagozian et al. (1986) considered the motion of a vortex pair
issuing from the jet orifice and discharged into the crossflow. From their analytical
study they derived the trajectory of the jet in terms of the velocity ratio and some
constants. According to them trajectory is given as

y
= α R β ( x / D )γ
D

(2.3)

Where α = 0.527, β = 1.178 and γ = 0.314 . Chuang et al. (1992) used 2D numerical
model to determine the flow characteristics associated with an unsteady, compressible
impinging twin slot jets between two plates coupled with the crossflow. Kim and
Benson (1993) employed a turbulence model to simulate the 3D impingement of
multiple jets with crossflow. Their results presented that the row of jets in the
crossflow is characterized by a highly complex flow field that includes a horseshoe
vortex and two helical vortices whose secondary velocity components are co-rotating
in space.
Kolar et al. (2003) experimentally studied the dominant vortical structure and the
associated turbulence vorticity transports of twin jets in crossflow using the standard
crossed hot-wire anemometry technique. They measured the mean flow velocity
vector and associated turbulence statistics using two geometrically symmetric twin
jets in the crossflow arrangements, namely, tandem and side-by-side (both with a
nozzle centre-to-centre separation of 5D). They observed that the two arrangements
under consideration have their own specific features in terms of the formation and
decay of these dominant vortical structures. They showed how the tandem and sideby-side twin jets in crossflow differ in terms of the properties of the resulting meanflow CRVP, namely vorticity distribution, vortex strength (circulation), transverse
penetration ability (inferred from the trajectory of the peak vorticity region), and
intensity of vorticity transport and of the associated circulation decay rate.

2.5.6 Geometry of Jet Plenum

We have already reviewed some studies reporting different shapes of the nozzle
geometry and their effects on the flow field. Several papers report the effects of the jet
plenum geometry on the flow field of jets in crossflow. The first study to address a
narrow flow plenum was conducted by Wittig et al. (1996) who presented preliminary
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results for an experimental and numerical study of a single jet in crossflow fed by a
narrow plenum (H/D = 2, where H denotes the height of the plenum and D the
diameter of the nozzle). The work was extended by Thole et al. (1997), Gritsch et al.
(1997), and Kohli and Thole (1998). In this series of studies, the authors investigated
the difference of the flow structures due to channels feeding the film cooling holes
and the narrow plenum introduced by Berhe and Patankar (1996). The implications of
these studies are well summarized by Kohli and Thole (1998). Pietrzyk et al. (1989),
Sinha et al. (1991), Sen et al. (1994) and Kohli and Bogard (1995) investigated
different aspects of the film cooling performance for short injection holes (L/D ≤ 4,
where L denotes the length of the plenum). The holes were supplied by a large, lowspeed reservoir, or plenum, which fed normal to the film cooling hole. Various short
hole numerical studies by Walters and Leylek (1997), Berhe and Patankar (1996)
have used the above experimental measurements as the benchmark for their numerical
results. Peterson and Plesniak (2002, 2004) examined the influence of the supply
plenum configuration. Averaged results of the flow field in all the three planes were
presented. They found that the plenum feed direction has an influence on the flow
field.
Johnston et al. (2002) observed that the inlet geometry changes significantly nearfield and does not have a large influence on the far-field. Recently Jovanovic et al.
(2006) experimentally investigated the influence of a small hole geometry variation
on the jet crossflow interaction using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) and liquid
crystal thermography. The experiments were conducted without and with the hole
imperfection at three different velocity ratios. If the imperfection was absent, the flow
field was stable and the clockwise vortices were detected downstream. The
imperfection blocked the hole, accelerated the jet and changed the formation of large
vortical structures. It produced the additional windward vortices, which influenced the
flow field and enhanced the inflow of the crossflow towards the cooled surface. The
imperfection reduced the film cooling effectiveness.

2.5.7 Impinging Jet in Crossflow

Several researches have studied the effect of the crossflow on the heat transfer
characteristics of impinging turbulent jets (Metzger and Korstad, 1972, Bouchez and
Goldstein, 1975, Sparrow et al., 1975, Saad et al., 1980, Goldstein and Behbahani,
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1982, Al-Sanea, 1992, Barata, 1996). The numerical result of Al-Sanea (1992) on
single jet combined with crossflow showed that a crossflow degrades the favourable
characteristics of impinging jet. The impingement of confined single and twin
turbulent jets through a crossflow was studied experimentally and numerically by
Barata et al. (1996) to examine the characteristics of vortex and complex flows
generated by the multiple jets in a crossflow. Nakabe et al. (1998) studied various
aspects of the jet impingement heat transfer under the influence of the crossflow and
observed that the Nusselt number distribution became a plateau-like pattern, which
means that the enhanced region of heat transfer expanded more than the case of
impinging jets without crossflow.
San and Lai (2001) investigated experimentally the configuration of five confined
circular air jets in staggered arrays vertically impinging on a flat plate. An optimum
ratio of jet-to-jet spacing was obtained. Heat transfer from a discrete heat source to
multiple, normally impinging and confined air jet was experimentally investigated by
Garimella and Schroeder (2001). They performed numerical simulations to gain
insight into the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of inclined jet with
crossflow impinging on a heated plate. The effect of the jet to crossflow velocity ratio
on the flow and thermal fields were investigated.

2.6 Studies of Heat Transfer and Scalar Distribution
In most practical situations, jets and plumes are either discharged vertically or at an
angle to a crossflow. In such flow conditions the jet and crossflow interaction and
thermal spread are extremely important factors. The flow behaviour and heat transfer
analysis of a heated jet in crossflow are reported by several researchers (Kamotani
and Greber, 1972, Holdman and Walker, 1977, Andreopoulos, 1982, Wark and Foss,
1988, Chen and Hwang, 1991, Sherif and Pletcher, 1991, Nishiyama et al., 1993,
Sarkar and Bose, 1995, Hwang and Chiang, 1995, Sherif and Pletcher, 1998, Shi et
al., 2003 and Said et al., 2003). Most of these studies provided detailed correlations
for predicting the temperature distributions and the relevant parametric variations
downstream of the jets discharged normally from one side into the confined
crossflow. Holdman and Walker (1977) predicted the temperature distribution
downstream of a row of jets injected normally into a confined crossflow of hot fluid.
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Chen and Hwang (1991) experimentally studied a 2D heated plane jet in a crossflow,
where the jet was confined in a channel. In this flow configuration, the jet injected
from a narrow slot developed between the two sidewalls of the channel, without any
clearance between the jet and walls. They reported about the two-dimensionality of
the flow field, especially at the centre of the slot.
Sherif and Pletcher (1991) made an experimental investigation of a round heated
jet in crossflow for different velocity ratios of 1, 2, 4 and 7. They analysed the jet
wake thermal characteristics for those velocity ratios. They found the difference of the
flow behaviour for small velocity ratios (R < 2) and large velocity ratios (R > 2). They
observed the existence of a double vortex structure in the flow field for both the
velocity ratios, but weaker in strength in small velocity ratio. Based on their results,
they suggested that the velocity ratio R = 2 should be a borderline between the high
and low velocity ratios. Nishiyama et al. (1993) reported the characteristics of
temperature fluctuations in a slightly heated 2D jet issuing through a slot normally
into a crossflow for different velocity ratios and they studied the effects of the
velocity ratio on the mean and fluctuating temperature fields. They observed that the
low velocity ratio jets behave like a wall jet and the high velocity ratio jets are lift-off
jets with a recirculation region. They also derived a relation of the decay
characteristics of the maximum temperature. The decay characteristics are represented
in a following equation, where m means the slope of the decay.

Tmax − Tα
= ( s.D / R 2 − sD .D / R 2 ) − m
T j − Tα

(2.4)

Where Tmax is the maximum temperature, T j is the jet temperature at the centre line
and Tα is the crossflow temperature. The distance along streamline is s and sD is the
distance of the jet along streamline. Said et al. (2003) performed numerical
investigation of a round heated jet in crossflow using different turbulence models.
They reported the distribution of the velocity and temperature fields and mass fraction
of different constituents of the jet. They observed that the velocity field fully controls
the dilution of temperature and concentration of the jet. They also found a better
performance of the Reynolds stress transport model compared to the two-equation
models.
Like heated jets in crossflow some authors have also investigated the flow field of
a cold jets in a warmer crossflowing ambient. The cold jets in hot crossflow may have
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sinking trajectories when the buoyancy forces are dominant. Sherif and Pletcher
(1998) performed the experimental investigation of cooled jets discharged into heated
crossflowing ambient in a water channel. They presented the results in the region of
jet and wake thermal regions in terms of the mean and root-mean-square temperature
fluctuations profiles. They also compared the results with the heated jets discharged
into cold crossflow. They observed similar temperature profiles in the region of jet
discharge as in the case of heated jet in cold crossflow and farther downstream of jet
discharge, the agreement between the two was poor.
The investigation of the scalar field of transverse jets has received somewhat less
attention than the velocity and vorticity fields. Mean scalar fields were experimentally
measured by Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) and Niederhaus et al. (1997). Niederhaus
et al. (1997) applied planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) to obtain the scalar
concentration fields in the cross-sections of the crossflowing jets in water, with
velocity ratio R = 4.9 to 11.1. While applying PLIF in air-into-air crossflowing jets,
Smith and Mungal (1998) mapped the concentration field in cross-sectional planes,
the symmetry plane, and in planes parallel to the jet exit plane, for the velocity ratios
ranging from 5 to 20. They also measured the vortex interaction region, mean
trajectories and concentration decay, and overall structural features of mixing of a
round jet in a crossflow. Su and Mungal (2004) provided a comprehensive view of the
scalar and velocity fields in the developing region of the crossflowing turbulent jet in
the gas phase, using planar imaging techniques. Simultaneous planar measurements of
scalar mixing and 2D velocity fields permitted the detailed study of the developing
region of turbulent crossflowing jets with velocity ratio R = 5.7. The results show that
the intensity of the mixing, as quantified by the scalar variance and the magnitude of
the turbulence scalar fluxes, is initially higher on the jet windward side, but eventually
becomes higher on the wake side. Plesniak and Cusano (2005) performed an
experimental investigation of a confined rectangular jet in crossflow to investigate the
scalar mixing. They performed the systematic variation of three pertinent parameters,
i.e., the momentum ratio, injection angle and development length. They observed the
three regimes (wall jet, fully lifted jet and reattached jet) for the jet crossflow
interaction and the resulting concentration field. The combined scalar concentration
and velocity field data provided an understanding of the large-scale mixing and the
role of coherent structures and their evolution. Recently Shan and Dimotakis (2006)
investigated the Reynolds number dependence of the scalar mixing by examining the
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probability distribution of the jet fluid in strong liquid-phase transverse jets at a fixed
far-downstream location. In their study, the high-Schmidt-number mixing was
compared between transverse jets and ordinary jets to investigate possible differences
in the mixing for the fully developed (but finite Reynolds number) turbulent flows.

2.7 Numerical Studies

Since the present work uses a numerical technique to investigate the flow field of
rectangular jets in crossflow, important numerical works reported in the literature are
discussed in this section.

2.7.1 Integral Models

The first elaborate calculation procedures applied to predict the behaviour of jets in
crossflow were the integral models in which the integral equations were derived either
by considering a balance of forces acting over an elementary control volume of the jet
or by integrating in two spatial dimensions, the three-dimensional partial-differential
equations governing the flow. Abramovich (1963) developed such a model for
predicting the trajectory of a jet in a crossflow by assuming that the momentum of the
jet in the direction normal to the crossflow was preserved and that the pressure
difference across the jet was balanced by the centrifugal force due to its curvature.
Fan (1967) developed an integral model incorporating the effects of the drag forces
and entrainment for buoyant jets in crossflow and obtained fairly good agreement
with his experimental data. Chien and Schetz (1975) proposed a more elaborate
model, which took into consideration the effects of the drag forces, entrainment,
buoyancy, axial pressure gradient, turbulence shear stress between the jet and
crossflow fluid, and heat transfer due to the forced convection from jet to crossflow
fluid. Model predictions showed relatively good agreement with the experimental
data.
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2.7.2 RANS Models

In the 1980s, with the rapid advances in computational resources and with the
development of better and faster algorithms, finite difference methods began to
replace integral methods for investigating fluid flow problems. Most numerical
investigations of jet in crossflow after 1975 involved the solution of the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and the energy equation on a finite
difference grid, with closure for turbulence quantities obtained through a turbulence
model.
The majority of the RANS simulations for jet in a crossflow have employed a
variant of the standard k-ε model (originally proposed by Launder and Spalding,
1974) to obtain the distribution of the eddy viscosity. Patankar et al. (1977) were
among the early researchers to use this model to perform a detailed study of the jet in
a crossflow, and even with a relatively coarse grid (15×15×10), observed reasonable
agreement with the experimental data for the jet trajectory and streamwise velocity.
Demuren (1983) investigated the grid resolution requirements for a row of jets in a
crossflow. Results on a 37×70×14 grid (37 in the streamwise, 70 in the vertical and 14
in the spanwise directions) were shown to be grid independent and captured
experimental trends fairly well. Claus and Vanka (1990) used a refined grid
(256×96×96) and the k-ε model and found that they could not capture the horseshoe
vortex. Kim and Benson (1993) employed a multiple-time-scale turbulence model to
perform a detailed analysis of the flow field of a row of jets in a confined crossflow.
The horseshoe structure was predicted correctly using a non-uniform 165×59×80 grid
and the good agreement was attributed partly to the multiple-time-scale model used in
their study.
In a series of investigations, Garg and co-workers systematically studied the
effects of turbulence models (Garg, 1999) and the hole physics (Garg and Gaugler,
1997a, 1997b, Garg and Rigby, 1999). Garg (1999) numerically predicted the
behaviour of a film-cooled, rotating turbine blade. His computational domain included
the blade on a rotor with five rows containing 93 film cooling holes. He used three
different turbulence models (Wilcox’s k-ω, Coakley’s q-ω, where q is the square root
of turbulence kinetic energy and the Baldwin-Lomax model) in the numerical
investigations and compared his results with the experimental data of Abhari (1991).
Overall, the k-ω model appeared to provide the best agreement with the
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measurements, particularly on the pressure side of turbine blades. Garg and Rigby
(1999) used the Wilcox’s k-ω turbulence model, and found that the coolant velocity
and temperature profiles at the hole exit did not conform to the commonly used
parabolic or 1/7th power law distribution. Leylek and Zerkle (1994) were the first to
model the flow within the coolant supply plenum and film hole in addition to the
crossflow. They found that the flow upstream of the jet exit plane was quite complex
with a considerable influence on the coolant jet exit conditions. The jet exit conditions
influenced the subsequent downstream behaviour and overall film-cooling
performance.
Ajersch et al. (1997) performed detailed measurements of multiple square jets
injected normally into a crossflow and carried out an accompanying numerical
simulation using a multi-grid, segmented, CFD code using standard k-ε model. Their
predictions and measurements did not compare well for the velocities and stresses on
the jet centerline, while values off the centerline matched those of the experiments
much more closely. A numerical study of the discrete-hole film cooling was
conducted by Berhe and Patankar (1996) on a 3D film cooling geometry that included
the main flow, injection hole and the plenum. Walters and Leylek (1997) presented a
systematic computational methodology for investigating the flow field of a jet in
crossflow, in which each critical aspect of simulation was addressed. They performed
systematic investigation of the key numerical issues, including accurate computational
modeling of the physical problem, exact geometry and high-quality grid generation
techniques, higher-order numerical discretization, and accurate evaluation of
turbulence model performance.
Walters and Leylek (2000) in a computational study of streamwise injected jets,
concluded that the two mechanisms that produce the CRVP are the interaction of the
jet with the freestream and in-hole vorticity. They discussed in the detail the effect of
various variables like velocity ratio, density ratio, hole length, plenum height, plenum
flow direction and turbulence level at the inlet. Berhe and Patankar (1999a, 1999b)
extended their flat plate studies and included the effect of the curvature using a
Richardson type correction and a two-equation model. The standard k-ε and the twolayer k-ε turbulence models were used by Lakehal et al. (1998) for investigating the
film cooling effectiveness of a flat plate by a row of laterally injected jets. Hoda and
Acharya (2000) compared seven different turbulence models for film cooling flows
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and concluded that the Lam-Bremhorst (1981) formulation provided the best
comparison with the measurements.
There are few literatures reporting the use of RST model for the investigation of
the flow field of jet in crossflow. Inze and Leschziner (1990, 1993) carried out an
investigation using a high-Re Reynolds stress transport (RST) model employing wall
functions in order to avoid solving the Reynolds stresses all the way to the wall.
Demuren (1993) also reported predictions with a high-Re RST model using a
multigrid method and obtained fairly good prediction of the mean flow trends.
Alvarez et al. (1993) compared the k-ε model predictions with the RST model
predictions for velocity ratios of 2.35 and 5. They concluded that both models result
in a similar level of agreement. Jansson and Davidson (1996) applied the near-wall
corrections to the basic linear model and solved a low-Re RST model to predict
effusion cooling in a double-row discrete-hole configuration and reported better
predictions than those by a two-layer k-ε model. Hoda et al. (2000) used two different
formulations of the RST model and did not find any significant improvements in the
predictions using the RST model. Hale et al. (2000) used commercial flow solver
FLUENT to study the surface heat transfer associated with a row of short-hole jets in
a crossflow. They used a RST model with the non-equilibrium wall functions and a
two-layer zonal approach and found a better performance by two-layer zonal method
than that by the RST model. The investigation performed by Hale et al. (2000) was
for the multiple round jets in a crossflow. However, no work on the study of plane jet
in crossflow using RST model has been reported in the literature.

2.7.3 DNS and LES

The simulation of a transverse jet constitutes a challenge for any numerical technique
as the nature of the flow field is in general 3D and unsteady. Therefore either direct
numerical simulation (DNS) or large eddy simulation (LES) can capture the flow field
in an accurate way.
Jones and Willie (1996) presented the results of LES of plane jets in crossflow on a
87×30×30 mesh. The Reynolds number based on the jet velocity and the nozzle width
was 5815 and the velocity ratio was 7.34. LES was performed by Wille (1997) for the
experimental conditions of Crabb et al. (1981). He used both a coarse mesh and a fine
mesh, which included 88440 and 997920 elements, respectively. Considering the
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Reynolds number of 46700 based on the jet bulk velocity and the jet exit diameter,
both grids are quite coarse even if the near-wall boundary layers are modelled. Wille
(1997) did not explicitly state whether the value of the Reynolds number was the
same as in the experiments of Crabb et al. (1981).
Yuan and Street (1998) examined the trajectory and entrainment characteristics of
a round jet in a crossflow using LES at Reynolds numbers of 1,050 and 2,100 based
on the jet diameter and freestream velocity. The simulations were performed for jet to
6

crossflow velocity ratios of 2.0 and 3.3 on grids using 1.34×10 elements (also Yuan
et al., 1999). Yuan et al. (1999) performed LES at two jet-to-crossflow velocity ratios,
2.0 and 3.3, and two Reynolds numbers, 1050 and 2100, based on the crossflow
velocity and the jet diameter. They discretized the computational area into a total of
1.34×106 control volumes. Schluter and Schonfeld (2000) compared the results of
LES with experimental velocity profiles of Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) and scalar
fields of Smith and Mungal (1998) and obtained reasonable agreement. They
observed that the LES reproduced the large-scale coherent structures observed
experimentally and their results suggested that the wake vortices seen in the wake of
the jet are related to the horseshoe vortices upstream of the jet.
Wegner et al. (2004) studied turbulence mixing using LES. They varied the angle
between the jet and the crossflow and observed that the mixing was enhanced as the
angle was increased, i.e., as the jet was directed against the crossflow. The baseline
flow in their simulation was that measured by Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984).
Recently Guo et al. (2006) and Majander and Siikonen (2006) investigated the flow
field of jets in crossflow using LES. Guo et al. (2006) investigated the flow field for
very low velocity ratios R = 0.1 and 0.48. They also studied the effects of the jet
inclination angle and the velocity ratio R on the flow structures. They observed that an
increase of the jet velocity enabled the jet to penetrate deeply into the crossflow,
resulting in an upstream located and stronger CRVP. Downstream of the jet exit the
recirculation zone was so large that the jet fluid and partially also the crossflow were
entrained into the reverse flow region. Majander and Siikonen (2006) performed the
study for a round jet in crossflow for the velocity ratio of 2.3 at a Reynolds number of
46,700, based on the jet bulk velocity and the jet diameter. They performed the LES
using both the steady and unsteady boundary conditions. They observed that the LES
with the unsteady condition possesses a stronger back-flow in the lee side of the jet
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and increases the mixing of the passive scalar compared to that using the steady
boundary conditions. The LES reproduced many phenomena present in the flow, such
as the shear layer vortices and the counter-rotating vortex pair. They observed a
reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements of Crabb et al. (1981).
Rudman (1996) performed the first direct numerical simulation (DNS) to predict
the time dependent behavior of a weakly compressible axisymmetric jet exiting
normally into a crossflow. He captured the jet-shear layer vortices in the simulation
formed due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. However the horseshoe vortex
system was not captured in the simulation due to an insufficient grid resolution. He
captured the formation of wake vortices for the first time in a numerical simulation of
jets in crossflow and observed that that the vorticity in the wake system originates in
the crossflow boundary layer upstream of the jet exit. His numerical observations
were consistent with the experimental observations of Fric and Roshko (1994). Hahn
and Choi (1997) presented unsteady simulations of circular jets in crossflow using
6

second order spatial schemes with 14.6×10 grid points at a Reynolds number of 1750
(based on the jet velocity and the duct width) for a momentum ratio of 0.5. Sharma
and Acharya (1998) presented the results from direct numerical simulation of a
rectangular coolant jet injected normally into a periodic crossflow using a high order
spatial discretization on a 128×64×64 grid for a channel Reynolds number of 5600
and momentum ratio of 0.25.
Sau et al. (2004) performed the DNS to predict the 3D, unsteady flow interactions
in the near-field of a square jet issuing normal to a crossflow. The simulated flow
features reveal the formation of an upstream horseshoe vortex system, which was the
result of an interaction between the oncoming channel floor shear layer and the
transverse jet. They observed the growth of a unsteady sequence of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability-induced vortical rollers in the mixing layer between the jet and the
crossflow, which wrap around the front side of the jet to form the jet-shear layer
vortices. They could also observe the inception process of the counter-rotating vortex
pair (CRVP), which is initiated through the folding of the lateral jet-shear layers. It
has been observed that for a square jet in a crossflow, the developed KelvinHelmholtz instability induced shear layer rollers do not form closed circumferential
vortex rings. Along the downstream side of the jet, the extended tails of such rollers
gradually join the locally evolving CRVP.
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Recently Muppidi and Mahesh (2005) carried out DNS calculations of round jets in
crossflow on an unstructured mesh. The simulations were performed at two velocity
ratios 1.5 and 5.7. By varying the crossflow boundary-layer thickness and the jet
velocity profile, they showed that the trajectory depends on both these parameters. A
jet with a higher centreline velocity issuing into a crossflow with a thicker boundary
layer penetrates deeper compared to other jets at the same jet-to-crossflow velocity
ratio. The jet trajectory was shown to be determined by the near-field of the jet exit.
More recently Muppidi and Mahesh (2007) used direct numerical simulation to
study a round turbulent jet in a laminar crossflow for the velocity ratio of 5.7 using
the experimental conditions of Su and Mungal (2004). They observed the 3D nature
of the flow field, involving with a wide range of scales of motion. They observed the
phenomena of deformation of the jet, from a circular cross section to a kidney shape
which is due to the flattening of the trailing edge of the jet close to the jet discharge.
From an examination of turbulence kinetic energy budget they showed that the flow
was not in turbulence equilibrium. The near-field was characterized by higher
productions of kinetic energy than the dissipation rate along the jet edges and the
reverse values along the jet centre. Jet and crossflow fluid interaction in the near-field
caused peak production of the turbulence kinetic energy on the leading edge of the jet.

2.7.4 Vortex Method

Some authors have used vortex methods to investigate the 3D evolution of the vortex
in the flow field of a jet in crossflow (Coelho and Hunt, 1989, Cortelezzi and
Karagozian, 2001). Vortex methods are particularly useful in simulating unbounded,
incompressible, unsteady flows where the fluid containing vorticity occupies only a
small fraction of the total fluid volume. Vortex methods permit accurate, gridless
simulation of the evolution of the vorticity field. An inviscid 3D vortex sheet model
was used to study the near-field flow in the vicinity of the orifice of a transverse jet by
Coelho and Hunt (1989). The vortex sheet model included a distribution of sinks as
well as vortices, used to simulate the complex distortion of the vorticity field as well
as the entrainment just above the injection wall. Cortelezzi and Karagozian (2001)
performed transient numerical simulations of the flow field of jet in crssflow using 3D
vortex elements. They observed the vortex ring rollup, interactions, tilting, and
folding of the vortices in the near-field, which were consistent with the experimental
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observations of Kelso et al. (1996). They also observed that the jet penetration as
well as the periodicity is associated with the rollup, folding, and interaction with prior
and new vortex ring structures which are seen to be dependent on the specific flow
conditions, including the jet velocity, crossflow velocity, and upstream boundarylayer thickness.

2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter an extensive review of important works pertaining to the investigations
of the flow field of jet in crossflow is presented. From the comprehensive literature
review, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(i) Numerous studies, both experimental and numerical, investigating the flow fields
of jets in crossflow have been reported in the literature.
(ii) Most of the studies are concerning single jet in crossflow and a few studies are
concerning multiple jets in crossflow.
(iii) Most of the studies are for low velocity ratio (less than 2).
(iv) Most earliest studies of jet in crossflow were concerning the gross flow
behaviour, such as, jet trajectory, jet penetration, jet spreading, etc.
(v) With the advancement of technology in both experimental and numerical fields,
several new features of the flow field were analyzed in the literature such as the
effects of the velocity or momentum ratio, jet injection angle, skew angle,
multiple jets, jet spacing, jet geometry, jet Reynolds number, impingements and
scalar mixing, etc. These studies extended the analysis of the flow field from the
basic flow properties to the formation of different vortices, turbulence mixing and
concentration studies.
(vi) Though a variety of different geometries have been studied during the past few

decades, a relatively few studies on the rectangular jet in crossflow have been
reported in the literature and even fewer on the jet in a narrow crossflow channel
have been reported. Furthermore, to the best knowledge of the present author, no
numerical or analytical work has been carried out for the problem of jets in a
narrow channel crossflow for high velocity ratio. The present work intends to fill
this gap through the current investigation.
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Chapter 3
Two-Dimensional Jets in Crossflow

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the results of the numerical investigations of 2D flow field of jets in
crossflow are presented. The governing equations, the turbulence models and
numerical methods used for the investigation of 2D flow field are also discussed in
this chapter.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the flow field of a turbulent jet in crossflow is basically
3D owing to the presence of large coherent structures, strong pressure gradients
across the jet, and the effects of sidewalls. However, a 2D investigation of certain
areas of the flow field can give useful information of the flow structures. Generally
2D investigations are performed in the central vertical plane of the jet slot,
considering that there are no variations of flow properties normal to this plane. Such a
jet is termed as a plane jet and the flow field is called a plane jet in crossflow. The 2D
flow fields are reported by Ramaprian and Haniu (1983), Haniu and Ramaprian
(1989), Chen and Hwang (1991), Jones and Wille (1996), Hahn and Choi (1997) and
Kassimatis et al. (2000). Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian
(1989) observed that the two-dimensionality of the velocity field is maintained within
12% of the jet slot around the central spanwise region. They observed less than 5%
variation of the velocity in the spanwise direction in the flow field, ranging from the
jet discharge point up to forty times the jet slot width along the streamline direction.
However, further downstream the flow tends to loose its two-dimensionality due to
the effects of the sidewalls. Chen and Hwang (1991) also observed that the
temperature and velocity fields exhibit good two-dimensionality in the spanwise
direction away from the sidewalls. Thus when the channel is not narrow, a study of
the 2D flow field can represent sufficient characteristics of the flow field. Moreover
as stated by Hahn and Choi (1997), it is reasonable to explore the flow structures of
the flow field by investigating a rather simple and less time consuming situation, such
as a 2D flow field.
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The flow field of turbulent jet in crossflow is characterized by streamline curvature,
which occurs not due to the geometry of the flow field, but due to the interaction of
the jet with the crossflow. The effect of the streamline curvature on turbulence is a
well established phenomenon and numerous literatures (Bradshaw, 1969, Moser et al.,
1986, Holloway and Tavoularis, 1992) are available describing the effect of
streamline curvature on turbulence for the wall bounded flows. Experimental studies
reviewed by Bradshaw (1969) show that the magnitude of the turbulence shear stress
and the degree of anisotropy between the normal stresses are sensitive to the
streamline curvature. Curvature strongly influences the production as well as the
transport in shear layers. Due to the streamline curvature, there evolves an extra rate
of strain in the flow field besides the main strain rate. Another important aspect of the
flow field, which may have significant influence on turbulence, is the presence of the
moving stream external to the jet. For numerical predictions of such complex flow
fields, direct numerical simulation (DNS), large eddy simulation model (LES) or the
use of Reynolds stress transport (RST) model and anisotropy-resolving non-linear
eddy-viscosity model can provide a satisfactory flow field. However, being relatively
simpler and computationally more efficient, two equation models (k–ε, k–ω) have
been extensively used for the prediction of such flow fields with varying degrees of
success (Sarkar and Bose, 1995, Hoda and Acharya, 2000, Keimasi and Rahni, 2001,
and Kalita et al., 2002). Kalita et al. (2002) used the standard k–ε model to investigate
the 2D flow field and compared their predictions with the experimental work of
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) at the central vertical
plane of the jet slot and reported a moderate success and this was one of the
motivations of the present work. An effort is made in the present work to improve the
numerical predictions of the flow field by considering the effect of streamline
curvature on the flow field.
Numerous modifications have been proposed in the literature to account for the
effect of streamline curvature in the formulation of the standard k−ε model. The
streamline curvature modification made to the standard k−ε

model, originally

proposed by Leschziner and Rodi (1981) for axisymmetrical flow configuration was
used by Kassimatis et al. (2000) to investigate the aerodynamics of the near-slot film
cooling which represents the flow field of jet in crossflow. Kassimatis et al. (2000)
reported a slight improvement in the predictions in the recirculation region of the
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flow. Since the geometry of the present work is rectangular and the flow field of the
jet in crossflow is characterized by the local curvature effect, the streamline curvature
modification to the standard k−ε model proposed by Cheng and Farokhi (1992) has
been used. In this modification, the algebraic formulation of the eddy viscosity ν t is
done by extracting the extra strain rate and the main strain rate for the flow field with
streamline curvature. This correction leads to a significant reduction in the eddy
viscosity around the separation streamline, i.e., in the curved shear layer bordering the
recirculation region. Moreover, the model is simpler and computationally more
efficient than the RST model or non-linear eddy-viscosity model.
Cheng and Farokhi (1992) used the model to study the backward-facing step flow
and observed significant improvement in the results compared to those using the
standard k−ε model. In the present work both the standard k−ε model and streamline
curvature modification to the k−ε model proposed by Cheng and Farokhi (1992) are
employed to predict the flow field of plane jet in crossflow for the values of R = 6 and
9 and the predictions are compared with the experimental measurements of
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). Section 3.2 describes
the problem formulation and Section 3.3 describes the numerical procedures. The
predictions of the mean and turbulence quantities and their comparisons with the
measurements have been reported in Section 3.4, followed by conclusions in Section
3.5.

3.2 Problem Formulation

In this section the descriptions of computational domain, governing equations,
turbulence models and boundary conditions used for the numerical investigation of
the 2D flow field of jets in crossflow are discussed. The general practice of making
use of 2D investigation is that it should be a fair representation of the conditions along
the central plane of the configuration. This can be considered when the spanwise
distance is very large. In the present work, the 2D investigation may be considered as
referring to the central vertical plane of the flow field, where the experimental data is
available.
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3.2.1 Computational Domain

A schematic of the computational domain for the present work for R = 6 is shown in
Fig. 3.1. The left boundary from which the crossflow enters the domain is positioned
sufficiently away upstream from the jet discharge slot as suggested by Amer et al.
(1992) and the right boundary is placed sufficiently away downstream from the jet
source, such that the zero gradient condition for all the variables can be applied there
(Sykes et al., 1986). The bottom boundary is the wall from which the jet emanates and
the top boundary is placed sufficiently away from the bottom so that the free stream
conditions can be applied there (Hwang and Chiang, 1995). In the crossflow direction,
the computational domain extends from 10D (D is the width of the slot) upstream of
the centre of the jet to 40D downstream. The appropriate size of the computational
domain depends upon the value of the jet to crossflow velocity ratio (R). Clearly the
separation between the top and bottom boundaries should increase with the value of

R. This distance is selected in such a way as to make the aforementioned boundary
conditions are applicable in the top boundaries. For example, for R = 6, a separation
of 30D between the top and the bottom walls is considered. The domain sizes for
different values of R as shown in Table 3.1 have been used in the present
computations.

Fig. 3.1: Schematic diagram of the computational domain for R = 6.
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) reported their
experimental observations in the s-n coordinate system, where s- denotes the jet
streamline direction and n- normal to it. The s-n coordinates are shown in Fig. 1.
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Table 3.1: 2D Domain size for different values of R.

6

Normalized
distance of the
inlet from the
centre of the jet
slot (x/D)
10

Normalized
distance of the
outlet from the
centre of the jet
slot (x/D)
40

Normalized
distance between
the top surface
and bottom wall
(y/D)
30

Normalized
length of the jet
duct from the
bottom wall
(y/D)
5

9

10

50

40

5

R

3.2.2 Governing Parameter

The flow field of jet in a crossflow is strongly dependent on the momentum ratio
defined as

J=

ρ j v 2j
ρ a u a2

(3.1)

where the subscripts j and a correspond to jet and crossflow, respectively. In the
present work, the crossflow and the jet fluid are considered both to be water and
therefore J is replaced by the velocity ratio as

R = v j / ua

(3.2)

From the literature review it is observed that few studies of turbulent rectangular jets
in a narrow channel crossflow with a high velocity ratio have been reported. Since
there are some reliable experimental results (Ramaprian and Haniu, 1983 and Haniu
and Ramaprian, 1989) in some portion of the flow field (jet central plane) to compare
the numerical results, we have chosen the velocity ratios of R = 6 and 9 in the present
study. The width of the jet slot D is used as the unit length throughout the work.

3.2.3 Governing Mean Flow Equations

The 2D, steady-state, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations constitute the
governing equation of the mean flow. The equations for the incompressible fluid in
the Cartesian coordinate system can be written as
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Continuity:
∂u ∂v
+
=0
∂x ∂y

(3.3)

u

∂u
∂u
1 ∂p ∂
∂
+v
=−
+ (−u ′ 2 ) + (−u ′v ′)
∂x
∂y
ρ ∂x ∂x
∂y

(3.4)

u

∂v
∂v
1 ∂p ∂
∂
+v
=−
+ (−u ′v ′) + (−v ′ 2 )
∂x
∂y
ρ ∂y ∂x
∂y

(3.5)

x-momentum:

y-momentum:

Here u and v are the mean velocities in the x- (cross-stream) and y- (jet discharge
direction) respectively, and p is the mean pressure. The primed quantities represent
fluctuation parts of the velocity.

3.2.4 Turbulence Models: Standard k − ε Model

Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) contain the Reynolds stress terms ( u ′ 2 , v′ 2 and u ′v′ ), which need
to be modeled by a suitable closure expressions. The accuracy of the predictions is
based on the adequacy of the closure expressions in capturing the flow physics. The
models used in the present work are the standard the k − ε model and the k − ε
model with streamline curvature modification. In the standard version of k − ε
model, the turbulence stresses are modeled as

 ∂u  2
− u ′ 2 = 2ν t   − k
 ∂x  3

(3.6)

 ∂v  2
− v′ 2 = 2ν t   − k
 ∂y  3

(3.7)

 ∂u ∂v 
− u ′v′ = ν t  + 
 ∂y ∂x 

(3.8)

The eddy viscosity ν t is related to the turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissipation
rate ε as

ν t = cµ

k2

ε

(3.9)

Eqs. (3.6) − (3.8) represent a linear relationship between the turbulence stress and the
rate of strain and form the basis of all linear two-equation models.
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The distribution of turbulence kinetic energy ( k ) and dissipation rate ( ε ) in the flow
field is determined from their modeled transport equations, which are

u

∂k
∂k
∂  ν ∂k  ∂  ν t ∂k 
+ 
 + Pk − ε
+v
=  t
∂x
∂y ∂x  σ k ∂x  ∂y  σ k ∂y 

∂ε
∂ε
∂  ν t ∂ε  ∂  ν t ∂ε 
ε
ε2
+ 
 + Cε 1 Pk − Cε 2
u
+v
= 
∂x
∂y ∂x  σ ε ∂x  ∂y  σ ε ∂y 
k
k

(3.10)

(3.11)

Where Pk is the rate of production of k and is given by
2
2
 ∂u ∂v  2
 ∂v  
 ∂u 
Pk = ν t  +  + 2  + 2  
 ∂x 
 ∂y ∂x 
 ∂y  

(3.12)

The values of the model constants are: Cµ = 0.09, Cε 1 = 1.44, Cε 2 = 1.92, σ k = 1.0,
and σ ε = 1.3 (Launder and Spalding, 1974). In these formulations, the molecular
viscosity is assumed to be negligible in comparison to the eddy viscosity.

3.2.5 Curvature Modification to the Standard k − ε Model

Cheng and Farokhi (1992) derived the streamline curvature modification to the
standard k − ε model from the algebraic model proposed by Rodi (1976). In this
modification the expression for the eddy viscosity is given as
2
Pk R f + R f + 1
k 2 2φ 
νt =
1 − R f − φ

ε 3 
ε 1 − 4 R f 

(3.13)

Here φ is a model constant given by

1 − C2

φ=

C1 − 1 +

Pk

ε

and C1 = 1.5 and C 2 = 0.76 are the inertial and forced return-to-isotropy constants
respectively. R f is the flux Richardson number and given by
Rf = −

∂v / ∂x
∂u / ∂y

(3.14)

The form of the flux Richardson number employed in the present work was used by
Cheng and Farokhi (1992) for investigating the backward facing step flow, where the
flow is predominant in the x-direction and is characterized by weak streamline
curvature. The present work is also characterized by the weak streamline curvature
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and the flow is predominant along the jet discharge direction in the mixing region.
Hence though the flux Richardson number is not frame invariant, its application to the
present flow configuration is justified as its implementation is simple and consistent
with the physical nature of the flow. The flux Richardson number R f plays an
important role as it dictates the effect of streamline curvature on the turbulence
structure through the amplification and diminution of the eddy viscosity. It easily
follows from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.13) that
2φ
Cµ =
3

2

Pk R f + 4 R f + 1
1 − R f − φ

ε
1− Rf



(3.15)

Thus in this model the value of C µ changes depending upon the value of R f ,
which again is dependent on the streamline curvature. For flow with a high streamline
curvature, the value of R f becomes negative and the most destabilizing effect takes
place at R f = −1 / 2 (Piquet, 1999). Thus the correction (3.15) leads to a significant
reduction in C µ around the separation streamline, i.e., in the curved shear layer
bordering the recirculation zone. Within this zone the value of C µ would tend to zero
or even change sign if a lower limit were not placed on its value. For the present case,
the limit was chosen as 0.025. This value is taken as the basis that in regions where
the value of C µ is below 0.025, the concept of local equilibrium of turbulence
stresses and energy on which the curvature correction is based can certainly not be
expected to hold. When there is no local curvature effect, the value of R f = 0 and the
value of C µ

becomes 0.09, thus the model reduces to the standard k-ε model. Since

both the turbulence models used in the present work are variants of the k-ε model,
hereafter for simplicity and making it short, the model with streamline curvature
modification to the standard k-ε model is termed as the curvature modification model.

3.2.6 Boundary Conditions
The different boundary conditions used in the present computations are inlet, outlet
and wall. They are applied as follows
(i)

Left Boundary: The conditions at the left boundary specified are the free
stream conditions, i.e., the velocity along the jet direction is zero (v = 0)
and crossflow is of a uniform velocity (u = ua). The inlet boundary layer
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thickness is set to 1.5D to match the experimental conditions. Inside the
boundary layer, the 1/7th power-law profile is used for the u-velocity
component and a uniform velocity (u = ua) is imposed above y = 1.5D. In
the flow field of a turbulent jet in crossflow, considerable amount of
turbulence kinetic energy is generated and the results are insensitive to the
values of incoming turbulence kinetic energy via the crossflow for flow
field especially with a high velocity ratio (Keimasi and Rahni, 2001). The
value of the turbulence kinetic energy at the left boundary is taken from
5% turbulence intensity based on the experimental data ( k = 0.00375u a2 ).
The inlet turbulence dissipation rate is obtained from the expression
suggested by Versteeg and Malalasekera (1996) as ε = c µ3 / 4 (k 1 / 2 / y max ) ,
where ymax is the domain size in the y direction.
(ii)

Top Boundary: It corresponds to a wall-free surface. Zero shear stresses
and free stream boundary conditions are used here. Thus at the top
boundary the same values of u, v, k and ε as those used, in the left
boundary are used.

(iii)

Right Boundary: At the right boundary, the normal gradients of all
variables are assumed to be zero (Hoda and Acharya, 2000, Keimasi and
 ∂f

Rahni, 2001) 
= 0; f = (u , v, k , ε )  .
 ∂x


(iv)

Bottom Boundary: The whole bottom boundary, excluding the jet
discharge slot, is considered as a solid wall, where the boundary conditions
are applied using the standard wall functions. In this approach, an
integration of the modeled equations right up to the wall is avoided and the
universal behaviour of the flow variables is used to specify values at the
first grid point adjacent to the wall. For velocity, the log-law is used, for
the turbulence kinetic energy, a zero value is specified at the wall, while
the value of dissipation at the near-wall point is set using a local
equilibrium assumption as ε = c µ3 / 4 k 3 / 2 /(δy ) , where δy is the wall-normal
grid spacing for the first grid point. The value of yp+ (the non-dimensional
location of the first grid point from the wall) is taken as 11.3 (Versteeg and
Malalasekera, 1996), above which the log-law is assumed to hold.
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(v)

Jet Exit: From the literature review (Catalano et al., 1989, Patankar et al.,
1977 and Hwang and Chiang, 1995) it is found that in most of the
numerical studies a uniform jet discharge velocity is used. Several
researchers, for example Kassimatis et al. (2000) indicated that the
assumption of a uniform velocity at the inlet of jet is not appropriate. For
accurate prediction and to represent the actual experimental conditions it is
better to include the jet slot into the computational domain. In the present
study we have considered the jet slot (length 5D) in the computational
domain. The conditions at the entry to jet slot are u = 0 and v = vj. The
value of turbulence kinetic energy is taken from 6.5% turbulence intensity
( k = 0.00625v 2j ) and the value of dissipation rate is taken using the
expression

proposed

by

Versteeg

and

Malalasekera

(1996)

as, ε = c µ3 / 4 (k 1 / 2 / 0.5D) .

3.3 Numerical Procedure

All the terms of governing equations described in the previous section are nondimensionalised with the mean jet velocity vj and jet width D. Finite volume method
is used to discretise the governing equations together with the boundary conditions
specified in the previous section.

3.3.1 Computational Grids

A non-uniform grid is set up in the computational domain. The sides of the nonuniform control volumes along the x-direction are generated using the Eqs.3.16-3.17:
For the upstream portion of the jet slot, the following relation is used

xi =

i
i max

+

λ  πi
sin
π  imax





(3.16)

and for the downstream portion of the jet slot the following relation is used

xi =
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i max

−

λ  πi
sin 
π  i max





(3.17)
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The sides of the non-uniform control volumes along the y-direction are generated
using the following relation

yj =

j
j max

−

λ  πj 

sin 
π  j max 

(3.18)

where i and j denote the spatial indices in the x- and y- direction respectively, imax and
jmax are their maximum values and λ is the clustering parameter. The value of λ used is
0.5. The grids are clustered near the wall in the y-direction as well as at the jet exit
area in the x-direction. The distribution of the control volumes in the computational
domain used for the prediction of jet in crossflow with R = 6 is shown in Fig. 3.2. In
Fig. 3.2, the distribution of the fine mesh is shown. The fine mesh is fixed based on a
grid independence study (Section 3.3.4). 172×143 (= 24596) control volumes (172
along the x-direction and 143 along the y-direction) excluding the jet duct area have
been used in the fine mesh. The jet duct area comprises of 7×37 (= 259) control
volumes. To avoid the occurrence of pressure oscillations in the domain, a staggered
grid arrangement is employed in which the scalar variables (p, k and ε) are positioned
at the centre of the control volume and the velocity components are positioned at the
cell faces. The positioning of the variables is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.2: Computational domain and finite volume grid for the jet with R = 6.

3.3.2 Computational Methodology

A finite volume computer code in FORTRAN 77 based on the SIMPLE algorithm
(Patankar, 1980) has been developed to numerically to solve the governing equations.
The momentum and the other transport equations are descritised using the power-law
scheme (Patankar, 1980). A good discussion on use of various discretisation schemes
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can be found in Patel and Markatos, (1986). Line-by-line iteration with alternating the
sweep direction using tri-diagonal matrix algorithm is used to solve the system of
linear algebraic equations.

Fig. 3.3: Positioning of variables on the grid.

For any iterative process an initial guess of the unknown variables are made at the
starting of the first iteration. In the computation through the curvature modification
model, the initial guess is taken from the intermediate solution of the standard k-ε
model for better convergence behaviour. All the variables (u, v, k and ε) are underrelaxed during each iteration. The typical values of under-relaxation parameters used
are 0.3 for u and v and 0.45 for k and ε. The mass residual which represents the
balance of mass in each cell is determined from the continuity equation. The mass
residual is defined as
b = (uw∗ − ue∗ )∆y∆z + (vb∗ − vt∗ )∆x∆z + ( ws∗ − wn∗ )∆x∆y

(3.19)

Where the starred quantities (*) are the velocities before correction at each cell and
subscript e, w, n, s, t and b denote the directions in east, west, north, south, top and
bottom. The maximum mass residual is established as the criterion for assessing the
overall convergence of the flow field. The convergence of the computation is assumed
to be achieved and therefore iterations are terminated when the sum of the residual
mass is less than 10-4 and the relative variation of variables u, v, k, and ε in the
successive iteration is less than 10-2. At the residual level mentioned above, the
solution is found not to change for several iterations and therefore it is treated as the
converged solution. Moreover the exit criterion for various equations has been taken
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as

φim+1 − φim
φim

≤ 10 −2 , where φi represents the variable for which solution is sought.
max

The history of the residual fall in the numerical solution for the jet with R = 6 using
the standard k- ε method is shown in Fig. 3.4. The mass residual shows some
fluctuations initially with high amplitude and gradually it decays. This behaviour has
no effect on the final converged solution. The residual fall history is likely to be
influenced by the iteration exit criteria chosen for the variables. But to determine the
exact nature of this influence, extensive numerical experiments need to be performed.
The code was run on a special Linux server (16 node load clustering machine) with 8
GB RAM and 3G Hz processor speed and it took approximately 72 hours of CPU
time for the full convergence of the flow field using the curvature modification model
and 40 hours using the standard k- ε model.

Fig. 3.4: Mass residual fall history for R = 6 (standard k-ε model).

3.3.3 Code Validation
The present code is validated against the results reported in the previous numerical
studies of similar nature. The prediction of turbulence plane jets in a strong crossflow
by Kassimatis et al. (2000) is used as a test case. Using streamline curvature
modification model in the present code, the reattachment length and the streamwise
velocity at the two different locations are compared for the jet with R = 0.8. Fig 3.5
shows that the present predictions of the streamwise velocity at two different locations
at x/D = 2 and 9 agree well with those of Kassimatis et al. (2000).
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Fig. 3:5: Comparison of the present predictions using the curvature modification
model with those of Kassimatis et al. (2000) for R = 0.8.
The recirculation region predicted by the present code for the value of R = 0.8 is
shown in Fig. 3.6 and the comparison of the reattachment length by both the present
code and by Kassimatis et al. (2000) is shown in Table 3.2. The difference between
the two values is 4% and therefore the present code stands validated.

Table 3.2: Comparison of reattachment length.
Value of R
0.8

Reattachment length by present
prediction (see Fig. 3.6)
10.8

Reattachment length by Kassimatis
et al. (2000)
10.3

Fig. 3.6: Reattachment region predicted by the present code for R = 0.8.

3.3.4 Grid Sensitivity

The grid-independence test of the computations is performed with three different sets
of grids, viz., 150×125 (150 along x-axis and 125 along y-axis), 172×143, and
300×240 and by comparing the prediction of the streamwise velocity for each grid for
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R = 6. Similarly three different sets of grids, viz., 165×140, 200×165 and 330×250
are used for R = 9. The grids are non-uniform in both the directions and clustered near
the wall and the jet source region. The velocity profile at x/D = 2 for R = 6 and 9
using the curvature modification model is shown in Fig. 3.7. It has been observed that
the grid refinement in general improves the prediction by reducing the over prediction
in the bottom part of the jet and increasing the peak value of the velocity. Moreover
the results produced by the fine grid approach the experimental results (not shown in
Fig.) than those by the other two grids. The difference between the predictions using
the 2nd set and 3rd set grids is only 2%. The results that are presented in the subsequent
sections are for the grid size 172×143 for R = 6 and 200×165 for R =9.

Fig. 3.7: Grid sensitivity test: Predicted profile of cross-stream component of velocity.

3.4 Results
The present computations of the mean velocity components, turbulence kinetic energy
and turbulence shear stresses for the turbulent plane jet in crossflow are compared
with the experimental data of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian
(1989), who reported their experimental observations in the s–n (s- along the
streamline and n- normal to it) coordinate system (Fig. 3.1). They presented their
results in the regions where the effect of the jet in the flow field is strong, i.e., few
normalized distance along the upward and downward directions from the jet centre
line. They did not present flow properties in the near-wall region. In the present work,
the computations are performed in the Cartesian coordinates and the computed data
are subsequently transformed to the s–n coordinates (Appendix A) for the purpose of
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comparison with the experimental data. To gain an understanding of the flow physics
in a clear way and to provide the near-wall flow properties we have first presented the
predicted mean and turbulence flow properties in the Cartesian coordinates.

3.4.1 Components of Mean Velocity

The mean velocity of the deflected jet can be considered as having two components,
one along the x-axis (in the direction of the crossflow) and the other along the y-axis
(in the direction of the jet discharge). The component along the crossflow direction is
referred as cross-stream component and the component along the jet direction is
referred to as vertical component. Both the components have significant contribution
to the resultant mean velocity in the flow configuration considered here.
The predictions of the cross-stream component of mean velocity (u/vj) at different
downstream locations are shown in Fig. 3.8 for R = 6 and in Fig. 3.9 for R = 9. The
peak value of the cross-stream component is more in the near-filed (up to the location
x/D = 10) and it gradually decreases downstream due to the mixing of the jet with the
crossflow. A reverse flow region is observed in the bottom part and at the location of
just downstream of the jet slot (x/D = 2). The length of the recirculation region
predicted by the streamline curvature modification model is slightly higher than that
of the standard k-ε model. The recirculation region continues up to x/D = 20 in the
predictions of the streamline curvature modification which are determined by
observing the value of cross-stream component. However the recirculation region
predicted by the standard k-ε model ends before x/D = 20. The difference between the
predictions by both the models is observed to be less in the upper part of the jet
whereas in the lower part of the jet the difference is more prominent. The curvature
modification model predicts higher negative velocity in the bottom part of the jet
compared to the standard k-ε model, thus predicting larger recirculation region
compared to that by later. Moreover the curvature modification model predicts the
peak values at higher y/D positions thus showing higher penetration of the jet into the
crossflow compared to that by the standard k-ε model.
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Fig. 3.8: Prediction of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 6.
In the case of jet with R = 9 (Fig. 3.9), the profile of the cross-stream component of
velocity is similar as that in the case with R = 6, but the size of the recirculation
region and the jet penetration is more than that in the case with R = 6. The difference
between the predictions by the two models is less in the case of R = 9 than that for R =
6 owing to less curvature for jet with R = 9. Therefore the curvature modification
model in this case does not significantly improve the predictions in this case
compared to those by the standard k-ε model.

Fig. 3.9: Prediction of cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 9.

The predictions of the vertical component of the mean velocity (v/vj) by both the
models at different downstream locations are shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 for jets
with R = 6 and 9, respectively. The difference in the predictions by the two models is
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small near the jet exit area and further downstream, where there is no streamline
curvature. The jet is almost vertical near the jet discharge, and therefore the
magnitude of the vertical component is large in this region, but further downstream
the jet becomes horizontal and the value of vertical velocity reduces in magnitude.
The standard k-ε model predicts higher values of vertical component of mean velocity
at the bottom part of the jet compared to the curvature modification model. In case of
the jet with R = 9 (Fig. 3.11) the magnitude of the vertical velocity and the penetration
height is more compared to the case with R = 6. Moreover as already mentioned, the
differences between both the predictions are less in this case due to the smaller
streamline curvature of the flow field.

Fig. 3.10: Predicted vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations for R = 6.

Fig. 3.11: Predicted vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations for R = 9.
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3.4.2 Turbulence Kinetic Energy

Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 show the predictions of the turbulence kinetic energy for R = 6
and 9 respectively at different downstream locations. The maximum value of the
turbulence kinetic energy is observed at the centre of the jet and it reaches a constant
value (equal to the free stream value) at the upper part of the jet. It is observed from
both the Figs. that a considerable amount of turbulence kinetic energy is generated
after the jet mixes with the crossflow and gradually its value decreases owing to
weaker interaction between the jet and the crossflow further downstream.

Fig. 3.12: Prediction of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations for
R = 6.

Fig. 3.13: Prediction of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations for
R = 9.
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3.4.3 Mean Flow Structures

The predicted non-dimensional mean velocity vector plots superimposed with
streamline are shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 for R = 6 and 9 respectively. The overall
structures of the flow field can be explained from these plots. After the discharge and
some initial length, the jet trajectory is deflected in the cross-stream direction and the
direction of the crossflow is altered as if a rigid obstacle blocks it. A reverse flow or
recirculation is observed in the lower part of the jet which indicates the existence of
the flow separation. Both the models predict the recirculation, but the size of the
recirculation region predicted by the curvature modification model is larger compared
to that by the standard k-ε model. Moreover the curvature modification model predicts
higher penetration height compared to that by the standard k-ε model. Qualitatively
the structures of flow field in the case of the jet with R = 9 is similar to the case with
R = 6. In this case the penetration height and the size of recirculation region are higher
than that in the earlier case. In the case of jet with R = 9, the jet is stronger and
therefore the crossflow faces a bigger obstacle compared to the case with R = 6 and
hence the size of the recirculation region is more in this case compared to that for R =
9. Moreover here the difference between the sizes of recirculation regions predicted
by both the models are small compared to the case with R = 6.

Fig. 3.14: Mean velocity vector superimposed with streamline plot for R = 6, (i)
Curvature modification model and (ii) Standard k-ε model.
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Fig. 3.15: Mean velocity vector superimposed with streamline plot for R = 9, (i)
Curvature modification model and (ii) Standard k-ε model.

3.4.4 Turbulence Shear Stress

Predicted normalized shear stresses at different downstream locations are shown in
Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 for jets with R = 6 and 9, respectively. In general the shear stress

− u ′v ′ and the velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ) have the same sign and therefore the eddy
viscosity ν t = −u ′v ′ /(∂u / ∂y ) is positive in all regions of the flow field. It is observed
that in both cases the value of the shear stress in the upper part of the jet is more
compared to that in the lower part. The value of the shear stress depends upon the
velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ) thus the maxima of the shear stress − u ′v ′ profile
correspond closely to the position of maxima of the velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ). The
peak value of the shear stress is observed in the jet-shear layer and is a consequence
of high value of ( ∂u / ∂y ) in the layer, where the jet and the crossflow interact with
each other.

Fig. 3.16: Predicted turbulence shear stress profiles at different downstream
locations for R = 6.
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The values of the shear stress at both the upper and lower parts of the jet are opposite.
At the upper edge which represents the jet-shear layer, the value of shear stress is
higher, whereas the bottom part which represents the reverse flow and wake the value
of shear stress is lower.

Fig. 3.17: Predicted turbulence shear stress profiles at different downstream
locations for R = 9.
Both the models show similar profile of turbulence shear stress, but the predicted
positions of the peak value of shear stress do not match (Fig. 3.16 and 3.17). For the
case of jet with R = 9, the value of shear stress is more in the upper part of the jet than
in the case of R = 6, but the value of shear stress in the lower part of the jet is almost
same as the value in the case of R = 6.

3.4.5 Comparison with Measurements

In this section, the comparisons of some flow properties are made with the
experimental data of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989).
As said earlier Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) have
reported their experimental observations in the s–n coordinate system (Fig. 3.1). The
component of the mean velocity along the jet streamline direction is termed as the
streamwise velocity (us) and the component along the normal to the streamline is
termed as the normal component velocity (vn). The upper part of the deflected jet (n/D
< 0) faces and mixes with the crossflow. This part of the jet is referred to as the outer
portion and the other part of the jet (n/D > 0) is referred to as the inner portion of the
jet.
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In the present flow configuration, streamline curvature will have a stabilizing effect
on turbulence in the lower shear layer (inner part of the jet) and a destabilizing effect
in the upper shear layer of the jet (Bradshaw, 1969). Thus the shear stress, turbulence
kinetic energy and jet spreading rate would be enhanced by the curvature correction in
the outer shear layer relative to the unmodified model (standard k-ε model), while the
reverse would occur in the lower shear layer.
Comparisons of the normalized streamwise component of the mean velocity are
shown in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 for R = 6 at different s/D locations. The peak value of
the jet is higher near the jet discharge and it decreases in the downstream locations,
where the spreading of the jet is more. It is observed that the jet is not symmetric
about its axis unlike a jet in quiescent ambient.

Fig. 3.18: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity with the experimental data for
R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

The curvature modification model should show an enhanced spreading rate in the
outer part (n/D < 0) and reduced spreading rate in the inner part (n/D > 0) of the jet.
However due to the moving stream of the crossflow, the effects of curvature and coflowing ambient counteract each other. Hence the spreading rate is not so
distinguished in the outer part of the jet and the curvature modification model slightly
over predicts compared to the standard k-ε model.
The improvement by the curvature modification model is seen in the inner part of
the jet by a reduction of the spreading rate and more prominently at the edge of the
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inner portion by showing a large negative velocity, thereby accurately predicting the
recirculation below the jet.

Fig. 3.19: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity with the experimental data for
R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
The maximum improvement by the curvature modification model over the standard k-

ε model is approximately 20%.
Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 show a comparison of the normalized streamwise component
of mean velocity for the value of R = 9 at different s/D locations. The value of peak
velocity in this case is higher than for R = 6 as the jet is relatively stronger in this
case. In this case also due to the effect of finite edge velocity the spreading rate is
reduced in the outer part of the jet. The improvement by the curvature modification
model in this case is less compared to the case with R = 6, because the flow
experiences a small streamline curvature.

Fig. 3.20: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity with the experimental data for
R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
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Fig. 3.21: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity with the experimental data for R
= 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
Comparisons of the normal component of mean velocity (vn/vj) are shown in Figs.
3.22 and 3.23 for R = 6 at four different s/D locations. In the upper part of the jet the
fluids show a positive component of velocity thus the making the motion upward and
gradually the positive value decreases as one moves towards the jet centre. In the
inner part of the jet all the fluid particles have a downward velocity. This is due to the
recirculation below the jet. Thus it is observed that the recirculation determines these
velocities rather than the jet turbulence. Another feature observable from Figs. 3.22
and 3.23 is that near the jet centre line in the inner part of the jet, the fluids show an
upward motion making the fluids to move from the inner portion to the outer portion
of the jet. Thus the entrainment rate is different at both portions of the jet. Moreover
the spread of the jet at the upper and lower parts of the jet is not equal. It is more at
the bottom part of the jet than that at the upper part. Due to unequal spread of the jet,
profiles of the normal component of velocity show different trends at the upper and
lower parts of the jet. Both the models predict the normal component of velocity well
at first two downstream locations (s/D = 4.94 and 9.68), but at further downstream
positions (s/D = 18.86 and 28.12) both the model show some difference of prediction
from the experimental data. Comparatively the curvature modification model predicts
better than the standard k-ε model especially in the inner part of the jet.
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Fig. 3.22: Comparison of mean normal component velocity with the experimental
data for R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

Fig. 3.23: Comparison of mean normal component velocity with the experimental
data for R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
Comparisons of the normalized normal component profiles of the mean velocity
are shown in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25 for jet with R = 9 at different s/D locations. In this
case also due to recirculation, the n-component velocity has downward motion in the
inner part of the jet. One significant difference observed in this case is that the
variation of the n-component velocity with downward direction in the inner part of the
jet is less compared to the case with R = 6. In case of jet with R = 6 the values of
vertical velocity component reduce in the inner part of the jet and at far downstream
locations (s/D = 18.86 and 28.12) the variation is more prominent. In the case of jet
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with R = 9, the variation of velocity in the inner part of the jet is very small. In this
case also the curvature modification model predicts better than the standard k-ε model
in the inner portion of the jet.

Fig. 3.24: Comparison of mean normal component velocity with the experimental
data for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.

Fig. 3.25: Comparison of mean normal component velocity with the experimental
data for R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
Comparisons of the normalized turbulence shear stresses are shown in Figs. 3.26
and 3.27 for the jet with R = 6. The value of the shear stress decreases with the
distance s/D. At low s/D values, i.e., near the jet slot the value of the shear stress is
large at the inner portion of the jet whereas further downstream the value of shear
stress in the upper part of the jet is more than that in the lower part. According to
streamline curvature effect, there should be an enhancement of the shear stress in the
upper part of the jet and reduction of shear stress in the lower part of the jet. This is
observed in the present investigation. Due to the combined effect of the streamline
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curvature and the edge velocity, the curvature modification model does not show
adequate increase of shear stresses in the outer part of the jet, but it shows an
appreciable reduction of the shear stress in the inner part of the jet compared to that
predicted by the standard k-ε model.

Fig. 3.26: Comparison of turbulence shear stress with the experimental data for R =
6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

Fig. 3.27: Comparison of turbulence shear stress with the experimental data for R =
6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
The standard k-ε model over predicts the shear stresses especially in the inner part
of the jet. Moreover the predictions of the positive and negative peak values of the
stresses by the curvature modification model match better with the experimental data
than those by the standard k-ε model.
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Fig. 3.28: Comparison of turbulence shear stress with the experimental data for R = 9,
s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
Comparisons of the normalized turbulence shear stresses are shown in Figs. 3.28
and 3.29 for the jet with R = 9. The value of the shear stress in the near-filed of the jet
is more than that in the case of jet with R = 6. In this case also the curvature
modification model shows improvement in the prediction especially in the inner
portion of the jet but fails to match the positive and negative peak values of the shear
stresses. This is due to the fact that the flow field faces less streamline curvature effect
than that in the case of R = 6.

Fig. 3.29: Comparison of turbulence shear stress with the experimental data for R = 9,
s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
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3.5 Conclusions
A 2D investigation of flow field of a plane jet in crossflow has been presented in this
chapter using two different turbulence models. The 2D investigation of flow field
provides sufficient information of the flow properties at the jet central plane. The
streamline curvature modification produces reasonably improved results in the inner
part of the jet and produces better agreement with the experimental data. The
maximum improvement in the results by the curvature modification model over the
standard k-ε model is observed as 20%. Therefore the inclusion of the streamline
curvature effect in the standard k-ε model to predict the flow field of jet in crossflow
is justified. The curvature modification model works better in case of the jet with R =
6 than in the case of jet with R = 9 due to the more streamline curvature in the flow
field. Moreover the physical effect of the convex and concave streamline curvatures
in the flow field is well reflected in the numerical investigation of problem of jet in
crossflow due to the incorporation of the curvature effects in the turbulence model.
The overall moderate agreement with the experimental data can be ascribed due to
several factors, such as 2D investigation, experimental uncertainties, etc.
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Chapter 4
Three-dimensional Jets in Crossflow

4.1 Introduction
We have observed from the investigation of the 2D flow field presented in the
previous chapter that the agreements between the experimental and numerical results
are moderate. The inclusion of the curvature modification to the standard k-ε model
improves the prediction up to some extent in some selected regions only such as in the
recirculation region, but not in the entire flow field. The flow field of a turbulent jet in
crossflow is 3D. The accuracy of the investigation by making a simplification to 2D
flow field depends on the degree of the complexity and the variations of the flow
properties in the three directions present in the flow field. If these effects are weak,
the flow behaviour along the central plane of a 3D flow field can be studied from a
2D investigation. In the situation where these effects have a significant effect on the
flow field, a 2D investigation can only provide an approximation of the real
conditions. From the literature review in Chapter 2 we have found that the flow field
of jet in crossflow is chractersised by different types of vortices. Therefore several
flow features and characteristics cannot be studied from a 2D investigation of such
flow field.
In the present chapter, we present a 3D numerical investigation of the flow field of
a jet in crossflow and compare the predictions with the experimental data of
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). It has already been
discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2 that the number of studies of
rectangular jet in crossflow is comparatively less compared to the case of round and
square jets in crossflow. Moreover only a few studies concerning the rectangular jets
in crossflow for high velocity ratios have been reported in the literature. Humber et al.
(1993) experimentally studied a rectangular jet in a crossflow and found similar
observations of the jet penetration and trajectory as those in the case of a round jet in
crossflow, but observed more entrainment. Vincenti et al. (2003) studied plane jets in
crossflow at low Reynolds number using PIV and studied the effect of the velocity
ratio on the interaction between the shear layer vortices and the counter-rotating
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vortices. They observed that for the velocity ratio R = 3 to 6, the shear layer of the
plane jet has large fluctuations and its instability seems to be driven by the action of
the crossflow leading to the formation of wake vortices. For velocity ratio higher than
6 they observed two types of shear layer vortices. Recently Plesniak and Cusano
(2005) studied the scalar mixing of a confined rectangular jet in crossflow. They
observed that the flow is more complex than an unconfined round jet in a crossflow.
They also observed that the large-scale counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) structures
dominate the scalar mixing of both the jet and crossflow. Ramaprian and Haniu
(1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) experimentally studied a turbulent plane jet
injected from a narrow slot into the crossflow in a channel. They performed
experiments for three values of jet to crossflow velocity ratio R = 6, 9 and 10 both for
isothermal and heated jets. There was a small clearance between the slot and the
sidewalls in their experiments. Such types of flow configurations are encountered in
several industrial processes such as mixing and drying of product streams, etc.
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) performed the
measurements of mean and turbulence flow properties in the central plane of the jet
slot. They did not study any flow properties and their variations in different transverse
plane of the flow domain. Their observations did not include the flow structures near
the sidewall and the effects of sidewalls on the flow structures. Moreover they did not
provide any details of the flow properties near the bottom wall of the channel. They
used a two-channel LDA and resistance thermometry to measure the instantaneous
velocity and temperature fields. They did not resolve different vortical structures of
the flow field.
One of the objectives of the present investigation is to obtain a better
understanding of the flow physics than that obtained experimentally by Ramaprian
and Haniu (1989) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) by systematically investigating
the 3D flow field and resolving several issues related to the flow three-dimensionality.
The formation of different types of vortices and their effects on the mean velocity
fields are discussed. The present computational results are compared with the
measurements of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989),
which are available in the jet central plane. The predictions of some flow properties,
which were absent in the experimental observations, are also reported in the present
work. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe the flow configuration, governing equations,
turbulence model, and the numerical procedure. The predictions of the mean and
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turbulence quantities and their comparisons with the measurements have been
reported in Section 4.4. A comparison of 2D predictions and 3D predictions is made
in Section 4.5 followed by the conclusions in Section 4.6.

4.2 Governing Mean Flow Equations
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for 3D, steady-state flow constitute
the governing equation of the mean flow. The equations for an incompressible flow in
the Cartesian coordinate system can be written as

Continuity:
∂u ∂v ∂w
+
+
=0
∂x ∂y ∂z

(4.1)
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∂u
∂u
∂u
∂
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=−
+ (−u ′ 2 ) + (−u ′v ′) + (−u ′w′)
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∂z
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ρ ∂x ∂x

(4.2)

x-momentum:
u

y-momentum:
u
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z-momentum:
u

∂w
∂w
∂w
1 ∂p ∂
∂
∂
+v
+w
=−
+ (−u ′w′) + (−v ′w′) + (− w′ 2 )
∂x
∂y
∂z
ρ ∂z ∂x
∂y
∂z

(4.4)

Here u, v and w are the mean velocities along the directions of the crossflow direction
(x), jet discharge (y) and transverse direction (z), respectively, and p is the mean
pressure. The primed quantities represent the fluctuations part of the velocity.

4.2.1 Turbulence Model: Standard k − ε Model
Eqs. (4.2) − (4.4) contain the Reynolds stress terms ( u ′ 2 , v′ 2 , w′ 2 , u ′v′ , v ′w′ and

u ′w′ ), which need to be modeled by a closure approximation. In the standard k − ε
model, the turbulence stresses are modeled as
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 ∂u  2
− u ′ 2 = 2ν t   − k
 ∂x  3

(4.5)

 ∂v  2
− v′ 2 = 2ν t   − k
 ∂y  3

(4.6)

 ∂w  2
− w′ 2 = 2ν t   − k
 ∂z  3

(4.7)

 ∂u ∂v 
− u ′v′ = ν t  + 
 ∂y ∂x 

(4.8)

 ∂v ∂w 

− v ′w′ = ν t  +
 ∂z ∂y 

(4.9)

 ∂u ∂w 
− u ′w′ = ν t  +

 ∂z ∂x 

(4.10)

The transport equations for turbulence kinetic energy ( k ) and its dissipation rate ( ε )
used are as follows:

u

∂k
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∂  ν ∂k  ∂  ν t ∂k  ∂  ν t ∂k 
+ 
+ 
 + Pk − ε
+v +w
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k
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(4.12)
Where Pk is the rate of production of k and is given by
2
2
2
 ∂u ∂v  2  ∂v ∂w  2  ∂u ∂w  2
 ∂v 
 ∂u 
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 +  +
Pk = ν t  +  +  +
 + 2  + 2  + 2  
 ∂x 
 ∂z  
 ∂y ∂x   ∂z ∂y   ∂z ∂x 
 ∂y 

(4.13)

The values of the model constants used are same as described in Chapter 3. It is to
be mentioned here that the incorporation of streamline curvature effect in the standard
k − ε turbulence model in case of 3D flow field is very complex. So far there is no
literature in evidence, which discusses this aspect. All the parameters in Eqs. (4.1) to
(4.13) are non-dimensionalised with the mean jet velocity vj and jet width D as
follows

u∗ =

u ∗ v ∗ w
,v = , w =
vj
vj
vj
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After replacing all the parameters by the corresponding non-dimensional variables,
Eqs. (4.1) – (4.13) retain the same forms. Hereafter for convenience the superscript *
is removed from all parameters.

4.2.2 Computational Domain

A schematic diagram of the 3D computational domain and the coordinate system used
in the present work is shown in Fig. 4.1. The origin is located at the centre of the jet
slot. The x-coordinate represents the distance in the cross-stream direction, y- the
vertical, and z- the spanwise direction. The computational domain includes the jet
discharge slot, two sidewalls and the entire 3D region where an interaction between
the jet and crossflow takes place.

Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram of the computational domain for R = 6.

The size of the computational domain depends upon the value of the jet to crossflow
velocity ratio (R). For example, for R = 6 the computational domain extends from 10D
upstream of the centre of the jet slot to 40D downstream in the crossflow direction. In
the spanwise direction the distance between the two vertical sidewalls is 18D and the
jet slot length in the spanwise direction is 10D. Clearly the distance between the top
and bottom boundaries should increase with R and it is selected in such a way so that
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the free stream boundary conditions can be applied. The size of the computational
domain (Fig. 4.1) used for different values of R are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: 3D Domain size for different values of R
R X1 (x/D)

X2 (x/D)

Y1 (y/D)

Y2 (y/D)

Z1 (z/D)

Z2 (z/D)

6

10

40

30

5

10

18

9

10

50

40

5

10

18

4.2.3 Boundary Conditions
The different boundary conditions used in the present computations are inlet, outlet
and wall. These are applied as follows
(vi)

Inlet boundary: The boundary conditions at this plane corresponds to the
crossflow conditions, i.e., the only component of the flow is along the
crossflow direction (u = ua) with zero components along both the vertical
(v = 0) and spanwise directions (w = 0). Literature (for example, Lim et al.,
1992) shows that the effect of the inlet boundary layer has small effect on
the flow field for a high value of the velocity ratio as the jet is able to
penetrate through a relatively thin boundary layer at the inlet. The inlet
turbulence kinetic energy, turbulence dissipation rate, boundary layer
thickness and the velocity profile within the boundary layer are set as the
same as those for the 2D investigation (Section 3.2.6, Chapter 3).

(vii)

Top surface: At the top surface excluding the sidewall top, the free stream
condition is imposed and the values of u, v, w, k and ε specified are the
same as those at the inlet boundary. The top of the sidewalls are treated as
the wall.

(viii)

Outlet boundary: At the outlet plane, the normal gradients of all variables
 ∂f

are assumed to be zero 
= 0; f = (u , v, w, k , ε )  .
 ∂x


(ix)

Bottom surface: The whole bottom surface, excluding the jet discharge
slot, is considered as a solid wall. The no-slip condition is applied there
and the standard wall functions are used to resolve the near wall
turbulence. The value of yp+ is taken as 11.3, above which the log-law is
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assumed to be valid and the value of turbulence kinetic energy and
dissipation rate specified in the walls are used as those for the 2D study.
(x)

Jet inlet: The boundary conditions at the entry to the jet channel or jet
plenum are u = 0, w = 0 and v = vj. The value of turbulence kinetic energy
and dissipation rate are taken the same as in the 2D case.

(xi)

Sidewalls: Sidewalls are treated with the no-slip condition and the
standard wall functions are used to resolve the near wall turbulence.

4.3 Numerical Procedure
The finite volume method is used to descretise the governing equations.

4.3.1 Computational Grid

Non-uniform staggered grids are used. The sides of the non-uniform control
volumes along the x-direction are generated using the following relations:
For the upstream portion of the jet slot, the following relation is used

xi =

i
i max

λ  πi
sin
π  imax

+





(4.14)

and for the downstream portion of the jet slot, the following relation is used

xi =

i
i max

−

λ  πi
sin 
π  i max





(4.15)

The sides of the non-uniform control volumes along the y-direction are generated
using the following relation

yj =

j
j max

−

λ  πj 

sin 
π  j max 

(4.16)

and the sides of the non-uniform control volume along the z-direction are
generated using the following relation.

zk =

k
k max

+

λ  πj
sin 
π  k max





(4.17)

where i, j and k are spatial indices and imax , jmax and kmax are their maximum
values in x-, y- and z- directions, respectively and λ the clustering parameter with
a value of 0.5. The grids are clustered near the bottom wall in the y-direction as
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well as near both sidewalls in the z-direction. Moreover grids are clustered at the
jet exit in the x-direction. The distribution of the control volumes in the
computational domain used for R = 6 is shown in Fig. 4.2 where 122×90×60 (=
658800) number (122 along x-direction, 90 along the y-direction and 60 along the
z-direction) of control volumes excluding the jet duct are used. The jet duct
comprises 10×15×30 (= 4500) control volumes. The number of the control
volumes are fixed based on a grid-independence study (described in Section
4.3.4). To avoid checkerboard flow fields, a staggered grid arrangement is
employed in which the scalar variables (p, k and ε) are positioned at the centre of
the control volume and the velocity components are positioned at the cell faces.

Fig. 4.2: Distribution of the control volumes in the computational domain for the
jet with R = 6.

4.3.2 Computational Methodology

A computer code is developed in FORTRAN 77 by the author himself from scratch
based on the SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar, 1980). The momentum and the other
transport equations are descritised using the power-law scheme (Patankar, 1980). The
tri-diagonal matrix algorithm with line-by-line iteration process is used to solve the
system of linear algebraic equations. The line-by-line iteration is first carried out on
one plane and subsequently the calculations are moved to the next plane thus covering
whole domain, plane by plane. For better convergence, an alternation of sweeping
direction is done. All the variables (u, v, w, k, and ε) are under-relaxed during each
iteration. The value of the relaxation parameter used for u, v and w is 0.1 and for k and

ε it is 0.3. The mass residual in each cell is determined from the continuity equation
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and the maximum residual is established as the criteria for assessing the overall
convergence of the flow field. The convergence of the computation is assumed to be
achieved and therefore iterations are terminated when the normalized sum of the
residual mass is less than 10-4 and the relative variation of variables u, v, w, k, and ε
are less than 10-2 in their successive iterations. The history of the residual fall in the
numerical solution for the jet with R = 6 using the standard k-ε model is shown in Fig.
4.3. The code was run on a special Linux server (16 nodes, load clustering machine)
with 8 GB RAM and 3 GHz processor speed and it took approximately 26 days of
CPU time for the full convergence of the results.

Fig. 4.3: History of mass residual fall for R = 6.

4.3.3 Code Validation
For testing the accuracy of the present code, it is validated with the numerical results
reported by Hoda and Acharya (2000) for a square jet in a crossflow. The present
code is modified according to the flow conditions of Hoda and Acharya (2000), i.e., a
square jet in crossflow with a velocity ratio of R = 0.5. The comparison of the
predicted results of the cross-stream and vertical components of the mean velocity at a
location of x/D = 5, z/D = 0 for velocity ratio R = 0.5 obtained by the present code
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with the results of Hoda and Acharya (2000) are shown in Fig. 4.4. From the
comparison it is observed that the agreement between the two predictions is fairly
good and the maximum difference between the two predictions is seen to be 5%. Thus
the present code stands validated.

Fig. 4.4: Comparison of the present predictions with those of Hoda and Acharya
(2000) for velocity ratio of R = 0.5, z/D = 0.

4.3.4 Grid Sensitivity

The grid sensitivity test of the present computation is conducted by using three
different sets of grids, viz., 100×80×50 ( = 400000). 100 along x-, 80 along y- and 50
along z-directions), 110×85×55 (=514250), and 122×90×60 (=658800) by comparing
the cross-stream component of the mean velocity (u) profile for R = 6. It is to be
mentioned that the ratio of smallest (coarse) number of grids and largest (fine) grids is
taken as 1.647, which is almost equal to the value of 1.65 used by Hoda and Acharya
(2000). Moreover the requirement of a high computational time restrict the use of
finer grids. The grids are non-uniform in all the three directions and clustered near the
walls and the jet source region. The velocity profiles for R = 6 at x/D = 2 using the
standard k − ε model is shown in Fig. 4.5. It has been observed that the grid
refinement in general improves prediction by reducing the over prediction in the jet
edge and increasing the peak value of the velocity. The deviation between the
predictions using three different grids decreases as the mesh is refined and the
difference between the predictions using the grid sizes 122×90×60 and 110×85×55 is
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a maximum of 2.5%. The results that are presented in the subsequent sections are
using the grid size 122×90×60 for R = 6 and 142×104×70 for R = 9.

Fig. 4.5: Grid sensitivity test: predicted cross-stream component of mean
velocity (u) profile for R = 6, z/D = 0.

4.4 Results
In the present work, computations are performed in the Cartesian coordinates and the
computed data are subsequently transformed to the s–n coordinates for the purpose of
comparison with the experiments. To gain an understanding of the flow physics in a
clear way and to provide the flow properties near the bottom wall, first we have
presented the predictions of the mean flow properties in the Cartesian coordinates.
Before going to discuss the results, the terms used to describe the sides of the jet are
first given here. The slot of the jet is rectangular. The side of the jet slot (length 10D)
which faces the crossflow first is termed as the leading edge of the jet slot and its
opposite side is termed as the trailing edge. The other two sides (of length D), facing
the two sidewalls are termed as the side edges of the jet slot.

4.4.1 Components of Mean Velocity

The mean velocity of the deflected jet can be considered as having three components,
one along the x-axis (in the direction of the crossflow), one along the y-axis (in the
direction of the jet discharge) and the other along the z-axis (in the transverse
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direction). These three components are termed as the cross-stream, vertical and
spanwise, respectively. All the three components have significant contribution to the
resultant mean flow field in the flow configuration considered in the present work.
Figs. 4.6 to 4.10 show the variation of the cross-stream component of mean
velocity (u/vj) with distance y/D from the wall at various downstream positions (x/D)
for the velocity ratio R = 6. To check the change of velocity profile in the spanwise
directions, the plots of velocity (u/vj) are shown at five different transverse planes
(z/D = 0, 3, 5, 6 and -3). The main flow features, namely, the wake vortices and
counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) are expected to be distinctly evident along these
transverse planes. In Fig. 4.6, the velocity profile at the jet central plane (z/D = 0) is
shown at five different downstream (x/D) positions. A reverse flow region is formed
near the wall, just at the downstream of jet (x/D = 2). It is observed that the flow does
not recirculate unlike in the 2D case. This is due to the entrainment process.
Immediately downstream of the jet, the low pressure in the wake of the jet induces
laterally inward motion of the surrounding crossflow fluid close to the bottom wall
towards the jet central plane. This behaviour can be observed clearly from the vector
plots described in the Section 4.4.3 (see Fig. 4.62). The entrained fluid moves upward
in the vicinity of the jet central plane (z/D = 0) and is swept up by the bent over jet.
Some part of the high momentum fluid moving towards the jet central plane close to
the bottom wall is re-oriented in the streamwise direction and leads to the formation
of a weak wall-jet-like structure (x/D = 5 and 10). Since the crossflow is weak in this
case, the wall-jet-like structure is weak compared to the case of strong crossflow, i.e.,
low values of the velocity ratio R (Hoda and Acharya, 2000 and Andreopoulos and
Rodi, 1984). A wake-like region with low velocity is observed above the wall-jet
shear layer and a shear layer with strong velocity gradient above the wake-like region
is observed at the locations of x/D = 2, 5 and 10. The size of the wake-like region is
comparatively larger than that reported by Hoda and Acharya (2000) and
Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) for low values of R. At further downstream location
(x/D = 20) the velocity gradient in the wake-like region and jet-shear layer is
diminished and the flow recovers toward a boundary layer profile.
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Fig. 4.6: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 0) for R = 6.
The qualitative differences of the velocity profile at various transverse planes are
presented in Figs. 4.7 to 4.9. In Fig. 4.7 the cross-stream velocity profile at the jet
transverse plane z/D = 3 is shown at five different downstream (x/D) positions. It is
observed that though the trends of profiles are similar to those in the central plane the
size of wake-like region is different. The size of the wake-like region is slightly
smaller than the earlier case. Moreover the wall-jet-shear layer is more prominent and
it is formed even at the position of x/D = 2.

Fig. 4.7: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 6.
The corresponding profile at z/D = 5 are shown in Fig. 4.8. The velocity profile at the
position x/D = 0 is distorted due to the shearing of jet flow with the crossflow on the
transverse side. The size of wake-like region is smaller and wall-jet-like shear
structure is larger than that for z/D = 3.
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Fig. 4.8: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 6.
Fig. 4.9 shows the profiles at z/D = 6. The profiles at all downstream locations are
expectedly different from those at the central plane (z/D = 0). The vertical height where
the jet peak value occurs is less in this plane (z/D = 6) compared to those at central
plane. Near the bottom wall, the wall-jet-shear layer is prominent at all downstream
locations and even wall-jet-shear layer is formed at x/D = 0 with steep velocity
gradients.

Fig. 4.9: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 6.
The positions of transverse planes, where cross-stream component velocity profiles are
presented in the earlier paragraphs, are situated on the same side of the centre of the jet
slot. The velocity profile in the transverse plane on the other side of the centre of the
slot (z/D = -3) is presented in Fig. 4.10. The position of this plane is exactly opposite to
the plane at z/D = 3. From the comparison of the velocity profiles at both planes (Figs.
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4.7 and 4.10) it is observed that at all downstream positions these are similar in nature.
Thus the profiles are symmetric about the central vertical plane (z/D = 0).

Fig. 4.10: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 6.

The cross-stream component of the mean velocity profile at different transverse
planes (z/D = 0, 3, 5, 6 and -3) and at different downstream locations (x/D = 0, 2, 5, 10
and 20) for the velocity ratio R = 9 are shown in Figs. 4.11 to 4.15. The peak values of
the cross-stream components are seen at higher values of y/D in Figs. 4.11 to 4.15
compared to the case of jet with R = 6 (Figs. 4.6 to 4.10). Thus the jet penetrates more
in to the crossflow compared to the case with the velocity ratio R = 6. In this case also
the velocity profiles show weak wall-jet-shear structures, wake-like region and the jetshear layer structures. It is observed that the size of the wall-jet-shear structure is
smaller with low velocity gradient due to the weak effect of the crossflow. In this case
also the cross-stream component profiles are symmetric about the central vertical plane
(z/D = 0).
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Fig. 4.11: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 0) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.12: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.13: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 9.
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Fig. 4.14: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.15: Predictions of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 9.
The predictions of the vertical component of the mean velocity at different
transverse planes and at different downstream positions are shown in Figs 4.16 to 4.20
for the velocity ratio R = 6. Fig. 4.16 shows the downstream development of the
vertical component of the mean velocity in the jet central plane (z/D = 0). At the jet
discharge point (x/D = 0), the vertical component of the velocity is largely unaffected
by the crossflow up to about y/D = 3, till which point the jet is almost straight. After a
certain height, the jet is deflected and therefore the value of the vertical velocity
component reduces. Not very far downstream of the jet slot (at x/D = 2) a wake-like
region is formed not near the wall, as the near wall region is occupied by a wall-jet flow
which is formed due to an inward motion of the surrounding fluid.
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Fig. 4.16: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 0) for R = 6.
At x/D = 2, the wake-like region starts at approximately y/D = 3 and moves away
from the wall as one goes in the downstream direction. In the wake-like region a
downward motion of the fluid is observed whereas an upward motion of the fluid is
observed beneath it, which explains the negative v-velocities at approximately y/D = 4
and positive v-velocities at approximately y/D = 1. Further downstream the jet becomes
almost horizontal and runs parallel to the crossflow. As there is no existence of the
vertical jet, the values of the vertical components are quite small at those locations.

Fig. 4.17: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 3) for R = 6.
The changes of the vertical component profile at different transverse planes are
shown in Figs. 4.17 to 4.19. The value of the vertical component near the bottom wall
and at the jet exit region is reduced at the two spanwise planes z/D = 5 and 6 compared
to that at the positions of z/D = 0 and 3. The velocity gradients (∂v / ∂y ) in the wall-jet
layer are smaller and the negative velocity in the wake-like region is reduced as one
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move from the centre of the jet towards the sidewalls. The vertical penetration height
reduces as one moves away from the jet centre. This is due to the entrainment and
mixing of the jet with the crossflow. The shearing of the crossflow with the jet flow at
the jet edge (z/D = 5) is seen at the location x/D = 0 (Fig. 4.18), where the vertical
component of the mean velocity suddenly increases to a higher value thus producing a
steep velocity gradient (∂v / ∂y ) . At z/D = 6 (Fig. 4.19) the influence of the jet is limited
up to a small downstream location (x/D = 5). The effect of the sidewalls on the flow is
observed here. The damping effect of the sidewall (at z/D = 6) produces some
downward flow near the bottom wall at positions x/D = 0 and 2.

Fig. 4.18: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 5) for R = 6.

Fig. 4.19: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 6) for R = 6.
The profile of the vertical velocity component at z/D = -3 is shown to check the
symmetry of the velocity component about the central vertical plane. When compared
with Fig. 4.17, symmetry is seen to exist.
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Fig. 4.20: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = -3) for R = 6.
Figs. 4.21 to 4.25 show the vertical component of the mean velocity at different
transverse planes and at different downstream locations for the velocity ratio R = 9.
Qualitatively the velocity profiles are similar to the case of R = 6 (Figs. 4.16 to 4.20).
Since the jet is comparatively strong in this case, the component of the vertical
velocities show a high value, thus the jet trajectory is more in this case compared to the
case with R = 6. The velocity gradient (∂v / ∂y ) near the bottom wall at all down stream
positions at z/D = 0, is observed to be less compared to the case with R = 6. The
shearing of the fluid at the jet exit point (x/D = 0) along the plane (z/D = 5) is more in
this case (Fig. 4.23) compared to the case of R = 6 (Fig. 4.18). A reverse flow is
observed near the bottom wall at the positions x/D = 0 and 2 in the plane z/D = 6. To
check the symmetry, the velocity profiles are shown at other side of the central vertical
plane at z/D = -3. It is observed that in this case also the profiles are symmetric about
the central plane of the jet.

Fig. 4.21: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 0) for R = 9.
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Fig. 4.22: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 3) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.23: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 5) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.24: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 6) for R = 9.
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Fig. 4.25: Predictions of vertical component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = -3) for R = 9.
It is to be noted that the most of the flow features that are discussed in the present
chapter were absent in the 2D investigations of the flow field. One of the important
aspects of the flow three-dimensionality is manifested by the presence of transverse or
spanwise component of the mean velocity in the flow field. In spite of no transverse
velocity being prescribed both at the crossflow and jet inlet as boundary conditions, the
fluid experiences the transverse velocity in the flow field. The secondary motion and
the existence of counter-rotating vortices in the y-z and x-z planes can be depicted by
the profiles of the transverse and vertical component of mean velocities. The values of
the transverse velocities at the jet central plane (z/D = 0) are found to be zero (not
shown in Fig.) due to symmetry of the flow. The variation of transverse velocity at
different downstream positions and at different transverse planes are shown in Figs.
4.26 to 4.29 for the velocity ratio of R = 6.

Fig. 4.26: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 3) for R = 6.
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Fig. 4.27: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 5) for R = 6.
The physical explanation of spanwise velocity variations can be provided with the
velocity vector plots presented at different y-z and x-z planes (Section 4.4.3). Fig. 4.26
shows the variation of the spanwise component of velocity at the plane z/D = 3 at
different downstream locations. At the jet exit (x/D = 0), the jet shows small
components of transverse velocity acting in the direction from centre of the jet towards
the sidewall immediately after leaving the jet slot i.e. y/D = 0. The value of this
component is approximately 0.04 and due to this component the flow is not perfectly
vertical and is deflected towards the sidewalls. Since the strength of the crossflow is
relatively weak, compared to the jet, the fluids on both sides of the jet spread into the
transverse direction after leaving the slot. Downstream of the jet exit (x/D = 2) the
inception of the counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) starts and from this location, the
transverse velocity is controlled by both the CRVP and the wake vortices. A low
pressure region prevails in the flow field close to the bottom wall and behind the jet
slot, due to which, the surrounding fluid moves towards the centre of the jet close to the
bottom wall. Thus the transverse component acts in the direction from sidewall towards
the central vertical plane of the jet. Velocities towards the central vertical planes close
to the bottom wall are reported at all downstream positions (x/D = 2, 5, 10 and 20) and
at all the planes z/D = 3, 5, and 6 (Figs. 4.26 to 4.28). Moving away from the bottom
wall this variation reduces. Further downstream the low pressure region vanishes and
therefore the transverse movement is not prominent giving small values of the spanwise
velocity. A small variation of the spanwise velocity is seen at some vertical height (y/D
= 7 to 13) at x/D = 2 at the plane z/D = 3 (Fig. 4.26). This is due to the CRVP which
entrains the fluid towards the centre of the jet. The vertical height increases with the
downstream distance due to jet spreading or increase of the size of the CRVP.
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A higher value of transverse component of the mean velocity is observed close to the
bottom wall at z/D = 5 and x/D = 0 (Fig. 4.27) indicating more spreading of the jet at
that location compared to that at z/D = 3. A reverse trend of transverse component of
mean velocity is observed near the bottom wall at z/D = 6 and x/D = 0 (Fig. 4.28). The
transverse velocity acts towards the central vertical plane. At other down stream
positions (x/D = 2, 5, 10 and 20), the profile of the transverse component of mean
velocity are similar to those at the plane z/D = 5. Profiles of the transverse velocity
component at z/D = - 3, opposite to the z/D = 3 (Fig. 4.26) are shown in Fig. 4.29.for
checking the symmetry of the flow field. From Figs. 4.26 and 4.29 it is observed that
the flow field is symmetric to the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0).

Fig. 4.28: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different downstream
locations (z/D = 6) for R = 6.

Fig. 4.29: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 6.
The variations of the spanwise velocity at different downstream locations at
different transverse planes for the velocity ratio R = 9 are shown in Figs. 4.30 to 4.33.
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In this case the spreading of the jet at both sides (at x/D = 0) are observed more
compared to the case of R = 6 (Figs. 4.26 to 4.29). Downstream of the jet slot (x/D =
2) the spanwise velocity is more at all the transverse planes (z/D = 3, 5 and 6)
compared to the case with R = 6. Moreover the flow reversal close to the bottom wall
at z/D = 6 and at the position x/D = 0 is observed to be more prominent compared to
the case with R = 6. The symmetry of the flow field to the central vertical plane is
well maintained in this case also by showing opposite velocity profiles at z/D = -3
compared to the profile at z/D = 3.
It may be noted that the predicted trends of the mean velocity profiles u, v and w
provided so far in the present work resemble the similar predictions for square jets in
crossflow (Ajersch et al., 1997, Hoda and Acharya, 2000 and Keimasi and Rahni,
2001).

Fig. 4.30: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.31: Predictions spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream location (z/D = 5) for R = 9.
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Fig. 4.32: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.33: Predictions of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 9.
To carry out further studies on the flow three-dimensionalities and the symmetry
of the flow field we have shown in Figs. 4.34 to 4.36 the variations of all the
components of mean velocities (u, v and w) in the spanwise direction at a vertical
distance of y/D = 5 from the bottom wall at different downstream locations for the
velocity ratio R = 6. Fig. 4.34 shows the variation of the cross-stream velocity in the
spanwise direction at different downstream locations (x/D = 0, 5, 15 and 20). The
variation of the cross-stream component can be clearly explained both from the Fig.
4.34 and the vector plot in x-z plane (Fig. 4.63, Section 4.4.3). Sufficient amount of
crossflow-stream velocity is reported at the location of x/D = 0 in the vicinity of the
jet slot. This shows that the jet is not completely vertical and it is already deflected at
a height of y/D = 5. The cross-stream component is weakened slightly at both sides of
the jet edges due to the lateral spreading of the jet. The cross-steam velocity
component again increases at the gap region between the jet slot and the sidewall and
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ultimately becomes zero at the sidewalls. Further downstream (x/D = 5), the flow is
influenced by two wake vortices behind the jet slot (Fig. 4.63). The cross-stream
velocity component shows reverse flow at the region of the wake vortex formation.
The cross-stream velocity component is larger at the gap region compared to that at
the position of x/D = 0 due to the contraction of the flow passage. The flow reversal
disappear at the location of x/D = 10 (Fig. 4.36) and therefore the wake characteristics
are reduced at the downstream locations of x/D = 15 and 20. The recovery of the
cross-stream component is observed at these two locations. Two points of inflexion
near the central plane are observed at all the downstream positions.

Fig. 4.34: Spanwise variation of cross-stream component of mean velocity at
different downstream locations for R = 6 at vertical height y/D = 5.
The variations of the vertical component of the mean velocity in the spanwise
direction at a vertical distance of y/D = 5 from the bottom wall and at different
downstream locations are shown in Fig. 4.35 for the velocity ratio R = 6. The vertical
component is quite strong around the centre of the jet slot (z/D = 0) at the jet exit
point (x/D = 0). The value of the vertical component is approximately 0.75 and thus
the jet is not completely vertical and the deflection of the jet starts even at the vertical
position of y/D = 5. Moving from the centre of the jet slot towards the sidewall, the
value of the vertical component reduces and it acts in opposite direction i.e.
downward motion near the sidewalls. This downward motion of the jet fluid near the
sidewalls can be better understood from the y-z vector plot (Fig. 4.58, Section 4.4.3).
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Fig. 4.35: Spanwise variation of vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 6 at vertical height y/D = 5.
At other downstream locations the spanwise variation of the vertical component is
controlled by the CRVP. The small positive value of the vertical component at the
centre of the jet slot (z/D = 0) is due to the upward motion of the fluid engulfed by the
CRVP. The negative value of the vertical component is due to the downward motion
of the fluid near the sidewall, which is also imparted by the CRVP formation.
Fig. 4.36 shows the variation of the spanwise component of the mean velocity in
the spanwise directions at a vertical distance of y/D = 5 from the bottom wall and at
different downstream locations for the velocity ratio R = 6. At the jet exit region (x/D
= 0) the spanwise components are quite high at both the edges of the jet slot. The high
velocity jet after emerging from the jet slot spreads at the both edges of the jet slot
and moves towards the sidewall, thus reporting a high value of the spanwise
component. The variation of the spanwise component can be understood more clearly
from the y-z vector plot (Fig. 4.58, Section 4.4.3). The values of transverse velocity
component decreases with x/D distance, which reveals that as one moves
downstream, the influence of the transverse stream on the flow field at a vertical
height of y/D = 5 is very small. Moreover the variation is controlled by the CRVP
formation at all the downstream locations. Expectedly the average spanwise velocity
component is zero in the symmetry plane.
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Fig. 4.36: Spanwise variation of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 6 at vertical height y/D = 5.

The spanwise variations of u, v and w velocities at different downstream locations
at a vertical height of y/D = 5 from the bottom wall are shown in Figs. 4.37 to 4.39 for
a velocity ratio R = 9. Fig. 4.37 shows the variation of the cross-stream component in
the spanwise direction at different downstream locations.

Fig. 4.37: Spanwise variation of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 9 at vertical height y/D = 5.
The trend of the variation is same as in the case with R = 6, but the cross-stream
component is smaller in this case. The crossflow is relatively weaker in this case and
therefore the value of the cross-stream component is small. Moreover the size of the
wake vortices formed are smaller than that in the case with R = 6 which would be
explained in Section 4.4.3.
The variation of the vertical component of the mean velocity in the spanwise
direction at a vertical distance of y/D = 5 from the bottom wall and at different
downstream locations is shown in Fig. 4.38 for the velocity ratio R = 9.
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Fig. 4.38: Spanwise variation of vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 9 at vertical height y/D = 5.
The value of the vertical component around the centre of the jet slot (z/D = 0) at the
jet exit point (x/D = 0) is higher than that in the case with R = 6, because of the higher
strength of the jet .But at other downstream locations the values of the vertical
components are smaller. The variations of the vertical components at these locations
are controlled by the CRVP formation and these are formed at a higher position than
that at y/D = 5 (Fig. 4.61, Section 4.4.3). Therefore the variations are very small.
Similar observation is also made in case of variation of the spanwise velocity
component in the spanwise direction (Fig. 4.39). The variation of the spanwise
velocity at the near-field (x/D = 0 and 5) is higher, where as the variation at the far
downstream locations are less due to CRVP formation at the upper position than y/D
= 5 of the flow field.

Fig. 4.39: Spanwise variation of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations for R = 9 at vertical height y/D = 5.
From the observation of the streamwise variations of u, v and w for R = 6 and 9 it
can be concluded that the flow field is symmetric and all the variations show a
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symmetry point about z/D = 0. This phenomenon was not observed in the case of the
square jet in crossflow (Hoda and Acharya, 2000), which was slightly skewed in the
transverse direction. Moreover Cusano and Plesniak (1999) also reported asymmetries
of the flow field in a rectangular jet in a crossflow.

4.4.2 Turbulence Kinetic Energy and Turbulence Stresses

The prediction of the turbulence kinetic energy at different transverse planes and at
different downstream locations are shown in Figs. 4.40 to 4.43 for the velocity ratio R
= 6. The variation of the turbulence kinetic energy with the vertical distance (y/D) at
different downstream locations in the jet central plane (z/D = 0) is shown in Fig. 4.40.
The development of the turbulence kinetic energy can be described in three regions.
The first region is the jet exit region (x/D = 0), where its distribution is governed by
an interaction of different mechanisms. The kinetic energy is transported from the
crossflow boundary layer and the jet flow. It is produced and destroyed by various
mean velocity gradients. Though the generation of the kinetic energy depends upon
different velocity gradients, among them the cross-stream velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y )
is the dominant factor. Thus the maximum value of the kinetic energy is observed at
the location of the maximum velocity gradient.
The second region is at the downstream of the jet exit (x/D = 2 and 5). In this
region the velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ) becomes significantly large in the jet-shear layer
and due to this, the production of the kinetic energy is high in this region.

Fig. 4.40: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 0) for R = 6.
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Due to a sharp velocity gradient in the wall-jet structure near the wall a steep increase
of turbulence kinetic energy is reported near the wall. The third region is the further
downstream regions (x/D = 10 and 20), where strong gradients of the velocity
disappear thus producing less turbulence kinetic energy.

Fig. 4.41: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 3) for R = 6.

Fig. 4.42: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 6) for R = 6.

Fig. 4.43: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream location
(z/D = -3) for R = 6.
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The variation of the kinetic energy at the plane z/D = 3 is shown in Fig. 4.41. In this
plane although ( ∂u / ∂y ) is the predominant gradient in producing turbulence kinetic
energy k, the role of the spanwise velocity gradient ∂w / ∂y should not be
underestimated.

In the wake-like region where there is entrainment of the fluid

towards the jet central plane, the streamlines converge ( ∂w / ∂y < 0) and the
production of k is reduced. The higher value of kinetic energy at the wall-jet region is
observed in this plane due to a strong velocity gradient of the w-component. Fig. 4.42
shows the variation of the kinetic energy at the plane z/D = 6 for R = 6. The value of
the k at the wall-jet region is higher in this case compared to the earlier two cases due
to a high value of ∂u / ∂y . However the value is smaller at the upward position of the
flow field due to lesser gradients of all components of mean velocity than that in
earlier two cases.

Fig. 4.44: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 0) for R = 9.
The observation of the symmetry of the profile of turbulence kinetic about the jet
centre plane is made by comparing the profiles at z/D = - 3 (Fig. 4.43) with the profile
at z/D = 3 (Fig. 4.41).
The prediction of the turbulence kinetic energy at different transverse planes and at
different downstream locations are shown in Figs. 4.44 to 4.47 for the velocity ratio R
= 9. Fig. 4.44 shows the variation of turbulence kinetic energy at z/D = 0. The trend of
the kinetic energy profile is same as that in the case with R = 6. However the value of
the kinetic energy is more in this case due to a stronger effect of the jet. A high value
of turbulence kinetic energy is transported from the jet flow. At other two transverse
planes (z/D = 3 and 6), the kinetic energy profiles show some qualitative difference.
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Fig. 4.45: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 3) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.46: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.47: Predictions of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = -3) for R = 9.
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Two peak values of the turbulence kinetic energy profiles are more distinguished in
this case (Figs. 4.45 and 4.46) compared to the case of R = 6 (Figs. 4.41 and 4.42).
Moreover the value of turbulence kinetic energy at the wall-jet region is less
compared to the case of R = 6 due to a weak velocity gradient ∂u / ∂y in that region.
The turbulence kinetic energy profile is also symmetric for R = 9 about jet centre
plane (z/D = 0), which can be observed by comparing Figs. 4.45 and 4.47.
The prediction of turbulence shear-stress profile at two different planes (z/D = 0
and 5) and at different downstream locations are shown in Figs. 4.48 and 4.49 for the
velocity ratio R = 6. Fig. 4.48 shows the development of turbulence shear stress at jet
centre plane (z/D = 0) and at different downstream positions. In general the shear
stress − u ′v ′ and the velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ) have the same sign and therefore the
eddy viscosity ν t = −u ′v ′ /(∂u / ∂y ) is positive in all regions of the flow field. The
maxima of the shear stress − u ′v ′ profile correspond closely to the position of maxima
of the velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ).

Fig. 4.48: Predictions of turbulence shear stress at different downstream locations (z/D
= 0) for R = 6.

In the crossflow direction initially the maximum value of shear stress increases as
the shear layer with a higher velocity gradient which is developed over the wake-like
region. Further downstream the maximum of shear stress decreases as the velocity
gradient becomes smaller. Near the jet exit region (x/D = 0 and 2) there is no wake-like
region and therefore the shear stress shown represents only the jet-shear layer.
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Fig. 4.49: Predictions of turbulence shear stress at different downstream locations (z/D
= 5) for R = 6.
Downstream of the jet exit region the shear stress distinctly shows the wake-like
region, where the value of the shear stress is low. In this region the shear stress shows a
trend of increasing the value due to the wall-jet structures, further downstream it
decreases in the wake-like region, reaches a minimum value and again increases in the
jet-shear layer. After reaching the maximum value in the jet-shear layer, the value of
the shear stress again decreases where the jet and the crossflow does not have much
interaction.
The prediction of the shear stress at the jet edge plane (z/D = 5) at different
downstream locations is shown in Fig. 4.49 for R = 6. The profiles follow the trends of
the velocity gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ) shown in Fig. 4.8. In this plane the value of the shear
stress is significantly higher in the wall-jet layer compared to that in the jet central
plane (z/D = 0). The maximum value of the shear stress in the jet-shear layer is lower
compared to that at z/D = 0 due to lesser velocity gradient.

Fig. 4.50: Variation of turbulence shear stress in spanwise direction at different
downstream locations for R = 6, y/D = 5.
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The shear stress v ′w′ represents the transverse turbulence mixing and is associated with
the transverse spreading of the jet in the vertical (y-z) plane. The variations of the shear
stress v ′w′ in the spanwise directions at a vertical distance of y/D = 5 from the bottom
wall and at different downstream locations are shown in Fig. 4.50 for the velocity ratio
R = 6. At the jet exit region (x/D = 0) the value of the shear stress is quite high near
both the side edges of the slot (z/D = 5 and -5). The high velocity jet after leaving the
slot interacts with the slower moving crossflow thus producing a shear layer near both
the edges where the shear stress is quite high. Downstream of the slot the shear stress is
governed by the CRVP formation and the value of the shear stress reduces due to a
reduced velocity gradients. The value of the shear stress at the plane of symmetry (z/D
= 0) is zero.

Fig. 4.51: Predictions of turbulence shear stress at different downstream locations (z/D
= 0) for R = 9.

Fig. 4.52: Predictions of turbulence shear stress at different downstream locations (z/D
= 5) for R = 9.
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The predictions of the turbulence shear-stress profiles at two different planes (z/D = 0
and 5) and at different downstream locations are shown in Figs. 4.51 and 4.52 for the
velocity ratio R = 9. The trend of the profiles is similar to the case with R = 6, but the
value of the shear stress is higher compared to the case with R = 6. Moreover the shear
stress predictions in the three regions of wall-jet, wake-like and jet-shear layer are also
observed more prominent in this case.

Fig. 4.53: Variation of turbulence shear stress in spanwise direction at different
downstream locations for R = 9, y/D = 5.
The value of shear stress v ′w′ is higher at the jet exit region x/D = 0 near both the
edges of the jet compared to the case with R = 6. At the downstream positions the value
of the stresses are the similar to the case with R = 6.

4.4.3 Flow Structures and Their Effects on Flow Field

After discussing the variations of the mean velocity and turbulence quantities, we
present the gross behaviour of the flow fields and their structures in this section. The
discussion concerns the mean structures without reference to the instantaneous flow
field. It will be shown that the dominant flow patterns are well represented by the
mean velocity field predicted in the present work.
The predicted non-dimensional mean velocity vectors superimposed with
streamline plot at four different x-y planes in the spanwise direction for the velocity
ratio R = 6 are shown in Figs. 4.54 and 4.55. The four planes chosen are the central
vertical plane (z/D = 0) and planes at z/D = 3, 5 and 6. The jet trajectory is deflected
in the streamwise direction and the direction of the crossflow is altered as if an
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obstacle blocks it. However, due to the effect of the jet entrainment and the motion of
the jet, the flow field of a jet in crossflow is not exactly the same as that over a rigid
obstacle. It is to be noted that, the jet-shear-layer vortices form and dominate the
initial portion of the jet and which are a result of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
(Fric and Roshko, 1994). Since the present study deals with the steady mean flow
field, these vortices are not captured in the present investigation. A wake-like region
with a complex flow pattern is formed in the lee side of the jet. Very close to the
bottom wall, a reverse flow region is formed and the crossflow fluid has been
observed to enter this region. After entering, the crossflow travels upstream and
observed to be lifted upward by the jet fluid and to be carried downstream together
with it. Unlike the flow field in the 2D case, the flow does not recirculate in the
present highly 3D case. Here the reverse flow is restricted to a region which is close
to the bottom wall.

Fig. 4.54: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations, z/D = 0 and 3 for R = 6 in x-y plane.

Fig. 4.55: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations, z/D = 5 and 6 for R = 6 in x-y plane.
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The vertical penetration of the jet is more at the central plane (z/D = 0) than at the
other three planes due to the lateral spread of the jet near the side edge of the jet
discharge slot. It is also observed that the structures and extent of the reverse flow
regions downstream of the jet are different at the three spanwsise planes, thereby
demonstrating the three-dimensionality of the flow
Figs. 4.56 and 4.57 show the predicted non-dimensional mean velocity vectors
superimposed with streamlines at four different x-y planes in the spanwise direction
for the velocity ratio R = 9. In this case the jet trajectory is different from that in the
case with R = 6. The undisturbed length of the jet is more in this case and the jet
penetration into the crossflow is more compared to the case with R = 6. An interesting
effect of the velocity ratio on the flow field is observed in the size of the reverse flow
region. For the velocity ratio R = 9, the length of the reverse flow zone is decreased
by as much as three slot widths or over 20% compared to that for the velocity ratio R
= 6. The length of the reversed flow region is a function of the pressure field induced
by the jet on the wall. At high velocity ratio, the jet lifts from the wall rapidly, so the
fluid is rapidly drawn into the jet from the crossflow boundary layer. Therefore the
effect of the jet upon the crossflow boundary layer fluid does not persist as far
downstream as in the case of a low velocity ratio owing to the proximity of the jet to
the wall. At a low velocity ratio the jet remains comparatively close to the wall for a
large distance downstream and therefore affects the crossflow boundary layer fluid
over a large distance.

Fig. 4.56: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations, z/D = 0 and 3 for R = 9 in x-y plane.
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In this case also the flow structures at other spanwise planes (z/D = 3, 5, 6 are
different than the flow structure at the jet centre plane (z/D = 0). The jet penetration
at the spanwise planes z/D = 5 and 6 (Fig. 4.57) is more compared to the penetration
at the corresponding planes in case of R = 6 (Fig. 4.55). The jet is relatively strong
and therefore its spread is more in the spanwise direction compared to the case with R
= 6. Therefore the existence of the jet is felt more in the spanwise planes compared to
the case with R = 6.

Fig. 4.57: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations, z/D = 5 and 6 for R = 9 in x-y plane.
Figs. 4.58 and 4.59 show the mean velocity field at different y-z planes at various
downstream locations (x/D = -0.5, 0, 0.5, 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20) for the velocity ratio R =
6. The first plane is located 0.5D upstream of the centre of the jet slot and therefore it
is the plane at the leading edge of the jet slot. The crossflow boundary layer fluid not
only starts to react to the upcoming jet but also moves away from the bottom wall.
The jet pushes the crossflow in the lateral direction at the edge of the discharge slot
since the strength of the jet is more than that of the crossflow. At the centre of the jet
slot (x/D = 0), a strong vertical component of the jet velocity is observed. The high
velocity jet-shears the relatively slow moving crossflow boundary layer and an
inception of two vortical structures is observed at both sides of the jet slot. According
to Yuan et al. (1999) these two vortices are formed inside the jet slot itself and they
are discharged along with the jet flow.
The roll-up of the crossflow fluid into the cross-streamwise vortices at the edges
of the jet is seen at the trailing edge of the jet slot (x/D = 0.5) and the vortices formed
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due to the shearing of the crossflow boundary layer flow have moved away slightly
from the bottom wall. Downstream of the discharge slot (x/D = 2), the two vortices
formed at the edge of the jet move further up from the bottom wall. Due to the
absence of a shearing action of the jet the two vortices become weaker and their shape
starts to distort. Additionally a pocket of vorticity has appeared on each side of the
slot centreline with the same sign of rotation as the vorticity on its respective side.
Further downstream of the jet slot (x/D = 5), the vortices produced at the side edge
start to weaken and the two vortices formed at each side of the slot centre plane start
to enlarge. The continued development of the CRVP which grows larger in size is
observed at the planes x/D = 10, 15 and 20, respectively.
The size of the vortex pair at the plane x/D = 10 becomes very large. The pressure
drop in the wake-like region induces an inward motion, transporting the fluid from the
crossflow towards the jet centre plane. The development of the CRVP appears to be
full fledged at x/D = 15, which grow in size and assume the shape of a kidney. Far
downstream the kidney shape of the CRVP is observed to be reduced.

Fig. 4.58: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
downstream locations, x/D = -0.5, 0, 0.5 and 2 for R = 6 in y-z plane.
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Fig. 4.59: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
downstream locations, x/D = 5, 10, 15 and 20 for R = 6 in y-z plane.

Fig. 4.60: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
downstream locations, x/D = -0.5, 0, 0.5 and 2 for R = 9 in y-z plane.

The mean velocity field at different y-z planes at various x/D locations (x/D = -0.5,
0, 0.5, 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20) for the velocity ratio R = 9 is shown in Figs. 4.60 and 4.61.
The mechanism of formation of the two vortices at the side edges of the jet is similar
to the case with R = 6. However their size and the extent of the affected flow field are
more in this case compared to the case with R = 6. The shearing of the crossflow
boundary layer flow at the centre plane of the jet (x/D = 0) is more due to a higher
velocity of the jet and the size of the two vortices formed at the side edge of the jet is
bigger than that in the case with R = 6. The roll-up of the crossflow fluid into the
cross-streamwise vortices at the trailing edge of the jet slot (x/D = 0.5) looks similar
to the previous case. The sizes of the two central vortices formed at the downstream
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locations (x/D = 2) are bigger in this case. Further downstream (x/D = 5, 10, 15 and
20) the structures of the flow field are quite different from those for R = 6. At all these
planes the sizes of the CRVP are elongated. At the plane x/D = 10, the two vortex
centres are somewhat far from the central plane (z/D = 0). At farther downstream
locations (x/D = 15 and 20) the vortex centres come closer to the central plane and
also move up. Also the fluid beneath the two CRVP experiences some changes of
patterns and direction of rotation. The direction of this rotation is opposite to the
rotation of CRVP. At the plane x/D = 20 the bottom part of fluid rotates in the
opposite direction and forms other vortices.

Fig. 4.61: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
downstream locations, x/D = 5, 10, 15 and 20 for R = 9 in y-z plane.
Figs. 4.62 and 4.63 show the mean velocity distributions of the jet stream into the
crossflow at four different x-z planes parallel to the bottom wall for the velocity ratio
R = 6. The first plane (y/D = 1) is located near to the bottom wall. The approaching
crossflow boundary layer encounters an adverse pressure gradient ahead of the
vertical jet. Since the jet is not a bluff body the separation of the crossflow does not
occur but it embraces the side edges of the jet thus forming weak structures of horse
shoe vortices. Downstream of the jet slot the jet/crossflow mixture accelerates and
converges upon the spanwise centreline (z/D = 0). Immediately downstream of the jet,
two vortices roll up. These vortices are both stable spiral nodes and are consistent
with the time-averaged ‘wake’ vortices numerically predicted by Rudman (1996),
Hale et al. (2000) and Peterson and Plesniak (2004).
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Fig. 4.62: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical heights, y/D = 1 and 2 for R = 6 in x-z plane.
It is to be noted that these structures are different from the wake vortex structures
reported by Fric and Roshko (1994), which were inherently unsteady. To distinguish
them from the wake vortices observed by Fric and Roshko (1994), the steady ‘wake’
vortices are referred by Peterson and Plesniak (2004) as the downstream spiral
separation node (DSSN) vortices.

Fig. 4.63: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical height, y/D = 5 and 10 for R = 6 in x-z plane.

Continuing away from the bottom wall to the plane at y/D = 2, the pair of vortices
appear to have advected downstream and grown in size. Further away from the
bottom wall (y/D = 5), the jet is still almost vertical and expands in the spanwise
direction producing a larger wake effect. Therefore the sizes of the two vortices are
bigger than those at two other planes. At the plane y/D = 10, the contribution of the
crossflow to the in-plane velocity magnitude increases owing to the bending of the jet.
Therefore blocking effect of the jet is lesser and the free stream velocity at this plane
is larger in magnitude than that in the first three planes. Therefore the sizes of the two
vortices are reduced in the y- direction. As the jet bends and produces no blockage,
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the vortices diminish and disappear above the plane y/D = 15 (not shown in Fig.
4.63).
A contour plot of the spanwise component of the mean velocity at different x-z
planes is shown in Fig. 4.64. Since the spanwise component plays a leading role in the
formation of the CRVP and wake vortices, this plot illustrates the evolution of the
flow structures and can give some insight to the formation of those vortices. The first
plane corresponds to in-hole contours of the spanwise velocity at a depth of D from
the bottom wall

Fig. 4.64: Mean z velocity contour plots at different vertical planes for R = 6.

It is seen that the values of the spanwise velocity at both sides of the jet slot are
opposite to each other, thus the tendency of the formation of vortices starts inside the
duct itself. The contours of the spanwise velocity at the plane y/D = 0, just before the
fluid exits into the crossflow, differ from the previous case. The high-value spanwise
components take the position of the side edge and they concentrate there and get
ready to exit. The contours of the spanwise velocity at a vertical height y/D = 1 from
the bottom wall show different directions of the jet fluid and the crossflow fluid.
Looking in the crossfow direction from the inlet boundary the direction of the
spanwise velocity at the right side edge of jet slot is towards the sidewall. These
components make the fluid to move in clockwise direction in the right side vortices of
DSSN. Just downstream of the jet, the direction of the components are opposite and
move towards the centre and they are responsible for the anti-clockwise movement of
the right side of wake or DSSN vortices, which can be seen in Figs. 4.62 and 4.63.
.
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Fig. 4.65: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical height, y/D = 1 and 2 for R = 9 in x-z plane.
The mean velocity distributions of the jet stream into the crossflow at four different
x-z planes parallel to the bottom wall for velocity ratio R = 9 are shown in Figs. 4.65
and 4.66. In the first two planes (y/D = 1 and 2) the DSSN vortices are seemed to be
weaker than those in the case with R = 6 and cover a relatively small area

Fig. 4.66: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical height, y/D = 5 and 10 for R = 9 in x-z plane.
One reason for this behaviour may be that for a high velocity ratio, the lift of the
crossflow boundary layer flow is large in the jet development region close to the
bottom wall (y/D = 1 and 2). The lifted crossflow boundary layer draws the fluid from
the DSSN vortices thus having a weak effect in the formation of DSSN. At upward
planes (y/D = 5 and 10) the sizes of DSSN and the areas covered by them are more
than those in the case with R = 6. In these vertical locations the lifting of the crossflow
fluid stops and the jet is comparatively stiffer than that in the case with R = 6 and
therefore the wake effect is strong.
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Fig. 4.67: Mean z velocity contour plots at different vertical planes for R = 9.
A contour plot of the spanwise component of the mean velocity at different x-z
planes for the velocity ratio R = 9 is shown in Fig. 4.67. The spanwise velocity
components have similar characteristics as in the case of R = 6, but their values are
higher in this case compared to the case with R = 6.

4.4.4 Comparison with Measurements
In this section a comparison of some predicted flow properties is made with the
experimental data of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989).
As stated earlier Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) have
reported their experimental observations in the s–n coordinate system whereas the
present predictions in the Cartesian coordinates are converted to the s–n coordinates
for the purpose of comparison with the experimental data.
A comparison of the normalized streamwise component of mean velocity (us/vj) in
the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four different downstream locations (s/D =
4.94, 9.68, 18.86 and 28.12) with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 6 is
shown in Figs. 4.68 and 4.69. The overall agreement of the predictions by the models
at two locations of s/D = 4.94 and 9.68 is better than that at the far downstream
positions of s/D = 18.86 and 28.12. The first two positions are in the vicinity of the jet
exit region, where experimental conditions are used as the boundary conditions in the
numerical predictions. Far downstream the present computations over predict the jet
spread in the upper part and at the lower part of the jet. Moreover the positions of the
peak values do not match with the experimental data.
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Fig. 4.68: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0)
for R =6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

Fig. 4.69: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0)
for R =6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
A comparison of the normalized s-component profiles of the mean velocity (us/vj)
in the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four different downstream locations (s/D =
4.97, 9.76, 21.22 and 29.73) with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 9 are
shown in Figs. 470 and 4.71. The agreement with the experimental data is better in the
upper and lower part of the jet at all s/D locations compared to the case with R = 6.
However the present prediction slightly underpredicts the paek values.
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Fig. 4.70: Comparison of streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D =0) for
R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76

Fig. 4.71: Comparison of streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
.
Figs. 4.72 and 4.73 show a comparison of the normalized normal component
profiles of the mean velocity (vn/vj) in the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four
downstream locations with the experimental data for velocity ratio R = 6.

The

predictions agree well with the experimental data, both quantitatively and
qualitatively.
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Fig. 4.72: Comparison of normal component velocity at jet central plane (z/D =
0) for R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

Fig. 4.73: Comparison of normal component velocity at jet central plane (z/D =
0) for R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
The comparison of the normalized normal component velocity profiles of the mean
velocity (vn/vj) in the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four different downstream
locations with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 9 are shown in Figs.
4.74 and 4.75. The agreement is better in this case compared to the case with R = 6.
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Fig. 4.74: Comparison of normal component velocity at jet central plane (z/D
=0) for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.

Fig. 4.75: Comparison of normal component velocity at jet central plane (z/D =0)
for R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
A comparison of the turbulence shear stress profiles in the jet central vertical plane
(z/D = 0) at four downstream locations (s/D = 4.94, 9.68, 18.86 and 28.12) for the
velocity ratio R = 6 is shown in Figs. 4.76 and 4.77. The large peak values observed in
the experimental data and in the present predictions are due to the high values of
velocity gradients in the jet-shear-layer region. As in the case of the velocity
predictions the agreement of the shear predictions near the jet exit regions are better
than those in the downstream locations.
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Fig. 4.76: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.
The present computations over predict the shear stresses especially in the inner half
of the jet, where the flow faces reverse flow. Moreover the predicted positions of the
maximum and minimum shear stress values do not match with the experimental data.

Fig. 4.77: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.

Figs. 4.78 and 4.79 show a comparison of the turbulence shear stress profiles in the
jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four downstream locations for the velocity ratio
R = 9. The value of the shear stress near the jet exit region (s/D = 4.97) is quite high
in this case compared to the case with R = 6. In this case also the large peak values of
shear stress are observed due to high values of velocity gradient in the jet-shear-layer
region. The agreement of the shear stress predictions in this case is better than that in
the case with R = 6.
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Fig. 4.78: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.

Fig. 4.79: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.

4.5 Comparison of 2D and 3D Results
We have presented the computational results of 2D flow fields in the Chapters 3. The
2D investigations represent the flow field at the jet central plane (z/D = 0) with an
assumption that there is no spanwise variation of the fluid properties in the flow field.
However, we have observed from the 3D investigation in this chapter that the flow
field shows significant variations in the spanwise direction. The flow field is also
characterised by different types of vortices, which eventually become 3D. In such
conditions a 2D investigation can produce only an approximate analysis of the flow
configuration at the jet central plane. Both the degree of approximations of 2D
investigations and the accuracy of the 3D investigations can be observed by
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comparing the 2D and 3D numerical results with the experimental data. In order to
achieve this objective, a comparison of the 2D and 3D numerical results of the
rectangular jet in crossflow with the measurements of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983)
and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) is presented in this section. It is to be noted that
only the standard k–ε model is used in both the predictions of 2D and 3D flow field.

4.5.1 Mean Velocity Components

A comparison of the normalized streamwise component of the mean velocity (us/vj) at
the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) with the experimental data at four different
downstream locations (s/D = 4.94, 9.68, 18.86 and 28.12) for the velocity ratio R = 6
is shown in Figs. 4.80 and 4.81.

Fig. 4.80: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

Fig. 4.81: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
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It is observed that the 2D predictions show a higher spread of the jet especially in the
inner part of the jet than that by the 3D predictions. The position of the peak value
predicted by 3D investigation matches well with the experimental data, whereas a
deviation is observed between 2D investigation and the experimental data (Figs. 4.80
and 4.81). The position of the jet maximum value is shifted towards the bottom of the
jet in the later case. The difference between the two results is more at the downstream
positions than in the near-field of the jet. The poor predictions of 2D investigations in
the inner portion can be ascribed to the inability of capturing the entrainment and
other secondary effects of the flow field.
Figs. 4.82 and 4.83 show a comparison of the normalized streamwise component
of the mean velocity (us/vj) at the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four different
downstream locations (s/D = 4.97, 9.76, 21.22 and 29.73) with the experimental data
for the velocity ratio R = 9. In this case also the spread of the jet from the 2D
prediction is observed to be more than that from the 3D predictions. Moreover the
peak velocity value is under predicted in 2D investigation except in the position of
s/D = 9.76, where the peak velocity is over predicted by the 2D investigation.

Fig. 4.82: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0)
for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
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Fig. 4.83: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
A comparison of the normalized normal component of the mean velocity (vn/vj) at
the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four different downstream locations (s/D =
4.94, 9.68, 18.86 and 28.12) with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 6 is
shown in Figs. 4.84 and 4.85. The agreement of the 3D predictions with the
experimental data is better than that by the 2D predictions. In the bottom portion of
the jet, the 2D prediction produces poor agreement with the experimental data
compared to that by the 3D prediction. This is may be due to the same reasons as that
mentioned for the streamwise velocity (Figs. 4.80 and 4.81).

Fig. 4.84: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.
A comparison of the normal component of the mean velocity (vn/vj) at the jet
central plane (z/D = 0) for R = 9 is shown in Figs. 4.86 and 4.87. Similar observations
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as in the case of R = 6 can be made here. It is observed that the agreement of 2D
predictions in the bottom part of the jet at far downstream positions (Figs. 4.86 and
4.87) with the experimental data is worse than that in the case of R = 6 (Figs. 4.84 and
4.85).

Fig. 4.85: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.

Fig. 4.86: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
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Fig. 4.87: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.

4.5.2 Turbulence Shear Stress

A comparison of the normalized turbulenc shear stress at the jet central vertical plane
(z/D = 0) at four different downstream locations (s/D = 4.94, 9.68, 18.86 and 28.12)
with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 6 is shown in Figs. 4.88 and 4.89.
The profile of the turbulence shear stress is governed by the velocity gradient. Thus
the turbulence shear stress profile should also show the same behaviour as that of the
mean velocity. The 2D predictions over predict whereas the 3D predictions are in
good agreement with the experimental data. Moreover the location of the maximum
shear stress predicted by the 2D investigations does not match with the experimental
data.

Fig. 4.88: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.
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Fig. 4.89: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for R =
6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.

Fig. 4.90: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
In case of the velocity ratio R = 9 (Figs. 4.90 and 4.91) similar observations of the
trend of shear stress as observed in case R = 6 are made. The position of the maximum
shear stress in the 2D predictions is shifted more towards the inner part of the jet in
case of R = 9 especially in the downstream position than that in the case with R = 6.
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Fig. 4.91: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.

4.6 Conclusions

A 3D numerical investigation of the mean flow field of a rectangular jet in crossflow
has been presented in this chapter. The governing equations, turbulence model and the
computational methodology employed are also presented. The predictions of the mean
velocity field and the turbulence properties are presented in the Cartesian coordinates
to facilitate the explanation of the near wall flow field. The variations of all the flow
properties along the jet discharge direction at different spanwise planes and at
different downstream locations are discussed. Moreover the variations of the flow
properties in spanwise directions are also presented. Thus a detailed 3D investigation
of the flow field is made. Also a comparison of the 2D and 3D predictions of
important flow properties is made in this chapter. From the investigation it is
concluded that the flow field exhibits a 3D nature. The standard k-ε model is used as
the turbulence model and it has performed well by reproducing many physical and
realistic results which are similar with the results reported in the literature. The model
also produces reasonably good agreement with the experimental data. The effect of
the velocity ratio on the flow field is discussed for the two velocity ratios R = 6 and 9.
The velocity ratio is found to affect the flow features such as the trajectory and the
lateral spread of the jet and the low velocity region downstream of the jet. The
turbulence properties such as the turbulence kinetic energy and shear stress are also
affected by the velocity ratio. The formations of different types of vortices in the flow
field are discussed. The present predictions capture well the steady structures of the
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wake vortices and counter-rotating vortex pair. However, the structure of the horse
shoes vortices is captured weakly and the unsteady structure of shear layer vortices is
not captured. The length scales of these vortices are significantly greater than those of
eddies containing the turbulence energy and are therefore considered to be associated
with the mean flow rather than the turbulence. The effect of the velocity ratio on the
formation of these vortices is also observed. A high value of the velocity ratio was
associated with the reduced size of the wake vortices and the reverse flow region
downstream of the jet slot. Due to the omission of several 3D effects, the 2D
numerical investigation produces a relatively poor agreement with the experimental
data. A good agreement between the predictions of the 3D flow field and the
experimental data is observed compared to that from the 2D investigation. The
present investigation has produced quite a bit of new information of the flow field and
thus provides a deeper insight to the flow physics than that provided by Ramaprian
and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989).
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Chapter 5
Three-dimensional Heated Jets in Crossflow

5.1 Introduction
In Chapters 3 and 4, we have presented the results of numerical investigations of 2D
and 3D flow fields of a rectangular jet in crossflow. In both the Chapters we have
carried out the investigations by assuming the entire flow field to be isothermal. In
many applications the flow field of a heated jet in cold crossflow is encountered such
as exhaust gas issuing from the exhaust stacks of most power plants, and behind
steam locomotives, etc. In most of these practical problems, jets and plumes are either
discharged vertically or at an angle to a crossflow. In such flow conditions, the jet and
crossflow interactions, the resulting temperature downstream of the jet, thermal
spread or the trajectory and physical path of the jet are extremely important factors for
design. Accordingly, when the temperature field is strongly affected by the velocity
field and can be regarded as a passive scalar, it is necessary to understand the mean
and fluctuating characteristics of the thermal spread and mixing in such jets in a
crossflow. The flow behaviour and heat transfer analysis of a heated jet in crossflow
are reported by several researchers (Ramaprian and Haniu, 1983, Wark and Foss,
1998, Haniu and Ramaprian, 1989, Chen and Hwang, 1991, Sherif and Pletcher,
1991, Nishiyama et al., 1993, Sarkar and Bose, 1995, Hwang and Chiang, 1995, Shi et
al., 2003, and Said et al., 2003).
In the present work, we have used the standard k–ε model for investigating the 2D
and 3D flow fields of an isothermal jet. We have also used the streamline curvature
modification model in the investigation of 2D flow field of an isothermal jet in
crossflow. The streamline curvature modification model showed the improvement in
the prediction over the standard k–ε model in some region of the flow fields especially
in the inner part of the jet. We did not make any comparison of the performance of the
standard k-ε model with any other model in investigating the 3D flow field. In the
present chapter we present a comparison of the performance of the standard k–ε
model with a Reynolds stress transport (RST) model. The RST model is known to
work better than the standard k–ε model in investigating the flow fields that are highly
anisotropic and characterized by streamline curvature effects like the flow field of jets
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in crossflow (Demuren, 1993). In RST model, the transport equations for different
components of Reynolds stresses are solved and therefore it has the ability to produce
better results than those produced by the other two equation models. Demuren (1993)
has observed that a RST model reproduces peak vorticity and CRVP strength very
well and predicts Reynolds stresses better than those predicted by the standard k–ε
model. Moreover, this model is computationally much less expensive than the use of
either LES or DNS.
Only a few investigators report the use of RST model for computing the flow field
of jet in crossflow. Ince and Leschziner (1990, 1993) used a high Reynolds number
RST model with wall functions to study the flow field of single and multiple jets in a
crossflow. Demuren (1993) also reported predictions with a high Reynolds number
model using a multigrid method and obtained fairly good predictions of the mean
flow field. Jansson and Davidson (1996) applied near-wall corrections to the basic
linear model and solved a low-Reynolds number RST model to predict effusion
cooling in a double-row discrete-hole configuration. They reported better predictions
than those by a two-layer k–ε model. Hale et al. (2000) used commercial flow solver
FLUENT to study the surface heat transfer associated with a row of short-hole jets in
a crossflow. They used a RST model along with the non-equilibrium wall functions
and a two-layer zonal approach and found a better performance by two-layer zonal
method than that by RST model. Hale et al. (2000) investigated multiple round jets in
a crossflow. However, no work on the study of plane jet in crossflow using Reynolds
stress transport model has been reported in the literature.
In the present chapter the flow field of a slightly heated jet in crossflow is
discussed. The governing time-averaged momentum equations in three directions and
the energy equation are solved for the same computational domain as given in
Chapter 4. A RST model is used for resolving the turbulence in the flow field. The
computations are carried out using the commercial code FLUENT 6.2.16 based on the
finite volume method. Comparisons of the predictions by the RST model and the
standard k–ε model, described in the Chapter 4, are made with the experimental data
of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). A description of
the governing equations, turbulence model and computational domain is presented in
Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the computational methodology. The predictions of
the mean and turbulence quantities and their comparisons with the measurements are
described in Section 5.4, followed by the conclusions in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Governing Mean Flow Equations
The Reynolds-averaged continuity, three momentum equations and energy equation
are the governing equations. We assume the flow to be steady in mean. The equations
may be expressed using the Cartesian tensor notation as follows

Continuity:

∂
(u j ) = 0
∂x j

(5.1)

Momentum:

∂
(uiuj ) = − ∂p + ∂ −ui′u′j
∂x j
ρ∂xi ∂x j

[

]

(5.2)

Energy:

∂ (u j T )
∂x j

=

∂
∂x j

 ν t ∂T 


σ t ∂x j 

(5.3)

Here u i s denote the mean velocities, p the mean pressure and T the mean temperature.

σ t denotes turbulence Prandtl number and is defined as the ratio of the thermal
diffusivity and eddy diffusivity. In many applications one can get results of modest
accuracy by using a constant value of σ t (Biswas and Eswaran, 2002). The value of
the turbulence Prandtl number used in the present work is 0.85.
It is to be noted that the jet discharge and the flow in the entire computational
domain are assumed to be fully turbulent and thus independent of the value of
Reynolds number. The discharged jet is at a slightly higher temperature than that of
the crossflow with a temperature difference of 5.7oC for the velocity ratio R = 6 and
6.10C for R = 9 according to the experimental conditions. The value of the exit
buoyancy Richardson number ( Rbj =

∆ρ j gD

ρ a v 2j

) due to the heating is quite low thus

ensuring a negligible buoyancy effect with temperature playing the role of a passive
scalar only. A physical quantity that is transported by the flow but in turn does not
alter the flow field is called a passive scalar. In such a condition, a passive scalar such
as temperature is transported only by the forced convective flow. In many engineering
applications, the distribution of some passive scalar such as concentration is
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important. Therefore in the present thesis we have also studied the distribution of
passive scalar. It is logical to use the momentum ratio (=

ρ j v 2j
) in the formulation of
ρ a ua2

investigation of heated jet in crossflow, but since both the jets and crossflow are of the
same fluid (water), the change of density for a small temperature difference was
assumed to be negligible. Thus the momentum ratio is equivalent to the square of
velocity ratio.

5.2.1 Turbulence Models: Reynolds Stress Transport (RST) Model

Transport equations for six individual components of Reynolds stresses ( u i′u ′j ) are
solved numerically. The exact form of the Reynolds stress transport equations may be
derived by taking moments of the exact momentum equation. This is a process
wherein the exact momentum equations are multiplied by a fluctuating property, the
product then being Reynolds-averaged. However, several terms in the exact equation
are unknown and modeling assumptions are required to close the equations. The exact
equations of stresses used for the present investigations can be written in the tensor
notation as:

∂
∂
∂u


u k ui′u ′j = −
u i′u ′j u k′ + p ′(δ kj u i′ + δ ik u ′j ) −  u i′u k′ j + u ′j u k′ ∂u i 

∂xk
∂xk
xk
∂x k 
142
43
14
44442444443 144∂4
4
2
4
4
4
4
3
T

(

)

Cij =Convection

+

[

]

Dij =Turbulent`Diffusion

Pij = Stress `Pr oduction

∂u ′ ∂u ′j
p ′  ∂u i′ ∂u ′j 
+
− 2ν t i
ρ  ∂x j ∂xi 
∂x ∂x k
123k
142
4 43
4
φij = Pr essure`Strain

(5.4)

ε ij = Dissipation

Since the jet discharge and the flow in the entire computational domain are assumed
to be fully turbulent, the effect of the molecular viscosity is assumed to be negligible,
and therefore the molecular diffusion term of the Reynolds stress equations is
neglected.
To obtain the boundary conditions for the Reynolds stresses at different boundary
zones, the equation for the turbulence kinetic energy ( k ) is solved. Moreover the
equation for the dissipation rate ( ε ) of k is solved to obtain the dissipation rate ( ε ij )
of Reynolds stress tensor. In both the equations a few minor modifications are made
to the original form of the equations. The equations are as follows.
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ν

∂
(ku i ) = ∂  t ∂k  + 1 Pii − ε
∂xi
∂x j  σ k ∂x j  2

(5.5)

2


∂
(εu i ) = ∂  ν t ∂ε  + 1 Cε 1 Pii ε − Cε 2 ε
∂xi
∂x j  σ ε ∂x j  2
k
k

(5.6)

where Pii is the production of k and σ k = 0.82, σ ε = 1.0 , Cε 1 = 1.44 , Cε 2 = 1.92 are
the model constants. Although Eq. (5.5) is solved globally throughout the
computational domain, the values of k obtained are used only for boundary
conditions. In every other case, k is obtained by taking the trace of the Reynolds stress
tensor: k =

1
u i′u i′
2

(5.7)

Among the various terms of Reynolds stress transport equation (5.4), the
convection term (Cij) and the production term (Pij) do not require any modelling.
However, the turbulence diffusion term ( DijT ), the pressure strain term (φij), and the
dissipation term (εij) need to be modelled to close the set of governing equations.

Modelling the Turbulence Diffusion Term ( DijT )
In most cases, the turbulence diffusion term is modelled by the Daly-Harlow (1970)
model. However the model sometimes results in numerical instabilities. Therefore in
FLUENT the turbulence diffusive term is modelled as suggested by Lien and
Leschziner (1994). In this modelling the diffusive term is simplified by using a scalar
turbulence diffusivity as:
DijT =

∂
∂x k

 ν t ∂u i′u ′j

 σ k ∂x k







(5.8)

where σ k = 0.82 (Lien and Leschziner, 1994).

Modelling the Pressure Strain Term (φij)
This term is modelled in FLUENT with a linear pressure strain model as suggested by
Gibson and Launder (1978), Fu et al. (1987) and Launder (1989a, 1989b). However
the highly anisotropic nature of the flow due to the streamline curvature near the jet
discharge, resulting from a strong interaction between the jet discharge and crossflow,
suggests that the production term and the pressure strain correlation play a dominant
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role in the prediction of turbulence stresses. The later process is especially important
in producing the anisotropy of normal stress components. The quadratic pressure
strain model proposed by Speziale et al. (1991), which is known to improve the
accuracy of flow field with streamline curvature, is used to model the pressure-strain
term of the Reynolds stress transport equation (5.4). The model is written as
1
3

φij = −(C1ε + C1∗ p ′)bij + C 2 ε (bik bkj − bmn bmnδ ij ) + (C 3 − C 3∗ bij bij )kS ij +
2
C 4 k (bik S jk + b jk − bmn S mnδ ij )
3

(5.9)

Where bij is the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor defined as

2

 − u i′u ′j + kδ ij
3
bij = −
2k



S ij =

1  ∂u j ∂u i
+
2  ∂xi ∂x j



 and the mean strain rate S ij is defined as









The model constants are C1 = 3.4 , C1∗ = 1.8 , C 2 = 4.2 , C 3 = 0.8 and C 3∗ = 1.3 .

Modelling the Dissipation Term ( ε ij )
This is modelled in terms of dissipation rate ( ε ) of turbulence kinetic energy as
proposed by Sarkar and Balakrishnan (1990). The modelled dissipation term is written
as follows
2
3

ε ij = δ ijε

(5.10)

An additional dilatation dissipation term, which takes care of the compressible effect
in the flow field, has been neglected in Eq. (5.10).
It is to be noted that a Reynolds stress transport model is applicable only for fully
turbulence flows and not applicable in the vicinity of a solid wall. In the near wall
region, the molecular viscosity affects the generation, destruction and transport of the
Reynolds stresses. Wall functions account for the shortcomings of the RST model in
the near wall region. In the present work, the standard wall functions are used for
resolving the near wall turbulence in the model. The values of Reynolds stresses are
calculated from the adjacent wall cells by employing the wall functions. The
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Reynolds stresses at the wall adjacent cell are computed in terms of k. Further details
of the Reynolds stress transport model used in the present work are given in the
FLUENT-6.2 (2005) manual.

5.2.2 Computational Domain

We have used the same computational domain as given by Fig. 4.1, Chapter 4 and the
domain size for different values of R used is according to Table 4.1.

5.2.3 FLUENT 6.2.16

FLUENT is a commercial CFD code developed and marketed by Fluent Inc, which is
based on the finite volume method. The code employs state-of-the-art computer
programs for modeling fluid flow and heat transfer in different geometries. It is
written in C and makes full use of the flexibility and power offered by this language.
Due its robustness and providing solutions for varieties of fluid flow problem
FLUENT is extensively used for many industrial problems as well as fundamental
research (Zhao et al., 2004, Kaiser et al., 2004, Christopher et al., 2005, Laccarino,
2001, Shi et al., 2003 and Vijayan and Balaji, 2004, etc).

5.2.4 Computational Mesh

The commercial software Gambit 2.1.6 is used to create the geometry and mesh of the
present computational domain. Since the geometry is Cartesian, hexahedral elements
are used for meshing the geometry. A non-uniform grid is used and the grids are
clustered at the jet exit and near wall regions. The structure of the computational mesh
is kept the same as that used for the isothermal jet in crossflow (Chapter 4). However,
the numbers of control volumes used in the present case is larger than those used in
the later. This is done by comparing the results of FLUENT code with those by the inhouse code developed by the author employing the same turbulence model
(standard k − ε model) for R = 6. The difference between the two codes using the
same conditions was found to be 1.57%. The number of control volumes excluding
the jet duct used are 150×95×65 (= 926250) for R = 6. The jet duct comprised
12×16×30 (= 5760) control volumes.
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5.2.5 Boundary Conditions

A wide range of boundary conditions are available in FLUENT and for a particular
problem one has to select the most appropriate boundary conditions. Before applying
the boundary conditions in FLUENT, different boundary zones are made in the
computational domain. Different types of boundary conditions are used for different
boundary zones of the flow domain. The different boundary conditions used in the
present computations with reference to the FLUENT are inlet, outflow, free surface
and wall.
(xii)

Crossflow Inlet: FLUENT provides several types of boundary zones at
the flow inlet such as the velocity inlet type, pressure inlet type, and mass
flow inlet type. The velocity inlet types of boundary conditions are used at
the crossflow inlet. In this type of boundary conditions the velocity and
scalar properties at the flow inlet are defined. Thus the velocity
components are prescribed as u = ua, v = 0 and w = 0. The crossflow inlet
boundary layer thickness is set to 1.5D by adapting the boundary at the
velocity inlet zone to match with the experimental conditions. Inside the
boundary layer, the 1/7th power-law profile is used for the u-velocity
component. A user defined function (UDF) is used to introduce this profile
at the inlet. The values of turbulence quantities at the crossflow inlet used
are based on the turbulence specification method where the turbulence
intensity and a length scale are prescribed. The value of the turbulence
kinetic energy is taken from the 5% turbulence intensity based on the
experimental data. The domain length in the vertical direction is used as
the length scale to represent the turbulence dissipation rate. The values of
Reynolds stresses at the flow inlet are taken from the prescription of
turbulence kinetic energy by assuming the isotropy of the turbulence as:
u i′ 2 =

2
k , u i′u ′j = 0 . The non-dimensionalised temperature of 0.9813 for R
3

= 6 and 0.9800 for R = 9 is specified at the crossflow inlet which is
maintained at a temperature of 300K.
(xiii)

Top Surface: The top surface is assumed to be a wall-free surface having
the zero shear stress. No convective and diffusive flux is assumed to occur
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across this surface. To represent these conditions symmetric conditions are
employed in FLUENT and therefore this condition is used at the top
surface.
(xiv)

Outflow: This represents the outlet of the computational domain (i.e. the
right face). Here the normal gradients of all variables are made zero
through the outflow boundary condition in FLUENT.

(xv)

Bottom Boundary: The entire bottom boundary excluding the jet
discharge is considered as a solid wall. The wall-boundary conditions are
applied at the bottom boundary. To treat the near wall turbulence the
standard wall functions are activated at the time of choosing the RST
model. At the wall, FLUENT computes the near-wall values of Reynolds
stresses in terms of k by using the standard wall functions. To define the
thermal boundary conditions at the wall, FLUENT has different types of
thermal conditions such as the fixed heat flux, fixed temperature,
convective heat transfer, etc. In the present work the fixed temperature is
applied at the wall. The non-dimensionalised temperature of the wall was
set in the same way as described in the crossflow inlet boundary condition
( = 300K)

(xvi)

Jet Exit: At the jet exit, the velocity inlet type of boundary conditions are
used where the velocity components are prescribed as u = 0, v = vj , w = 0.
The turbulence quantities are specified in the same way as in the case of
crossflow inlet. The turbulence kinetic energy is specified based on 6%
turbulence intensity and the length scale was taken as the width of the slot
D. The non-dimensionalised temperature of 1.0 was set as the jet stream
temperature for both the cases of R = 6 and 9.

(xvii) Sidewalls: At the sidewalls of the channel, the wall boundary conditions
are used.

5.3 Computational Methodology
The computations are carried out by using the software FLUENT 6.2. The basic steps
of the solution methods with the software are the same as in a conventional CFD
technique: (1) Create the basic geometry and the grids for computational domain; (2)
Starting the appropriate 2D or 3D solver; (3) Import and check the grids; (4) Select
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the solver information and choose the basic equations to be solved; (5) Specify the
boundary conditions; (6) Adjust the solution control parameters; and (7) Initialize the
flow field and the start the iteration process. Two types of numerical methods for
solving the basic equations of the flow field are available in FLUENT: (1) Segregated
solver and (2) Coupled solver. In the segregated method continuity, momentum,
energy and other transport equations are solved sequentially, whereas they are solved
simultaneously in the coupled solution method. Since in the present flow
configuration, the temperature is a passive scalar only, we have selected the
segregated solver method. The momentum equations are discretised using the 2nd
order upwind scheme and all transport equations are discretised using the power-law
scheme. SIMPLE algorithm is used for coupling the pressure-velocity field. In the
segregated solution method of FLUENT, each discrete governing equation is
linearized implicitly with respect to the equation's dependent variable which results in
a linear system of equations. A point implicit (Gauss-Seidel) linear equation solver is
used in conjunction with an algebraic multigrid (AMG) method to solve the resultant
system of equations for the dependent variable in each cell.

Fig. 5.1: History of residual fall for R = 6.

All the variables (u, v, w, k, and ε) are under-relaxed in each iteration. The solution is
assumed to be converged when the normalized residual of the energy equation is
lower than 10-6 and the normalized residuals of continuity and other variables are less
than 10-3. The history of the residual fall in the numerical solution for the jet with R =
6 is shown in Fig. 5.1. The computations are performed on a Pentium 4 machine with
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512 Mb RAM, 1.6 GHz processor speed and it takes approximately 34 days of CPU
time to obtain the converged solution.

5.3.1 Code Validation
The present FLUENT code is validated by testing the present computations with the
result reported by Hoda et al. (2000), who performed numerical investigations for a
square jet in a crossflow for the velocity ratio of 0.5 using two versions of RST model
and by performing LES. For validation, the present FLUENT code employed the
Chen (1995) model which was also used by Hoda et al. (2000). The Chen (1995)
model uses the Daly and Harlow (1970) model for modeling the turbulence diffusion
of RST equation and the quadratic pressure strain model for the pressure strain term.

Fig. 5.2: Comparison of the present prediction with the results of
Hoda et al. (2000) for the velocity ratio of R = 0.5, z/D = 0.
The wall reflection correction term was also included in the code. A comparison of
predicted results of the cross-stream component of the mean velocity at a location of
x/D = 3, z/D = 0 for the velocity ratio R = 0.5 by the present code with the results of
Hoda et al. (2000) is shown in Fig. 5.2. The agreement between the two predictions is
fairly good and the maximum difference between the two is 11.5%.
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5.3.2 Grid Sensitivity

The grid sensitivity test of the present computation is conducted by using three
different sets of grids, viz., 130×85×55 (130 along x-, 85 along y- and 55 along zdirections), 140×90×60, and 150×95×65 by comparing the cross-stream component of
the mean velocity (u) profile for R = 6. The velocity profiles for R = 6 at the plane z/D
= 0 and at the location x/D = 2 using the RST model is shown in Fig. 5.3. It has been
observed that the grid refinement in general improves the prediction by reducing the
higher prediction in the near wall region and increasing the peak value of the jet
velocity. The deviation between the predictions using the three different grids
decreases as the mesh is refined and the difference between the computations using
the grid sizes 150×95×65 and 140×90×60 is 3.4%. The results that are presented in
the subsequent sections are using the grid size of 150×95×65 for the velocity ratio R =
6 and 174×110×76 for R = 9.

Fig. 5.3: Grid sensitivity test: predicted cross-stream component of the
mean velocity (u) profile for R = 6, z/D = 0.
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5.4 Results
The predictions of the mean flow properties and turbulence properties are presented in
this section. Since the flow physics is discussed in details in Chapter 4, a qualitative
comparison of the predictions by RST model and the standard k-ε model is presented
in the present chapter. The comparisons are shown in Cartesian coordinates to
facilitate an explanation of the near wall flow features.

5.4.1 Components of Mean Velocity

A comparison of the variation of cross-stream component of mean velocity (u) with
distance (y/D) from the bottom wall at various downstream positions (x/D) and at
different spanwise planes for the velocity ratio R = 6 is shown in Figs. 5.4 to 5.8. The
different spanwise planes considered are at z/D = 0, 3, 5, 6 and -3. At the jet discharge
region (x/D = 0) both the models show quite similar predictions since the same
experimental conditions are used in both models at that location. Similar observations
of small difference in the predictions of both the models are made at all other three
spanwise planes (z/D = 3, 5 and 6) in the jet discharge region. At other downstream
positions, the RST model predicts a higher penetration of the jet in to the crossflow as
indicated by the recovery to the crossflow value at a higher y/D location than that by
the standard k-ε model.

Fig. 5.4: Comparison of the cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 0) for R = 6.
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Fig. 5.5: Comparison of the cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 6.
It is observed that the locations of the peak velocity predicted by both the models
do not match. The RST model predicts a higher jet trajectory compared to that by the
standard k-ε model. The standard k-ε model predicts higher values of velocity in the
lower part of the jet. Near the bottom wall, i.e., in the wall-jet layer, the k-ε predicts a
sharper gradient of velocity at all the downstream locations compared to that by the
RST model. At the spanwise plane, which is outside of the jet slot (z/D = 6, Fig. 5.7)
the difference between the two predictions is relatively small. Far downstream (at x/D
= 20) a significant difference between the two predictions in the near wall and wakelike regions is observed at all the transverse planes. This is due to the fact that the
RST model captures some secondary vortices, which are not captured by the k-ε
model. A discussion on the secondary vortices will be presented in Section 5.4.3.

Fig. 5.6: Comparison of cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 6.
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 6.
Like the k-ε model, the RST model also shows the symmetry of the cross-stream
component to the central vertical plane (z/D = 0) by showing the same flow pattern
which are observed from the predictions of cross-stream component at z/D = 3 and -3
(Figs. 5.5 and 5.8).

Fig. 5.8: Comparison of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 6.
Figs. 5.9 to 5.13 show the variation of the cross-stream component of mean
velocity at different downstream locations and at different spanwise planes for the
velocity ratio R = 9. In this case also the RST model predicts a higher jet penetration
compared to that by the standard k-ε model. Far downstream (x/D = 20) the difference
between the two predictions in the bottom part of the jet is quite large due to the
predictions of secondary vortices by the RST model. In this case also the RST model
shows the flow to be symmetric to the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0).
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Fig. 5.9: Comparison of cross-stream component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 0) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.10: Comparison of cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.11: Comparison of cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 9.
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Fig. 5.12: Comparison of cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.13: Comparison of cross-stream component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 9.
Figs. 5.14 to 5.18 show the comparison of the vertical component of mean velocity
on different spanwise planes and at different downstream locations for R = 6. Vertical
velocities near the bottom wall are quite strong just downstream of the jet slot, as the
jet is almost vertical in this region. As the jet moves downstream the vertical velocity
reduces in magnitude and further downstream the jet becomes almost horizontal and
the values of the vertical components are quite low. The RST model predicts higher
values of the vertical component of mean velocity in the upper part of the jet and thus
it predicts a higher jet trajectory compared to that by the standard k-ε model. The
standard k-ε model predicts higher value of the vertical component in the wake-like
region. At the spanwise planes z/D = 0 and 3 the difference in the predictions by the
two models is observed to be small at downstream locations of x/D = 15 and 20.
However, in the spanwise planes z/D = 5 and 6 the difference in the predictions in the
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bottom part of the deflected jet is found to be large at far downstream positions (x/D =
15 and 20).

Fig. 5.14: Comparison of vertical component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 0) for R = 6.

Fig. 5.15: Comparison of vertical component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 6.

Fig. 5.16: Comparison of vertical component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 6.
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Fig. 5.17: Comparison of vertical component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 6.
In this case also the RST model shows the symmetric about the central vertical plane
(z/D = 0), which can be observed by comparing the velocity profiles at z/D = 3 and
z/D = -3 (Figs. 5.15 and 5.18).

Fig. 5.18: Comparison of vertical component of the mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 6.
A comparison of the vertical component of mean velocity on different spanwise
planes and at different downstream locations for R = 9 is shown in Figs. 5.19 to 5.23.
In this case also the RST model predicts higher values of the vertical component at
the upper part of the jet whereas the standard k-ε model predicts higher predictions at
the bottom part of the jet. The difference between the two predictions is found to be
large at downstream positions just after the jet discharge (x/D = 2 and 5) for all the
spanwise planes.
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Fig. 5.19: Comparison of vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 0) for R = 9.
The difference of the two models in predicting the flow field at the bottom part of the
computational domain is found to be small at far downstream locations in the jet
central plane (z/D = 0). At other spanwise planes (z/D = 3, 5 and 6) a significant
difference in the predictions at the bottom part of the jet at far downstream positions
(x/D = 15 and 20) is observed.

.
Fig. 5.20: Comparison of the vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.21: Comparison of vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 9.
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Fig. 5.22: Comparison of vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.23: Comparison of vertical component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 9.
Comparisons of the variation of the spanwise component of the mean velocity on
different spanwise planes and at different downstream locations for R = 6 are shown
in Figs. 5.24 to 5.27. The predicted values of the transverse velocities by both the
models on the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) are found to be zero (not shown
here) due to symmetry of the flow. The difference between the two predictions in the
jet discharge region on all the planes is found to be small. At this location, both the
models show spreading of the jet after exiting from the jet slot by showing that
transverse flow is taking place from the jet centre plane (z/D = 0) towards the
sidewalls. At all other downstream positions, the standard k-ε model predicts higher
values of the spanwise velocity near the sidewall, thus producing a stronger transverse
movement of the fluid compared to that by RST model. Far downstream (x/D = 20)
the differences of prediction near the bottom wall by both the model are observed to
be large due to the prediction of secondary vortices by the RST model.
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Fig. 5.24: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 6.

Fig. 5.25: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 6.

Fig. 5.26: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 6.
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Fig. 5.27: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 6.
It is observed that the spanwise velocity profiles at z/D = 3 (Fig. 5.24) and z/D = -3
(Fig. 5.27) are similar thus both the models show the symmetry of the spanwise
velocity to the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0).
Figs. 5.28 to 5.33 show a comparison of the spanwise component of the mean
velocity at different spanwise planes and at different downstream locations for R = 9.
In this case also the standard k-ε model predicts higher values of the spanwise velocity
near the bottom wall region than those by the RST model. The difference between the
two models at far downstream locations in the spanwise planes z/D = 5 and 6 are
observed to be large in this case than that in the case of R = 6. The RST model
predicts the complex flow field by showing some variations of velocity at vertical
position of y/D = 3 to 10 whereas the standard k-ε model is unable to capture those
variations.

Fig. 5.28: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 3) for R = 9.
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Fig. 5.29: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 5) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.30: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.31: Comparison of spanwise component of mean velocity at different
downstream locations (z/D = -3) for R = 9.
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A comparison of the variation of the cross-stream component of mean velocity in the
spanwise direction at a height y/D = 5 from the bottom wall and at different
downstream locations for velocity ratio R = 6 is shown in Fig. 5.32. The standard k-ε
model predicts higher values than those by the RST model, which is in accordance
with the variation of cross-stream component in the vertical direction (Fig. 5.4 to 5.7).
Thus the standard k-ε model predicts a weaker wake effect by showing less drop of
the cross-stream component compared to that by the RST model. Both the model
show a symmetric variation of the cross-stream component of the mean velocity about
the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0).
A comparison of the variation of the vertical component of mean velocity in the
spanwise direction at a height y/D = 5 from the bottom wall and at different
downstream locations for R = 9 is shown in Fig. 5.33.

Fig. 5.32: Comparison of spanwise variation of cross-stream component of mean
velocity at different downstream locations for R = 6 at a height y/D = 5.

The RST model predicts a higher variation of the vertical component in the
spanwise direction compared to that by the standard k-ε model. Both the models show
a vertically upward movement of the fluid at the jet centre plane (z/D = 0), which
represents an upward movement of the fluid due to the CRVP. In this case also both
the models show the symmetric behaviour of the variation about the central vertical
plane (z/D = 0).
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Fig. 5.33: Comparison of spanwise variation of vertical component of mean velocity
at different downstream locations for R = 6 at a height y/D = 5.
The variation of the spanwise component of the mean velocity in the spanwise
direction is shown in Fig 5.34 for the velocity ratio R = 6. The standard k-ε model
shows more variation of the spanwise velocity component compared to that by RST
model. As discussed in the Chapter 4 this variation is due to the formation of CRVP
and therefore by predicting a large spanwise component, the standard k-ε model
predicts bigger size of CRVP compared to that by RST model.

Fig. 5.34: Comparison of spanwise variation of spanwise component of mean velocity
at different downstream location for R = 6 at a height y/D = 5.
Variations of all the three velocity components (cross-stream, vertical and
spanwise) in the spanwise direction for velocity ratio R = 9 are shown in Figs. 5.35,
5.36 and 5.37, respectively. Both the models show similar behaviour as in the case of
R = 6.
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Fig. 5.35: Comparison of spanwise variation of cross-stream component of mean
velocity at different downstream locations for R = 9 at a height y/D = 5.

Fig. 5.36: Comparison of spanwise variation of vertical component of mean
velocity at different downstream locations for R = 9 at a height y/D = 5.
The standard k-ε model predicts larger variation of the cross-stream component
compared to that by RST model. However, the RST model predicts higher vertical
component than that by the standard k-ε model and the standard k-ε model predicts
higher values of spanwise component than that by the RST model. It is observed that
the difference between the predictions by the two models in this case is less compared
to the case with R = 6. The variation of the cross-stream component is smaller than
that in the case with R = 6 (Fig. 5.35). The predicted magnitudes of the vertical
component at far downstream positions (x/D = 15 and 20) are quite small. Moreover
the variation of the spanwise component at far downstream positions (x/D = 15 and
20) are also quite small. This may be due to the fact that the CRVP takes the position
of the upper part of the flow domain for the velocity ratio R = 9 (Section 5.4.3, Fig.
5.60). Both the models show symmetric variation of all the three components of the
velocity about the plane z/D = 0.
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Fig. 5.37: Comparison of spanwise variation of spanwise component of mean velocity
at different downstream location for R = 9 at a height y/D = 5.

5.4.2 Turbulence Kinetic Energy and Turbulence Stress

Comparisons of the predicted turbulence kinetic energy at different transverse planes
and at different downstream locations are shown in Figs. 5.38 to 5.41 for the velocity
ratio R = 6. The standard k-ε model predicts a higher value in the lower part of the jet,
whereas the RST model predicts higher values of kinetic energy in the upper part of
the jet. The difference between the two models is high at the downstream regions of
the jet and it decreases far downstream. A slightly higher prediction of k near the wall
regions by the standard k-ε model is observed. Above the wall-jet layer, i.e. in the
wake-like region the dissipation exceeds the production (Andreopoulos and Rodi,
1984), which try to reduce the kinetic energy value. Thus a reduced value of kinetic
energy is observed between two maxima at the wall-jet layer and at the jet centreline
and this trend continues till the existence of the wake-like region.

Fig. 5.38: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 0) for R = 6.
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Fig. 5.39: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 3) for R = 6.
We have already observed that the RST model predicts the lower values of
velocity in the wake-like region, thus affecting the production term of turbulence
kinetic energy. In the wake-like region the dissipation reduces the value of the kinetic
energy and therefore its value should be small. The RST model predicts this
accurately, but the standard k-ε model over predicts the kinetic energy in the wakelike region. Both the models show the symmetry of the k profile about the jet central
vertical plane (z/D = 0), which can be observed by comparing the profiles at z/D = 3
(Fig. 5.39) and at z/D = -3 (Fig. 5.41).

Fig. 5.40: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream location
(z/D = 6) for R = 6.
Comparisons of turbulence kinetic energy for R = 9 are shown in Figs. 5.41 to
5.45. In this case also the standard k-ε model predicts higher values at the wall-jet and
wake-like layer and RST model predicts higher values at the jet-shear layer.
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Fig. 5.41: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream location
(z/D = -3) for R = 6.

Fig. 5.42: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 0) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.43: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 3) for R = 9.
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Fig. 5.44: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = 6) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.45: Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at different downstream locations
(z/D = -3) for R = 9.

Comparison of the predicted Reynolds shear ( u ′v ′ ) stress at two different spanwise
planes for R = 6, is shown in Figs. 5.46 and 5.47. At the jet central plane (z/D = 0) the
difference in the predictions by both the models are small compared to that at the
spanwise plane of z/D = 5. The values of the shear stress follow the mean velocity
gradient ( ∂u / ∂y ). The standard k-ε model predicts higher values at the wall-jet layer
and in the wake-like region whereas the RST model predicts higher values at the upper
part of the jet-shear layer. Moreover the RST model predicts the maxima values of
shear stress at larger vertical heights than those by the standard k-ε model.
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Fig. 5.46: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at different downstream locations (z/D
= 0) for R = 6.

On the plane z/D = 5, both the models show an increase of the shear stress in the
near wall region, showing a noticeable wall-jet structure. The standard k-ε model
predicts more shear stress at the wall-jet layer and at the wake-like region than that by
the RST model.

Fig. 5.47: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at different downstream locations (z/D
= 5) for R = 6.
A comparison of the shear stress v ′w′ in the spanwise direction at a vertical height
of y/D = 5 is shown in Fig. 5.48. It is observed that both the models show almost same
behaviour. However the standard k-ε model predicts more value of the shear stress in
the jet exit region (x/D = 0). Both the models show a symmetric variation of the shear
stress to the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0).
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Fig. 5.48: Comparison of turbulence shear stress in spanwise direction at different
downstream locations for R = 6.
A comparison of the shear stress for the velocity ratio R = 9 is shown in Figs. 5.49
and 5.50. Here the values of the shear stress are larger compared to the case with R =
6. The shear stress profiles predicted by both the models show the same trend as in the
case of R = 6. However the difference of vertical heights predicted by both the
models, at which the peak value of the shear stress occurs is more in this case than the
case of R = 6. A comparison of the shear stress v ′w′ in the spanwise direction at a
vertical height of y/D = 5 for R = 9 (Fig. 5.48) shows the same behaviour of higher
prediction by the standard k-ε model compared to that by RST model and the
symmetry of the profile to the jet central vertical plane as observed in the case of R =
6.

Fig. 5.49: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at different downstream location (z/D
= 0) for R = 9.
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Fig. 5.50: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at different downstream location (z/D
= 5) for R = 9.

Fig. 5.51: Variation of turbulence shear stress in spanwise direction at different
downstream location for R = 9.

5.4.3 Flow Structures and Their Effects on the Flow Field
The predicted mean velocity vectors superimposed with streamline plots at four
different x–y planes in the spanwise direction by the RST model for R = 6 are shown
in Figs. 5.52 and 5.53. It is observed from these plots that the RST model predicts a
higher jet penetration of the jet into the crossflow compared to that shown in the mean
x-y vector plot predicted by the standard k-ε model (Fig 4.54 and 4.55), which is
already discussed in Chapter 4. The reverse flow region predicted by the RST model
is large in the jet central plane (z/D = 0) as well at the other three spanwise planes. In
the case of velocity ratio R = 9 also the RST model predicts a higher penetration of
the jet and a larger reverse flow region at the bottom part of the jet as shown in Figs.
5.54 and 5.55.
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Fig. 5.52: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations predicted by RST model for R = 6, z/D = 0 and 3 in x-y plane.

Fig. 5.53: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations predicted by RST model for R = 6, z/D = 5 and 6 in x-y plane.

The flow structures predicted by the RST model in the spanwise planes at z/D = 5
and 6 (Fig. 5.55) are completely different from the corresponding predictions by the
standard k-ε model (Fig. 4.57, Chapter 4). A reverse flow region is captured by the
RST model even at the spanwise planes at z/D = 5 and 6. Moreover the existence of
the jet at those planes is observed more prominent in this case compared to that by the
standard k-ε model.
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Fig. 5.54: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations predicted by RST model for R = 9, z/D = 0 and 3 in x-y plane.

Fig. 5.55: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
spanwise locations predicted by RST model for R = 9, z/D = 5 and 6 in x-y plane.
The y-z mean velocity vector plots predicted by the RST model at different
downstream locations for the velocity ratio R = 6 are shown in Figs. 5.56 and 5.57.
The structures of the flow field at the first four locations, i.e., up to the location x/D =
2 are observed to be the same as those predicted by the standard k-ε model. The
inception of the CRVP in the flow field are same up to the locations of x/D = 5, but
the size of the vortices are slightly bigger than those predicted by the k-ε model. At far
downstream locations the RST model shows significant difference of the flow field.
For example the standard k-ε model showed the maximum growth of the size of the
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CRVP at the position x/D = 15 (Fig. 4.59, Chapter 4), downstream of which the sizes
of vortices start to diminish. In the prediction by the RST model the maximum growth
of the CRVP is observed at the position of x/D = 20.

Fig. 5.56: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
locations predicted by RST model for R = 6, x/D = -0.5, 0, 0.5 and 2 in y-z plane.
The most important feature of the prediction by the RST model is the capturing of
a pair of secondary vortices at the bottom for x/D = 20. The rotation of these two
secondary vortices is opposite to that of the two primary CRVPs and their formation
pattern is same as that of the secondary vortices in a lid driven cavity. One of the
secondary vortices is shown in an enlarged view in Fig. 5.58.

Fig. 5.57: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
locations predicted by RST model for R = 6, x/D = 5, 10, 15 and 20 in y-z plane.
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Fig. 5.58: A zoomed view of the secondary vortex at the bottom corner
predicted by RST model for R = 6.
In the case of R = 9 also the RST model predicts similar flow patterns as predicted
by the k-ε model up to the location of x/D = 2. After this position the RST model
shows some qualitative difference of the flow structure than those predicted by the k-ε
model.

Fig. 5.59: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
locations predicted by RST model for R = 9, x/D = -0.5, 0, 0.5 and 2 in y-z plane.
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Fig. 5.60: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
locations predicted by RST model for R = 9, x/D = 5, 10, 15 and 20 in y-z plane.
At the position x/D = 10, the CRVP forms at the upper part of flow domain and the
sizes of the two CRVPs are smaller than those predicted by the standard k-ε model
(Fig. 4.61, Chapter 4). Downstream of this at x/D = 15, the two secondary vortices
start to form at the two bottom corners. As the flow progresses the main CRVP
centres move to an upward position. Enlarged views of the secondary vortices at the
two locations x/D = 15 and 20 are shown in Fig. 5.61.

Fig. 5.61: Development of secondary vortices at the downstream locations
predicted by RST model for R = 9.
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The x-z plane mean velocity vector plots predicted by the RST model at different
vertical positions for the velocity ratio R = 6 are shown in Figs. 5.62 and 5.63. The
RST model shows some difference of structures of the DSSN vortices (already
described in Chapter 4) in respect to their sizes and the orientation. At the first two
vertical positions shown (Fig. 5.62), the sizes of the DSSN vortices are comparatively
bigger than those predicted by the standard k-ε model (Fig. 4.62, Chapter 4).

Fig. 5.62: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at differnt
vertical heights, y/D = 1 and 2 predicted by RST model for R = 6 in x-z plane.
At the position of y/D = 5 the DSSN vortices predicted by the RST model are of
larger size than those predicted by standard k-ε model and they are oriented towards
the sidewalls. However, at the position of y/D = 10 the size and position of the DSSN
vortices are similar to those predicted by the standard k-ε model.

Fig. 5.63: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical heights, y/D = 5 and 10 predicted by RST model for R = 6in x-z plane.
The contour plots of the spanwise component of the mean velocity at different x-z
planes are shown in Fig. 5.64. It is observed from these plots that inside the jet
discharge slot the components at both sides are opposite to each other, and thus the
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tendency of the formation of vortices starts at the inside of the slot itself. This is also
observed in the case of the standard k-ε model (Fig. 4.64, Chapter 4). From the values
of contours of spanwise components it is observed that the values are slightly smaller
than those predicted by the standard k-ε model. Thus the RST model predicts smaller
values of spanwise components than those predicted by k-ε model.

Fig. 5.64: Contour plot of mean z- velocity at different vertical planes predicted by
RST model for R = 6.
The x-z plane mean velocity vector plots predicted by the RST model at different
heights for R = 9 are shown in Figs 5.65 and 5.66. Compared to the standard k-ε
model (Figs. 4.65 and 4.66, Chapter 4) the position of the DSSN vortices predicted by
RST model (Figs. 5.65 and 5.66) lies somewhat downstream and their shapes are
slightly different.

Fig. 5.65: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical heights, y/D = 1 and 2 predicted by RST model for R = 9 in x-z plane.
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Fig. 5.66: Mean velocity vector plots superimposed with streamline at different
vertical heights, y/D = 5 and 10 predicted by RST model for R = 9, in x-z plane.

Fig. 5.67: Mean z- velocity contour plot at different vertical planes predicted by
RST model for R = 9.
In case of R = 9 also the values of the spanwise component predicted by the RST
model (Fig. 5.67) are smaller compared to those by the standard k-ε model (Fig. 4.67).

5.4.4 Mean Temperature Field

It is already explained in Section 5.2 that the jet is slightly heated (5.7 K for R = 6 and
6.1 K for R = 9). Due to a small temperature difference the changes of density are
assumed to be negligible and therefore the flow field is assumed to be unaffected by
the temperature field. The temperature distribution can provide good information
about the mixing behaviour of the jet with the crossflow.
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The variations of the normalized mean temperature with the vertical height (y/D)
predicted by RST model at different spanwise planes and at different downstream
locations for the velocity ratio R = 6 are shown in Figs. 5.68 to 5.71. At the jet slot
(x/D = 0), it is observed that the peak of the mean temperature is near the wall, which
indicates the high temperature of the jet stream at the jet inlet. Further downstream the
temperature peak moves upwards along with the jet and this spread is controlled by
the velocity field. It is observed that moving from the bottom wall the value of
temperature gradually increases to a maximum or peak value and decreases
monotonically thereafter. The distribution of the mean temperature at the upper and
lower halves of the jet is different. This is due to the fact that the distribution of the
temperature in the lower half of the jet is controlled by the reverse flow. It is observed
that the temperature profile show similar trends as the vertical component of the mean
velocity. It may be due to the fact that the prescribed boundary condition of the
temperature at the jet inlet is similar to the vertical component of the mean velocity. It
is also observed that though the jet is slightly heated compared to the crossflow, the
decay rate of the temperature with downstream distance is quite small, due to a weak
crossflow.

Fig. 5.68: Prediction of mean temperature at different down stream locations (z/D =
0) predicted by RST model for R = 6.
At the spanwise plane z/D = 3, the temperature profiles are almost similar to the
profiles at the jet centre plane (z/D = 0) due to non-mixing and small interaction of the
jet stream with the crossflow stream at this plane. The temperature distributions at the
other two spanwise planes are significantly different from those at the first two planes
(z/D = 0 and 3). At the plane z/D = 5, the vertical height of the peak temperature is
reduced and the value of the peak temperature is also reduced for to a particular x/D
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position. Moreover a temperature gradient is observed near the wall where the wall-jet
layer is formed. The reduced values of the temperatures are observed due to high
mixing of the hot jet fluid with the crossflow fluid along the jet edge.

Fig. 5.69: Prediction of the mean temperature at different downstream locations (z/D
= 3) predicted by RST model for R = 6.

Fig. 5.70: Prediction of the mean temperature at different downstream locations (z/D
= 5) predicted by RST model for R = 6.
The last spanwise plane considered is at z/D = 6. At this plane the value of the
temperature near the bottom wall at the jet exit region (x/D = 0) is observed to be
smaller, compared to that at the other spanwise planes (z/D = 0, 3 and 5). However the
temperature distribution at other downstream locations shows an almost similar trend
as at the plane z/D = 5. From the temperature profiles at all spanwise planes it can be
concluded that the decay or dilution of the temperature along spanwise direction is
small compared to the corresponding decay in the cross-stream direction.
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Fig. 5.71: Prediction of the mean temperature at different downstream locations (z/D
= 6) predicted by RST model for R = 6.

In case of velocity ratio R = 9 the temperature profile shows similar behaviour
(Figs. 5.72 to 5.75) as in the case of R = 6. In this case the peak values of temperature
occurs at the higher vertical position compared to the case with R = 6. This is due to a
higher trajectory and penetration of the jet. In this case also the temperature
distributions are different at upper and lower halves. Moreover the profiles are
different at different spanwise planes. The spread of the temperature profiles are
slightly less at the outer spanwise planes (z/D = 5 and 6) compared to the inner
spanwise planes (z/D = 0 and 3). Since the jet is comparatively stronger so
appreciable temperature peak values are obtained even at the far downstream
positions at two outer spanwise planes (z/D = 5 and 6), which was not observed in the
case of R = 6.

Fig. 5.72: Prediction of the mean temperature at different downstream locations (z/D
= 0) predicted by RST model for R = 9.
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Fig. 5.73: Prediction of the mean temperature at different downstream locations (z/D
= 3) predicted by RST model for R = 9.

Fig. 5.74: Prediction of the mean temperature at different down stream locations (z/D
= 5) predicted by RST model for R = 9.

Fig. 5.75: Prediction of the mean temperature at different downstream locations (z/D
= 6) predicted by RST model for R = 9.
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Iso-contours of the mean temperature at three different spanwise planes (z/D = 0, 5
and 6) for R = 6 are presented in Fig. 5.76. The temperature contour shows shapes
somewhat similar to the well known Gaussian distribution. The mean temperature
variations of the heated free jet are small (Sherif and Pletcher, 1991). Therefore all the
temperature fluctuations in the crossflow jet may result from the mixing and the
interaction between the jet and crossflow. At the upper part of the jet, the distribution
of the contour is dense, thus indicating that the mixing between the jet and the
crossflow is rather active. In contrast, a relatively sparse contours are developed
widely at the inner part of the jet. This originates from a low-velocity reverse flow
region, which may promote the process of thermal spread at the inner part of the jet.
The spread of the mean temperature is affected by the mean velocity field at different
spanwise locations. At the edge and outside of the slot, the spread of the temperature
is less compared to that at the centre, which is similar to the case of the mean velocity
field distribution.

Fig. 5.76: Mean temperature contours at three different spanwise (x-y) planes
predicted by RST model for R = 6, z/D = 0, 5 and 6.

Fig. 5.77: Mean temperature contours at three different spanwise (x-y) planes
predicted by RST model for R = 9, z/D = 0, 5 and 6.
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In case of R = 9 the jet is relatively stronger and therefore the spread of the
temperature or the penetration of the temperature occurs up to a higher position than
that in the case of R = 6 (Fig. 5.77). The temperature distribution follows the mean
velocity distribution in this case also.
Fig. 5.78 shows the mean temperature contours at various y–z planes at different
downstream locations for the velocity ratio R = 6. The spread of the high temperature
jet core due to the interaction of the jet with the crossflow can be understood from
these plots. The high temperature jet fluid enters from the jet slot and after interaction
with the crossflow this zone moves upward along with the down wash by the
crossflow. It is observed that at the upper part of the jet, the distribution of the contour
is dense whereas a quite coarse and relatively wide temperature distribution at the
inner part of the jet occurs. The shape of the temperature distribution is more or less
circular immediately downstream of the slot and it becomes kidney shaped further
downstream. It is observed that the CRVP dynamics controls the temperature
distribution. At all locations the shape is observed to be symmetric about the central
vertical plane (z/D = 0).
In case of velocity ratio R = 9 the y-z plane mean temperature contours (Fig. 5.79)
show a similar trend as in the case of R = 6, but far downstream the contours show
some differences. At x/D = 10, the isotherm pattern near the bottom corners show
some dissimilarity with those for R = 6.

Fig. 5.78: Mean temperature contours at various y-z planes predicted by RST model
for R = 6, x/D = 0, 5, 10 and 20.
At the position x/D = 20, sharp variations in temperatures are confined only to the
upper part of the flow field and variations in the bottom part and near the wall are
small. This also occurs due to the position of the CRVP at the upper part of the flow
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field at that location which we have already discussed in the y-z plane velocity vector
plot (Fig. 5.60).

Fig. 5.79: Mean temperature contours at various y-z planes predicted by RST model
for R = 9, x/D = 0, 5, 10 and 20.
The mean temperature contours are presented in Fig. 5.80 for three heights (y/D =
1, 5, 10) in the x–z planes for the velocity ratio R = 6. It is observed that as the height
increases, the maximum of temperature moves downstream from the jet and the
temperature gets distributed over a larger region.

Fig. 5.80: Mean temperature contours at various x-z planes at different y/D locations
predicted by RST model for R = 6.

Fig. 5.81: Mean temperature contours at various x-z planes at different y/D locations
predicted by RST model for R = 9.
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Dispersion of the temperature is influenced by the pair of DSSN vortices formed in
the x–z plane. The temperature distribution at different planes observed in the present
work is similar to that reported by Shi et al. (2003) and Said et al. (2003). In case of
velocity ratio R = 9 also the DSSN vortices control the temperature distribution,
which is shown in Fig. 5.81.

5.4.5 Comparison with Measurements

In this section a comparison of the predictions by RST model and the standard k-ε
model (Chapter 4) is made with the experimental data of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983)
and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). The results are presented in the s-n coordinate
system.
A comparison of the normalized s-component profiles of the mean velocity (us/vj)
in the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four different downstream locations (s/D =
4.94, 9.68, 18.86 and 28.12) for the velocity ratio R = 6 with the experimental data is
shown in Figs. 5.82 and 5.83. The RST model slightly over predicts in the upper part
of the jet but it predicts accurately in the lower part of the jet. The standard k-ε model
predicts the upper part (n/D < 0) of the jet quite well but over predicts in the lower
part of the jet. The RST model predicts the jet peak value better than that by the
standard k-ε model and it can be concluded that the overall performance of the RST
model is slightly better than that of the standard k-ε model.

Fig. 5.82: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for R
= 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.
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In case of velocity ratio R = 9 (Figs. 5.84 and 5.85), a comparison of both the models
show the same trends as in the case of R = 6. In this case also the RST model over
predicts in the upper part and predicts better in the bottom part of the jet.

Fig. 5.83: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for R
= 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.

Fig. 5.84: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for R
= 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
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Fig. 5.85: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for R
= 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
Figs. 5.86 and 5.87 show a comparison of the normalized n-component velocity
profiles (vn/vj) in the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four downstream locations
with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 6. The predictions agree well
with the experimental data, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The RST model
shows a comparatively better agreement with the experimental data than the standard
k-ε model.

Fig. 5.86: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.
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Fig. 5.87: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
Comparisons of the normalized n-component profiles of the mean velocity (vn/vj) in
the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four downstream locations (s/D = 4.97, 9.76,
21.22 and 29.73) with the experimental data for the velocity ratio R = 9 are presented
in Figs. 5.88 and 5.89. Both the models show the same trend as in the case of the
velocity ratio R = 6. The mean flow comparison indicates that the RST model slightly
over predicts in the upper part of the jet but the agreement between the predictions
and measurements is better in the lower part of the jet.

Fig. 5.88: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central
plane (z/D = 0) for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.
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Fig. 5.89: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
A comparison of the predicted normalized excess temperature profile (T/Tj),
where ∆T = T − Ta and ∆T j = T j − Ta , by the RST model with the experimental data
in the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at four downstream positions for the velocity
ratio R = 6 is shown in Figs. 5.90 and 5.91. The RST model over predicts the
temperature field. The performance of the model is better in the near-field region
compared to the far-field. In the case of velocity ratio R = 9, the RST model shows the
same behaviour but it over predicts more at the far downstream location (s/D =
29.73).

Fig. 5.90: Comparison of excess temperature at jet central plane (z/D =
0) for R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.
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Fig. 5.91: Comparison of excess temperature at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.

Fig. 5.92: Comparison of excess temperature at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.

Fig. 5.93: Comparison of excess temperature at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.
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Comparisons of the turbulence shear stress profiles in the jet central vertical planes at
four downstream positions are shown in Figs. 5.94 and 5.95 for the velocity ratio R =
6 and in Figs. 5.96 and 5.97 for the velocity ratio R = 9. The large peak values
observed in the experimental data and the present predictions are due to the high
values of velocity gradient in the near jet-axis region. The standard k-ε model slightly
over predicts the shear stresses especially in the inner half of the jet, where the flow
faces reverse flow, whereas the predictions by the RST model agree better with the
experimental results. Moreover, the predictions of the positive and negative peak
values of the stresses by RST model match well with the experimental data.

Fig. 5.94: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D
= 0) for R = 6, s/D = 4.94 and 9.68.

Fig. 5.95 Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D =
0) for R = 6, s/D = 18.86 and 28.12.
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Fig. 5.96 Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D
= 0) for R = 9, s/D = 4.97 and 9.76.

Fig. 5.97: Comparison of turbulence shear stress at jet central plane (z/D
= 0) for R = 9, s/D = 21.22 and 29.73.

5.4.6 Comparisons of all models

In Chapter 3 we have presented the computational results of 2D flow fields using the
standard k–ε model and streamline curvature modification to the standard k–ε model.
Similarly the predictions of 3D flow field using the standard k–ε model and RST
model are presented in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. To make an assessment of all
the predictions, we have compared all the predictions with the experimental data of
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) in this section. The
streamline curvature model is shown in abbreviated form as Curv. in all the figures.
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Fig. 5.98: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0) for
R = 6, s/D = 9.68 and 28.12.
A comparison of the normalized streamwise component of the mean velocity
(us/vj) at the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) with the experimental data at two
different downstream locations (s/D = 9.68 and 28.12) for the velocity ratio R = 6 is
shown in Fig. 5.98. As expected the 2D predictions of standard k–ε model show
poorest agreement where as the RST model shows best agreement with the
experimental data.

Fig. 5.99: Comparison of mean streamwise velocity at jet central plane (z/D = 0)
for R = 9, s/D = 9.76 and 29.73

Fig. 5.99 shows the comparison of the normalized streamwise component of the
mean velocity (us/vj) at the jet central vertical plane (z/D = 0) at two different
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downstream locations (s/D = 9.76 and 29.73) with the experimental data for the
velocity ratio R = 9. In this case also similar observation is made in case of R = 6. In
both cases the 2D predictions show a higher spread of the jet especially in the inner part of the
jet and the position of the peak value is not matching with either the experimental or with the
3D predictions.

Fig. 5.100: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 6, s/D = 9.68 and 28.12.

Fig. 5.101: Comparison of mean normal component velocity at jet central plane
(z/D = 0) for R = 9, s/D = 9.76 and 29.73.
Comparisons of the normal component of the mean velocity (vn/vj) at the jet
central plane (z/D = 0) is shown in Figs. 5.100 and 5.101 for R = 6 and 9 respectively.
Due to unavailability of the entrainment and other secondary effects of the flow field,
the 2D predictions show a higher spreading of the jet compared to the 3D predictions,
thus producing poor agreement with the experimental data.
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5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the 3D flow field of a slightly heated rectangular jet discharged into a
crossflow has been numerically investigated using the Reynolds stress transport
(RST) model. The different terms of the Reynolds stress transport model are modelled
based on the proposals in the literature that are suitable for the present flow
configuration. The predicted flow properties by RST model and the standard k-ε
model (described in Chapter 4) are compared with the experimental data. The
predicted mean and turbulence properties such as velocity components and turbulence
shear stress by both the models are shown to be in good agreement with the
experimental data. The RST model shows some improvement especially in the reverse
flow region but it does not show significant improvement compared to the standard k-

ε model. The mean temperature distribution due to the strong convection effect of the
jet is presented. The mean temperature field is governed by the mean velocity filed
and the distribution of the temperature is controlled by the different vortices formed in
the flow field. The temperature dispersions observed are consistent with similar
results reported in the literature. The RST model produces reasonable agreement of
the predicted temperature with the experimental data. RST model is also seen to
capture two secondary vortices near the bottom wall at far downstream locations. The
standard k-ε model failed to capture these two vortices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Scope for Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The objectives of the present work were to (a) provide more detailed information
about the flow characteristics of a heated rectangular jet discharged into a narrow
channel crossflow with relatively high jet to crossflow velocity ratio than those
obtained experimentally by Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian
(1989) and (b) to assess the performance of different turbulence models in predicting
the behaviour of this flow configuration. The investigation is carried out first for the
2D flow field and subsequently for the 3D flow field. In the 2D investigation, the
computations are carried out using the standard k-ε model and the streamline
curvature modification to the k-ε model. The physical effects of the streamline
curvature on the flow field are studied and improvements over the standard k-ε model
are commented upon. In the 3D investigation of the flow field, the standard k-ε model
and the RST model are used. Computational tools in the form of two FORTRAN 77
computer codes based on the SIMPLE algorithm, finite volume and staggered grid
arrangement are developed. The first code tackles the 2D problem using the standard
k-ε model and its streamline curvature modification. The other code tackles the 3D
problem through the standard k-ε model. In addition a commercial code FLUENT 6.2
is used to compute the 3D heated jets in crossflow using the RST model. The various
terms of the Reynolds stress transport equations that need modelling are modelled
based on the proposals in the literature that are suitable for the present flow
configuration. The computations are performed in the Cartesian coordinates and
results are presented to facilitate a good understanding of different aspects of the flow
including those in the near-wall region. The results are then converted into those for
an s-n coordinate system for the purpose of comparison with the experimental data of
Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). Based on the work
carried out in this thesis, the following conclusions and observations can be made
.
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1. The 2D investigation of the flow field provides reasonably good information
of the flow characteristics in the jet central plane. However, from the
subsequent work in this thesis it is seen that the flow is 3D in nature with a
plane of symmetry in the central vertical plane. Therefore, in those situations
where smaller computational time gets priority over flow details and
accuracy, a 2D investigation is definitely worth undertaking, as the results
obtained for the jet central vertical plane are physically realistic.
2. The streamline curvature modification to the k-ε model produces somewhat
improved results in the inner part of the jet and produces better agreement
with the experimental data than those produced by the standard k-ε model.
The maximum local improvement in some of the results by the curvature
modification model over the standard k-ε model is observed to be about
20%. Thus the inclusions of the streamline curvature effect in the standard k-

ε model for a 2D investigation to predict the flow field of a jet in crossflow
is justified.
3. The curvature modification model works better in the case of the jet with R
= 6 than that with R = 9 because of higher streamline curvature of the flow
field in the former. Thus low values of the jet to crossflow velocity ratio,
which entail higher curvature, are likely to find favour with the curvature
modification model.
4. A look at the flow configuration suggests that the central vertical plane is
likely to be a plane of symmetry. 3D computations carried out with both the
standard k-ε model and RST model demonstrate that it is indeed so. This fact
lends credibility to the computations using both the models suggesting that
the other results are also physically meaningful. From this observation it
may be concluded that for further studies, the computational time can be
saved by considering only half of the flow field with symmetry boundary
conditions.
5. In the case of 3D investigation the standard k-ε model performs well in
reproducing many physical features that are similar to the results reported in
the literature. The model also produces reasonably good agreement with the
experimental data of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and
Ramaprian (1989).
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6. The velocity ratio is found to affect the flow features such as the trajectory
and the lateral spread of the jet and the low velocity region downstream of
the jet. The turbulence properties such as the turbulence kinetic energy and
shear stress are also affected by the value of the velocity ratio.
7. The formations of different types of vortices in the flow field are discussed.
The present predictions capture well the steady structures of the wake
vortices and counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP). However, the structure of
the horse-shoe vortices is captured weakly. The length scales of these
vortices are significantly greater than those of eddies containing the
turbulence energy and are therefore considered to be associated with the
mean flow rather than the turbulence flow field. The velocity ratio is seen to
affect the shape and sizes of these vortices. A high value of the velocity ratio
is associated with the reduced size of the wake vortices and the reverse flow
region downstream of the jet slot.
8. The RST model is used to predict the 3D flow field of a slightly heated jet in
crossflow. The effect of the buoyancy in the flow field is negligible due to a
small temperature difference so that the temperature is treated as a passive
scalar and a good agreement with the experiments demonstrates the validity
of this assumption.
9. The RST model shows some improvement in the predictions compared to
the standard k-ε model especially in the reverse flow region. It also captures
two secondary vortices at the bottom corners far downstream, whereas the
standard k-ε model fails to do so. However it does not show significant
overall improvement over the standard k-ε model.
10. The mean temperature field in the case of the heated jet appears to be closely
linked to the mean velocity field and the distribution of the temperature is
controlled by the different vortices formed in the flow field. The temperature
dispersion observed in the present investigation is consistent with the similar
results reported in the literature. The overall thermal characteristics obtained
with the model are in reasonably good agreement with the experimental data
reported in the literature.
11. The flow details in the main domain obviously result from the interaction
between the jet ejected from the jet duct at the bottom wall and the cross-
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stream. However, it is interesting to note that the flow in jet duct itself gets
affected as a result of this interaction and the origin of the CRVP can be
traced back to the jet duct itself. Needless to say, in the absence of the crossstream, there will be no such vortical flow structures in the jet duct.
12. The present investigation establishes the three-dimensionality of the flow
field. This is in some contrast to the observation of Ramaprian and Haniu
(1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989) who perhaps did not feel it
necessary to carry out a detailed 3D experimental investigation. The results
in the present work brings to light not only the various features in the jetshear layer but also some interesting aspects of the flow in the
neighbourhood including two hitherto unreported secondary vortices. Thus
besides closely reproducing the experimental results of Ramaprian and
Haniu (1983) and Haniu and Ramaprian (1989), the present investigation
also provides a deeper insight into various features of this complex flow
field that are absent in their reports. This suggests that a more detailed and
careful 3D experimental investigation is perhaps in order to have a
comprehensive picture of this complex and interesting flow field.
13. There are several factors that influenced the original aim of this work. First
question that came to our mind was how good is a 2D numerical
investigation at the central vertical plane? How does these results compare
with the experimental investigations? Another question was: is it possible to
obtain meaningful 3D details of the flow field even though there are no
experimental results to compare them with? To find an answer to the second
question a 3D code had been carefully developed and validated to ensure
that when used to compute unknown situations, the results will enjoy some
scientific prestige. To eliminate the possibility of the deficiency of a model
(standard k-ε) which may fail to resolve some of the flow features another
more sophisticated model (RST model) incorporated in the commercial code
FLUENT was used. As the results of both the models do not contradict each
other and agree to a great extent, the results produced may be considered to
be physically meaningful. Thus it can be said that both of our original aims
have been fulfilled to a large extent during the course of this work.
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6.2 Scope for Future Work
The present study opens some interesting possibilities for further investigations. Some
recommendations for future work are presented here.
1. To examine the accuracy and physical validity of the present numerical results
a careful series of experiments can be carried out. The experimental facilities
should contain more accurate flow measuring techniques such as the particle
image velocimetry (PIV) than those used by Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and
Haniu and Ramaprian (1989). The measurement should be made across all the
spanwise planes and should study different vortical structures in the flow field.
2. The present study can be extended to investigate the effects of various factors
such as increasing or decreasing the jet slot size and its aspect ratio, varying
the sidewall distances and for smaller velocity ratios such as R = 0.5, 1, 2, etc.
These parametric studies may lead to the formation of functional equations
relating those parameters with the jet and crossflow behaviour such as the jet
trajectory, temperature trajectory, etc.
3. Further studies with the present problem can be made by incorporating
different orientations to the jet slot as performed by Zhang (2000). The
problem can be investigated by injecting the jet at different angles to the
vertical axis. Moreover the investigation can also be performed for different
skew angles of the crossflow stream.
4. Finally the present flow configuration can be investigated by considering an
unsteady flow field. The study can be performed either by using unsteady
RANS (URANS) model or by using more advanced turbulence models such as
LES or DNS. These models can give an unsteady picture of the flow field
which would be interesting phenomena to be observed and important for many
practical implications.
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Appendix
Transformation of Variables
Measured Mean Variable

In the present work the predicted values of the mean velocity components of
turbulent rectangular jets in crossflow along the x- and y- directions are compared
with

the experimental data of Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) and Haniu and

Ramaprian (1989). They have reported the experimental observations of turbulent
plane jets in crossflow with R = 6 and 9 in both tabular and graphical forms in the s-n
coordinate system (s- denotes the streamwise direction and n- normal to it, Fig. 3.1).
For a certain value of R the experimental data is reported for various s/D locations
corresponding to different n/D values together with the inclination (θ) of the jet
trajectory with the x-axis.

Fig. A.1: x-y and s-n coordinate systems in the domain of turbulent rectangular jet in
crossflow.
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The x- and y-coordinates of a point along the streamwise direction in the s-n
coordinate system (s/D, 0), denoted by xc/D and yc/D, are also provided by Ramaprian
and Haniu (1983) (Fig.A.1). It should be noted that the location of the maximum
velocity and the direction of the tangent to the jet trajectory at any s/D location was
obtained graphically by Ramaprian and Haniu (1983) from their mean flow data.
.
One can calculate the x- and y- components of the mean velocity, u and v respectively,
at any given point A on the n- axis for a certain `s' location from the values of us and
vn and inclination of the jet trajectory (θ). The point `A' shown in Fig. A.1, is
encircled and the encircled area is shown enlarged in Fig. A.2. The following relations
are used for the calculation:
u = u s sin θ + v n cos θ

(A.1)

v = u s cos θ − v n sin θ

(A.2)

where us and vn are the measured mean velocity components along the s- and ncoordinates, respectively. In a similar way the measured rms values of the velocity
fluctuations can be calculated in the rectangular coordinate system.

Fig. A.2: Enlarged view of the encircled region of `A'

Calculation of x-y Coordinates of A
The location of any point `A' on the n-axis corresponding to a certain s/D location can
be calculated using the following relations:
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x A / D = xc / D + (n / D) cos θ

(A.3)

y A / D = y c / D − (n / D) sin θ

(A.4)

Thus one can find the corresponding x and y coordinates of any point whose s-n
coordinates are given.
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